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EDITOR'S NOTES
This issue ofthejournal has eight interesting articles and one book
review. There are two articles on ethics and one article each on African
philosophy, Filipino philosophy, Indian philosophy, philosophy of myth,
philosophy ofreligion, and political philosophy. Although what is discussed
in African philosophy is a theme that properly belongs to the philosophy of
religion, I have decided to make a separate category to distinguish it from
basical ly traditional Westem philosophy.
Ebunoluwa O. Oduwole attempts to show in .'The dialectics of 1re
(goodness) and 161 (evilness): An African understanding of the philosophical
problem of evil" the necessary coexistence in yoruba religious thought of
both good and evil. In Yoruba theodicy, a deity such as orisa-nla is responsible
forthe existence of albinos and hunchbacks, who serve the supreme God,
Oludumare.

In "The place of ethics in business,,, Napoleon M. Mabaquiao

Jr.

attempts to clarify and rationalize the place of ethics in business. He argues
that business acts have the relevant moral features which serve as the

foundation forthe application of ethical pinciples; that arguments which
attempt to show the irrelevance ofethics in business acts do not hold water;
and that business selfishness and benevolent selflessness can combine to
produce ethical and profitable business decisions.
Westem businessmen who want to do business with the Chinese will
have to accept the cultural value of guarai, says Jose Mario B. Maximiano in
"sociocultural and moral values of guanxi: A philosophico-normative

approach to global applied ethic s." Guanxi is based on ..good interpersonal
relations, network building, and loyalty" that is shown in,,gift-giving and
the dismantling ofthe red tape," which from westem ethical standards appear
as bribery, dishonesty, and corruption. However, if Westemers want..to
ensure smooth transnational transactions," then they need to adjustto guaxai
whose ethical dilemmas parallel to those of western false advertising,
technology piracy, and the like. A distinction should be made between
business malpractices and national culture, and between global ethico-moral
standards and the weaknesses of human nature.

Having distinguished the traditional approach from the cultural
approach to Filipino philosophy and the philosopher from the scholar of
philosophy, Rolando M. Gripaldo, in "Filipino philosophy: AWestem tradition
in an Eastem setting," offers an explanation for the Western orientation of
Filipino philosophy, dissects the problems of philosophy in the philippines,
links philosophy to nation-building, and discusses some principles that guide
the author in developing philosophy in the philippines.

In "Sanjaya Bellatthiputta's technique of ,denials and deny denials':
An original critique ofknowledge andjudgment," Mathew varghese tackles
the problem in Indian epistemolory of finding the appropriate knowledge

for

particular judgments. Originally criticized by Buddha, Bellatthiputta,s
technique of "denials and deny denials" influenced later Buddhists like
Nagarjuna and Eryadeva. The technique consists in rejecting existing
theoretical positions about the world for making metaphysical judgments.

The mind should be freed from these positions and should pursue knowledge
freely and uninhibitedly.
Raril Kerbs maintains in "Kantian coordinates ofthe interpretation of
myths in Paul Ricoeur" that Ricoeur's hermeneutics succeeded in integrating
and harmonizing "structural analysis, phenomenological description, and an

ontological-existential analysis of the myth" because of certain
epistemological and ontological coordinates from Kant's firsttwo critiques
and from his philosophy ofreligion.
In "The incompatibility ofGod's existence and human freedom: Sartre,s
existential atheism," Jove Jim S. Aguas contends that the believer can leam
just as much as the unbeliever from Sartre's atheistic position and should
further strengthen one's resolve in strengthening his or her faith.
DiegoA. Odchimar Itr tries to show in "Equality ofwhat? Why liberty?,,
thatiustice-as an accommodation of differences among different human
beings---can reconcile the conflict between the demand for equality and the
demand for liberty through the liberal ideal of faimess.
Finally, Noelle Leslie de la Cruz reviews Alain de Botton's -Esscrys ln
love. Amongthe interesting positions of De Botton is that governments
whic.h are greatly "in love" with their citizens are more fascistic towards the
"beloved" while those govemments least o'in love,'with their citizens are
more liberal in thatthey have the least claim on the',beloved."
As usual, it is our hope that the readers will enjoy reading these arlicles.

RolandoM. Gripaldo
De La Salle University

Manila
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THE DTALECTTCS OF 1ft8 (GOODNESS)
AND IBT (EVILNESS): AN AFRICAN
UNDERSTANDING OF THE
PHILOSOPHICAL PROBLEM OF EVIL
EbunoluwaO. Oduwole
OIa b is i O nab anj o University
Ago-Iwoye, Nigeria
The age-old philosophical problem of evil assumes a dialectical

explanation in the Yoruba thought system.

The

Africqns, as in the

case of the Yoruba, affirms the coexistence cf Ibi (evitness) and lre
(goodness) in the worldwithout any contradiction. In African theodicy

there exists minis.ters or deities that include such deities as orisanla, who does as he chooses and is responsiblefor such phenomena
as albinos and hunchbacks. He serves in the theocratic government
ofthe Supreme Being, Olodumare. This theocratic hierarchy shows
how the Yoruba consequently react to the problem ofevil and how it
is consistent with the concept ofGod. Selected excerpts from the lfa
literary corpus show the Yoruba belief that good cannot exist in the
worldwithout evil, andvice versa.

INTRODUCTTON
This paper considers the philosophical problem of evil in westem and African
thought. The paper recognizes that the problem is as old as man itself and there
are various attempts to solve the apparent paradox in the coexistence of an allpowerful, all-knowing, and all-good God and ofevil.
The paper attempts an African theodicy by affirming that the Africans have
an understanding of the existence of evil and good in the world without
contradiction. The two they accept to coexist. A person cannot do without an
experience ofboth in life. The two are necessities oflife and the reason for individual
sfuggles in life. They constitute the completeness of life and life's experiences.

PROBLEM STATED
The problem ofevil is one that emphasizes the contradiction in the character
or attributes ofGod in relation to the factors ofthe world, of human experience that
is considered evil. The problem is as old as human thinking about the meaning of
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existence. There are a lot ofunfavorable disasters, such as epidemics, famine,
flood, earthquakes, war, and personal disorder that force themselves upon the
individual. These call for moral and physical questions. So what is this problem of
evil? The problem ofevil can simply be stated in five constatives:1
1.

Godexists.

omnipotent-all-powerful, capable of performing any act,
even those that violate natural laws.

2. God is

God is omniscient-al1-knowing, continuously aware of
everything on earth.
4. God is omnibeneficient-wholly good, holy, loving, absolutely
3.

5.

righteous.
Evil exists.

These five constatives can be reduced to three: (a) God exists, (b) God is
omnipotent, etc., and (c) evil exists. The three constatives are considered logically
incompatible with each other; their conjunction is said to be self-contradictory.
Constatives (a) and (b), jointly taken, and constative (c) seem incompatible with
each other. IfGod is an omniscient being, then it means there is no limit to his power
and to what he can do.

IfGod

is wholly good or benevolent, then why is there evil

in the world? Why does evil exist? Thetwo propositions seem difficultto reconcile.
The existence ofan all-powerful, omniscient, and a holy God implies, as it is argued
in Westem philosophy, that either God is inexistent or he is neither omnipotent nor
good. So the problem is which relevant constative should we abandon?
Various attempts have been made by philosophers and theologians to explain
the seeming contradiction between God's attributes and the existence of evil.
Epicurus, as cited by David Hume ( 1 973, 1 87), says: "Is [God] willing to prevent
evil, but not able? then is he impotent. Is he able, but not willing? then is he
malevolent. Is he both able and willing? whence then evil?" Gottfried Leibniz says
that God was expected with all his power, goodness, and knowledge to have
chosen the best in creating the world, and so he ( I 973, 197 n concludes that

Whoever does not choose the best course is lacking either in power,
or knowledge, or goodness. God did not choose the best course in
creating the world, therefore God was lacking in power, or knowledge,

or goodness.

While the above quotation has to do largely with the physical aspect ofthe
problem ofevil, there is also the moral aspect ofthe problem. David Hume, for
example, could not comprehend the existence ofthe moral attributes of God with
that of evil. In fact, he feels that divine mercy and human mercy do not resemble
each other. As he (l 973, 1 86 ff) says:
. . . And is it possible, Cleanthes, said Philo, that after these reflections,
and infinitely more, which might be suggested, you can still persevere
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in your anthropomorphism, and assert the moral attributes ofthe Deity,
his justice, benevolence, mercy, and rectitude, to be ofthe same nature
with these virlues in human creatures? His power we allow is infinite:
whatever he wills is executed: but neither man nor any other animal is
happy: therefore he does not will their happiness. His wisdom is
infinite: he is never mistaken in choosing the means to any end: but
the course ofNature tends not to human or animal felicity: therefore it
is not established for that purpose. Through the whole compass of
human knowledge, there are no inferences more certain and infallible

than these. In what respect, then, do his benevolence and mercy
resemble the benevolence and mercy ofmen?
There are endless ways the problem ofevil can be stated depending on what
aspect ofone's life is being affected.

WHAT IS EVIL?
The problem of evil assumes the existence of evil in the world. It is thus
pertinent to ask what evil is. Evil is anything that is considered painful, injurious,
calamitous, hurtful, or morally bad. It is anything that impedes or disrupts one's
goal, happiness, well-being, or achievement in life. It is considered wicked, a vice
or misfortune, or an absence ofgood. Let us go into an identification or clarification
ofthe types ofevil.

TYPES OF EVIL
There are four types of evil that can be identified in the world: physical,
moral, psychological, and intellectual. Alvin Platin ga(1973,218) identifie s moral
evls as those which result from human choice or volition. They comprise defects
in moral character such as malice, hatred, greed, jealousy, selfishness, cruelty,
intemperance, and so on, which tend to cause suffering to others.
Platinga further identifies physical evils as pains and discomforts that arise
from diseases, natural disasters beyond human control, and events that have to
do with nature or natural laws. Intellectual evils are mental weaknesses such as
stupidity, irrationality, poorjudgnent, and defects in various organs ofperception
or in the brain that can cause insanity. Psychological evils are caused by unhappy
events in life, such as loneliness, frustration, feaE anxiety, failures in love affairs,
and death ofloved ones.

ATTEMPTED SOLUTIONS: THEODICY
The paradox about the existence ofevil and the positive attributes ofGod
has led to various attempted solutions known as theodicy. First, there are some
views that affirm an ultimate dualism between God and demonic forces. As held by
the ancientzoroastrian religion, the good deity is simply incapable ofpreventing
the other from producing evil in the world and human beings are called upon to
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choose one side of the struggle. christianity and Judaism will not find this
explanation acceptable: the devil cannot be interpreted as a being equal to but a
being opposed to God. Evil, Christians claim, is temporarily tolerated to be ultimately
destroyed.
Other views say that ifGod can, but will not prevent evil, it will appear he is
not at all good or he is limited. This argument has two groups. Some members of
the first group claim that God is limited by an equally powerful evil deity while
others within this group claim that God is either limited by the material ofwhich the
world is made or he is limited in ability. The second group refuses to accept the
above; they claim that God alone is the ultimate reality while evil is not a reality. A
certain form of Hinduism claims that evil is an illusion or maya. St. Augustine
968, 42ff) says evil is a deprivation ofgood, or the absence ofbeing, and it is a
result ofthe free will that God has given man. Augustine identifies the root ofevil
in an evil will, which he calls "pride." This solution may be adequate for moral evil,
but cannot account for a defense ofphysical evil.
Benedict Spinoza(1968,43 I ff) recognizes the reality ofevil as an obstruction
to the self-fulfillment in human life. Leibniz ( 1 968, 436ff) explains the problem of
evil by saying that this is the best world that can be creat€d and that even evil can
become an instrument to perfect the whole of creation. Atheists, we must say,
have no problem with this theodicy paradox because they do not believe in God.
(I

PHILOSOPHICAL PROBLEM OF EVIL
IN AFRICAN RELIGION
The best way to confront the philosophical problem of evil in the African
traditional religious system is to ask ifthis problem exists. This will help us consider
whether philosophical problems are language neutral, universal, ornot. To answer
this question, we need to examine the three constatives that form the basic tenets
ofthe problem from theAfrican perspective.

2

L

Does God exist?
Does evil exist?

3.

Is God omnipotent, omniscient, omnibenevolent, etc.?

Because of the peculiar nature of the African traditional religion and
languages, we shall Iimit ourselves to the Yoruba society of westem Nigeria in
examining these constatives to come up with a critical analysis.

EXISTENCE OF GOD IN YORUBA
BELIEF SYSTEM
In African society there is a firm belief that God exists though he is not
known by definition but by description and intuition. In yoruba tradition, he is
known as Olodumare (the Supreme Deity). The name, as analysed by Bolajildowu
( 1 962) and P. Ade Dopamu ( I 979), div ides into three parts. The prefi x O/ means Oni
owner of'or "the lord of." The second part is Odu,whichstands for a
-"ffig
substantive-"a main heading or chapter" (Idowu 1962,33).It can also mean
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"chieftain," "chief," "scepter," or "authority"; additionally, it can mean a*very
large and deep container" or "the full cell in the boar d of ayo" (a game of I 2 cells).
As an adjective it can mean "very large," "very extensive," or ..very fu11.,' Idowu
(1962,33) concludesthat olodumare canbe interpreted as "someone who is a
supreme chief," "one who possesses the scepter of authority," or,,one who is
superlative and perfect in greatness, size, quality and worth." Mare isthe third
part that has various interpretations. It can mean, ',do not go" or ,,do not move,' or

meaningcum Are----combining somethingwith Are. Are is asymbol of authority
or uniqueness fixed on the crown wom by the king of1le -Ife. so olodumare canbe
taken to mean "He who has absolute authority over all in heaven and earth and is
incomparable." It can also mean "He is one who is absolutely perfect in superlative

qualities." In short, Olodumqre is the Supreme deity that has absolute and
incomparable authority over the world and is absolutely perfect in superlative
qualities.
The attributes ofolodumare as further highlighted by African scholars also
go to buttress the above. Olodumare has certain attributes that are essential and
moral. Idowu identifies ten ofthese essential attributes. Olodumare is the creator,
the maker, the origin, and the giver of life: heis Elemi in that he creates seasons
and times, he is king, he is omnipotent (powerful in heaven and on earth), able to
do all things, and he can also achieve any end. Things are possible only when and
because they are ordered by him. They are impossible when he does not permit
them or give his aid. The Yoruba s ay A-dun-se-bi-ohun ti olodumare se; a-sorose-bi-ohun ti olorun ko lowo si (easy to do as that which olodumare performs,
diffrcult to do as that which olorun enables not). olodumare is alewilese (He who
alone can speak and accomplish his words).
He is all-wise, all-knowing, and all-seeing-Arinu-r'ode olumo okan (He
who sees both the inside and outside ofman), "*re Discemer ofhearts." olodumare
is also the supreme disposer ofman's final destiny. Heis oyigiyigi obaAiku (The
mighty, immovable rock that never dies). The yoruba consider him as ritually and
ethically holy, pure, righteous, and immortal (Idowu 1962,41, 4j,rcg n.
Having gone through the various attributes of God in the yoruba tradition, it
is now pertinent to ask if evil exists in this tradition. Before answering this, it is
important to note that in Yoruba religion, olodumare does not exist alone. There is
no way by which Olodumare's activities can be discussed withoutthe contributions
ofhis divinities. MostAfrican scholars considerthem as ministers of olodumare.
The Yoruba often referto them as the orisa andthere are quite a number ofthem,
ofwhich we shall examine five. He delegates duties and functions to them as his
lieutenants. obatala or orisan-la, for example, is the arch-divinity who has been
given the prerogative to create as he chooses. He creates different shapes and

features that includes the hunchback, cripple, and albino as part ofhis special
marks. orunmila is in charge ofomniscience and wisdom. He is the oracle divinity.

Heis Orun-l-o-mo-a-ti-la(Only heaven knows the means of salvation).
There is Ogun the god of iron and Sango the god of thunder. One very
imporlant deity to our discourse is Esu. He is the special relations officer between
heaven and earth. He is regarded as the inspector general who reports on the
correctness ofworship in general and sacrifices in particular.
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The Yoruba put every evil tendency in and practice ofman under the agency
ofEsu. However, some worship him for his protective and benevolent capabilities.
Esu, according to Idowu , is a versatile character, but he cannot be equated with
the devil ofthe Bible or Satan in the Koran. Thus, Idowu (1962,80) says:

[Esu] has often been sweepingly called eitherthe "Devil" or "Satan."
He is certainly not the Devil of our New Testament acquaintance, who
is an out and out evil power in opposition to the plan of God's salvation
of man. On the whole, it would be near the truth to parallel him to
Satan in the Book of Job, where Satan is one ofthe ministers of God,
and has the offrce of trying men's sincerity and pufting their religion
to the proof.

Though one may want to agree with Idowu that Esu is not the devil of the
Bible, he also cannot be equated with Satan in the book ofJob. Esu, as the Yoruba
conceive him, though not outrightly malevolent, has benevolent characteristics.
Moreover, unlikethedevil, heworks hand in handwith Olodumare, even occupying
a special place looking at the affairs of men and the divinities.
Now, "Does the philosophical problem of evil exist in the Yoruba tradition?"
IfGod exists in the Yorubatradition and he has all the attributes earlier mentioned,
then why is there evil in the world?
Before we proceed, we shall quickly look atthe existence ofevil in Yoruba
thought. Evil is a reality in the Yoruba tradition. It is not an illusion, it is to them
as real as tables and chairs. It is an indubitable fact that evil exists in their world.
The Yoruba to my mind will agree with the classification of evil earlier given. In
addition, physical evil can be considered as manipulation either from men (Omo-

araiye)orbythedivinities,especiallyasaformofpunishment.
is that

Whilemoralevil

which occurs from interactions between humans.
The Yoruba believe that there are malevolent agents in the world such as Aje

(witches) and Omo-qraiye (chlldren of the world). There are various other
manipulations such as Epe (curse), and Afose (power to say something and make
it come to pass) that can bring disasters to people. Among the Yoruba, evil occurs
in other form of principalities and powers, such as Ajalu (bad mishaps), Arelu
(misfortunes), Akolukogba (confirsion), lsasl (spell), Edi or Aseti (failure), Ijamba
(accident), Qfo (loss). and Osl (poverty). All these are detestable to human beings
who make efforts to curb orprevent them.

YORUBA THEODICY
We can see from our analysis so far that the existence of God and evil is real
to the Yoruba. How then can we reconcile the attributes of God to our experience

ofevil? There

are two postulations:

1. Either Olodumare does not have his attributes as presented, or

2

He condones evil.
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Whateverthe solution is to the problem ofevil in the Yorubatradition, there
is no doubt that this problem takes on a different dimension from its western
counterpart. Here is a God who created divinities who have gocid qualities, but are
limited and can be malevolent. For example, ogun, Sango, and Sonponna can
create unpleasant events. can we say that olodumare created evil? From our
discussion, one thing is clear: olodumare is the Supreme deity. The works of his
divinities and the entire world are not unknown to him. Therefore, he is not
entirely ignorant of what is happening in the world. That he left the work of
creation to orisa-nla who created the blind, the cripple, and the hunchback without
his objection is enough to show that he appears in support oforisa-nla's actions.
He created the divinities who, though benevolent, are also marevorent.
So far, we can see that some questions are very clifficult to answer. For
instance, why did olodumare not create a world without these intermediaries? or
why did olodumare not create the divinities like himself-good in all qualities?
why did olodumare not create their wills to be in consonance with his? why did
olodumare not create beings (human and divine) who will make their rationality
and freedom of the will fashioned out positively like his? why did olodumare
allow the divinities to have so much power that raises problems contrary to his
attributes?
AlthoughtheAfrican approach to the problem ofevil is a little bit different
from the theistic concept of God in that the Supreme Being created the world and
appointed divinities who, we can assume, are responsible for evil, the approach is
not without its own intellectual difficulties. A mark of intellectual matr-rrity is to
admit the logical conclusion wherever a discussion leads to, whether it favors us
or nol It is very difficult to conceive of a being that would stand aloof and watch
his lieutenants perpetrate evil. olodumare needs to give us some explanations on
this, or he himself is playing a nasty garne on mankind.
In view of the above-unwanted conclusion, we shail try to exanrine some
other possible solutions to the Yoruba problern of evil. The yoruba will not feel
comfortable to accept that evil is a creation of God, it will even be inconsistent with
his attributes, especially with his goodness. They may want to accept, however,
that evil is a creation ofthe deities and various supernatural forces, such as of
magical forces and witches. Unlike olodumare, the deities are limited in power and
they are either good or bad. olodumare does not approve of some oftheir deeds.
Hence, these deities are the author of evil things. Thus, unlike olodumare they are
not wholly good. Although olodumare created them, they have an independent
existence of some sort. They operate independently ofGod and in accordance
with their own desires and intention.
So our argument goes this way:

1. There

Z

is a supreme

being-Olodumare,

He has those positive attributes considered, and
3. There are, between Olodumare and man, many powers ancl
principalities, good and bad, to account for the strange
happenings in the world.
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If this is accepted, then we can go ahead to say that no wonder the Yoruba
can live with the dialectics of 1bi (badness) and 1re (goodness) inthe world. The
Yoruba are ofthe opinionthat lre and /6i exist side by side.
Dialectics

oflre

(goodness) and IDi (badness)

The Yoruba hold strongly a dialectical principle of /6 i and lre intheaffairs of
men and the world at large. They conceive ofan essential contradiction or dialectical

processbetweenlre(goodness)and/6i(evilness). Thisexplainsthedimensions
ofthe pain and pleasure principle and the problem of evil. It is assumed that these
two principles,Ire and lbi, are coexisting opposites. 1re is composed ofthe good
things in life, such as pleasure, sweetness, prosperity, joy, fame, and prestige;
while /6i has to do with the unpleasant side of life, such as pain, bitterness,
poverly, poorhealth, famine, war, and destruction. These two opposites, according
to the Yoruba, co-exist ejiwapo,that is, it is rightly assumed that one cannot be
without the other. They complement each other.
The Yoruba often say: Tibi Tire ni eda nrin ni ile aiye (Man lives with evil
and goodness in the world). Here is an lfa verse known as Osa-Alqwure to buttress
the above:

Osawure, o rinwure
A diafun alawure

Osawure, o rinwure
A diafun olori qwobi
Awon mejeeji n ti ikole orun bo si ikole aye
Won ni ki awon mejeeji o rubo
Olori awure nikan lo rubo
Nigba ti o rubo tan
Owan bo ni ikole aye
Olori awobi to ko ti ko rubo
Oun naa gbaradi o n bo nile aye
Olori awure mura ikole aye
Olori awure ni ti oun bo ti de ile aye
Rere ni ounyoo maa se
Olori awobininitoun o

Ibi ni ounyoomaa se
Awonmejeeji de ile aye
Olori qwure wa n se rere
Olori awobiwa

n se

ibi

Aye wanye olori awure
Awon nnkan re n dara
Olori awobiwa nfi ibi ba ti Olori awure

je

Nitori pe olori awure n se nnkan daradara
Awon eniyanwa pe olori awure
Won beere lowo re pe

Ibi ti won n sefun e yii nko
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Ki lo maa se sii?
Olori awure wa da won lohun pe
Oun ati awobi ni awon

jo

de ile aye

Lati ode orun, awon mejeeji jo de ile aye ni
Tibi tire la de ile aye
Awon eniyanwa ni
"Tbo ko si sise

je pe atibi atire
de ile aye ni. "
Too, tibi tire ni won dele aye

Nigba
Won

to

jo

Olori Awttre wa ni bee ni
"Tibi tire la dele aye. "
Here is the translation:
Osa, who offers benevolent supplications, he goes about cloing it.
A divination was conducted for he-who-offers-benevolent

supplications.
Osa who offers benevolent supplications, he goes about doing it.
A divination was conducted for the leader-of-those-who-offer_
malevolent-suppl ications.
They were both coming from the abode in heaven to the
abode on ear1h.
The two were asked to offer sacrifice.
It was only the leader ofthose-who-offer-benevolent-

supplications who offered the sacrifice.
When he finished performing the sacrificial rites,
He set forth on his journey to the abode on earth.
The leader of those-who-offer-m alevol ent-suppl i cations.
refused to offer any sacrifice,
He, too, commenced his joumey tothe abode on earth,
The leader of those-who-offer-malevo ent-suppli cations
I

followedhim.
The leader of those-who-offer-benevolent-supplications said
when he gets to the abode on earth,
He would do only that which is good.
The leader ofthose-who-offler-malevolent-suppl ications said
He, would do only that which is evil.
The two arrived on earth.
The leader of those-who-offer-benevolent-suppl ications
began to do that what is good.
The leader of those-who-offer-malevolent-supplications
began to do that what is evil.
Life became blissful for the benevolent supplications leader:
Whatever he laid his hands upon prospered.
The leader ofthose-who-offer-malevolent-suppl ications began

1O
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to disrupt all that the benevolent supplications leader did
For he did good things.
People called the I eader of those-who-offer-benevolentsupplications.
They asked him,

"All

these evil deeds against you
What do you plan to do about them?"

The leader of those-who-offer-benevolent-suppl ications
answered them that
It was himself and the leader of those-who-offer-malevolentsupplications who came to the eafth,
That the two ofthem arrived on earth at the same time.

lt was from heaven that the two ofthem descended.

"It was with both evil and good that we arrived on earth."
People said, "Wellthen. . .
There is nothing that can be done
Since both Evil and Good
Arrived on the earth-abode together."
Well, then, evil and good arrived on earth together.
The leader ofthose-who-offer-benevolent-supplications said,
"Yes, Evil and Good, that was how we arrived on the earth-abode."

Another Ifa verse known

as

lwori-Ose (cited by A.

S.

Akinwowo 1986), says:

Ise kii se laisi ire
Eyi tii se omo iya

ibi
je tire
Adiafun owokosi-eniyan ko sunwon.
Tb

Pe ojtt to sisee

I(o gbodo soreti nu
Sugbon ko kiyesi oruko rere
Nitori adun nii gbeyin ewuro.
Poverly does not come without bringing hand-in-hand
Its companion, /re.
That which belongs to 1bi
That which belongs to.lre
Are two co-existent emanations.
Thus, it was divined for
Owokosi-e niyan ko sunw on.
He was advised that the eyes which beheld poverty
Should not lose faith
But should strive to take
Care ofhis good name;
For sweetness follows the
Tasting ofbitter leaf.
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Another passage from odu-Ifa known as lrosu-Iwori (quoted by Makinde
1988,10)says:

Bi aje aduntiti laiye laije ikoro die sii,
Aye a ma su'ni je, Eniti ko je iponju ri ko

le mo adun oro. A diafun awon agbe ti n
wipe gbogbo igb aye ibaje kiki ojo, aye
iba dun aduntan. Won ni awon a rubo
ki Bara 'Agbon-Iregunjoye gbawon
Orunmila ni ki e wa rubo nitori were yin
ati pe ki aye le ma wa bi Odua ti da aye sii
igba ojo ati igba erun ko ma tase. Ebo: Ewure
merin, egbarin owo, ati bee lo. Won ko rubo.
Orunmilawa jeki ojo ro pupo li odun naa,
titi a kofi ri orun rara. Eniyan beresi ise
okunrun, won is ku pupo ni odun na; ohun
ogbin ko dara. Wo padawa rubo pelu ebe,
Orunmila ni eru goke, o di mejo mejo,
Ewure di mejo ati egbajo owo . . . .

If

we taste all the sweetthings in life without

a bit of bitter things, life will be most
boring indeed: He who has not experienced
exfeme want in life will not appreciate the

tasting

sweetness ofwealth." This was whatlfasaid
to a group of farmers who thought that the
world would be a most pleasant place to live
in ifall the seasons were rainy seasons. They
were asked to propitiate so that Bara
'Agbon-Iregrn would help them. Orunmila
asked them to make this propitiation because
oftheir madness in wanting the world to be
different from that created by Olodumare,
with the rains and dry spells in due season.
The farmers refirsedto offer fortheir folly four
goats, 8,000 in money, etc. They did not comply.

Orunmilathen caused rainto fall throughout
that year to the extent that the sun was never
visible to the eyes. People were then afflicted by
all kinds ofillness; many people died that year
as a result ofillness and lack of food. The farmers
then returned to make the propitiation with an
apology. But Orunmila told them that the fine
for their atonement had been doubled. They will
now need eightgoats, 16,000 in money. . . .

EBI}NOLUWA O. ODUWOLE

Makinde ( I 988, 1 1 ), in his discussion on African culture and moral systems,
says that this dialectics of sweet and bitter experiences explains the necessity of
what we call good and evil, the necessity of opposites in nature, and the reason for
an individual's struggle for existence. Life then becomes boring and unexciting
without both sweet and bitter experiences.
We may rightly assume that the Yoruba tend to reason, though wrongly, that
what is evil (pain, poverty, bittemess, and similar disquieting experiences-the
rainy season all throughout) tends to end at that. But with the above recitations,
it is seen that the two co-exist. The bittemess ofthe bitter leaf is temporary, which
in the end results in sweetness. The kola, though bitter to taste, has good medicinal
is thus necessary to the greatest good. Ifthis very difficult position
is accepted, we will be able to explain the problems created by all the types of evil
we discussed above. These problems are allthe manifestations ofthe deities and
the machinations of evil forces in Yoruba cosmogony. Evil experiences are
experiences that are relevant to the fullness ofone's life.

qualities. Evil

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we can say that the philosophical problem of evil is a universal
one. Regardless ofrace, culture, or tradition, as long as one believes in a Supreme
or Ultimate Being who has the attributes earlier mentioned and as long as we
accept that evil is not an illusion, the problem exists. However, the various attempts
to justify God in the face ofevil differ. For further research work, the concepts of
Esu in Yoruba religion and of the Devil in the Bible and the Koran need to be
reexamined. There seems to be no problem of evil in Yoruba thought unless viewed
from the perspective ofthe Westem philosophical tradition. If Olodumare does
not have the positive attributes similarto the Western theistic concept ofGod, as
earlier mentioned by African scholars, then Olodumare may have been exonerated
from the philosophical problem ofevil.
On the whole, we can conclude as well that the Yoruba do not believe we can
have a world with all goodness. There has to be a combination of lbi and lre.The
proportion varies from one individual exprience to another. The Yoruba arrived at
this first hand from exprience. It is said from the observation ofevents about life
that
bo ti wu kin orun ko mu to sanmo
dudu die yoo wa, Bo ti wu ki aiye
wa layoyo I'akoko ekun re.

No matter how bright the sun is,
there

will

be an element of darkness.

No matter how sweet our life is, there are
bound to be some times of bitterness.

a

In short, there is no absolute goodness inAfrican thought. There cannot be
world that is full of good, only a mixture good and evil.
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NOTE
L For the use of the term constative,

see

Gripaldo (2001,

5S-7 4).
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THE PLACE OF ETHICS IN BUSINESS
Napoleon M. Mabaquiao Jn
De La Salle University, Manila

Business is one of the most pervasive elements of society, whose
effects on our lives are extensive. As such, business decisions and

behaviors need to be guided not only by economic and legal
considerations but also by ethical ones. But because ofsome mistaken
views, the place ofethics in business has remainedvague and dubious,
and this serves as a rationalizationfor regarding unethical practices
in business es mere strategies for a successful bus iness endeavor.
This essay aims to establish the groundsfor the application ofethical
principles to the business activity by clarifuing the moral dimensions
of such activity and by demonstrating the possibility of benevolent
business. Its arguments center around three basic points, namely:
(l) that business acts possess the relevantfeatures that give them
moral status, (2) that the arguments purporting to establish the
irrelevance ofethics to the conduct ofdoing business are untenable,
and (3) that bwiness selfishness need not be vicious and can combine
with the selflessness of benevolence to produce a decision that is
both ethical and profitable at the same time.

INTRODUCTION
The activity ofbusiness is fundamentally concemed with making and selling
goods and services forthe sake of making profit. It is this activity that is primarily
responsible for creating wealth and it is forthis reason that business is an integral

part of human society. Business, however, is also one of the most pervasive
elements of society, for, in some way or another, we always find ourselves involved
in its activities.Thomas White (1992) illustratesthis when he said: "We run into it
daily-as employees, employers, customers, or the audience for commercials."
And the effects of business on the various aspects of our lives are extensive.

Among others, it affects our well-being, defines our values, influences political
movements and social policies, and effects damages to our natural environment.
For these reasons, there is a need for business decisions and behaviors to be
guided by ethical considerations as well and notjust by the economic and legal
ones. But because of some mistaken views, the place of ethics in business has
remained vague and dubious, as evidenced by a view held by some people that the
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expression "business ethics" or "ethicai business" is an oxymoron or a contradiction
in terms. Unfortunately, this serves as a rationali zation for regarding unethical

practices in business as mere strategies for a successful business endeavor.
The main objective ofthis essay is to establishthe grounds forthe application
ofethical principles to the business activity by clarifyingthe moral dimensions of

such activity and by demonstrating the possibility of benevolent business.

Accordingly, the discussion consists of two parts. The first part discusses the
moral dimensions of the business activity. It examines the features of business
acts that qualify them as moral and exposes the weaknesses of some arguments
that purport to show the irrelevance ofethics to the conduct ofdoing business.
The second part refutes the view that ethical business can never be possible since
the business motive of profit-making, being intrinsically selfish, is incompatible
with the selfless ethical motive of benevolence. This second part examines why
certain attempts fail to resolve the alleged incompatibility, and then it presents an
alternative strategy on how to best demonstrate the possibility of benevolent
business.

MORAL DIMENSIONS OF BUSINESS
From a moral point ofview, business acts are no different in kind from other
kinds of human acts. Specifically, this means that business acts possess the same
features that generally qualify certain kinds ofhuman acts as moral. Let us examine
these features.

First, business acts can be done knowingly andfreely by their agents. This
means that the agent or doer of business acts can be aw are of the moral correctness
or wrongfulness of his/l,er acts, and that he/she can have achoice on whether or
not to perform such acts. This feature makes the agent of business acts a moral
agent or one that is morally responsible for hisAer acts. As agents of business
acts, businesspersons certainly are moral agents, but doubt may be cast on whether
corporations are. For according to a certain view, only biological persozzs can be
moral agents; and since corporations are legal persons in that they are artificial
persons created by govemmental laws, corporations cannot be moral agents. On
this view, corporations are not the ones morally responsible for their acts but their
human decision-makers. This view, to my mind, is mistaken. To begin with, moral
agency is afunctional concept and. hence, is ontologically neutral (see French
1995,10-12 and Kant 1952,280).That is to say, an entity that can act knowingly
and freely is a moral agent regardless of whether it is metaphysical, biological,
artificial, or what not. Moreover, corporate decisions and intentions are not reducible
to some individual human decisions and intentions, for as peter French (1995, 20)
explains, a corporate decision or intention is a product of a Corporate Internal
Decision mechanism. This mechanism gives corporate decisions and intentions
an identity oftheir own, which thereby distinguishes the actions of a corporation
from those of a mob. No4 in view ofthe fact that corporations are capable of
acting knowingly and freely and of making decisions and intentions that are
uniquely their own, corporations, therefore, are legitimate moral agents. Making
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corporations morally responsible for their acts, however, does not mean excusing
theirhuman decision-makers ofany moral responsibility. For as Christopher Meyers
(1993, 257-59) explains, these decision-makers are morally responsible for their
approval of certain decisions and intentions as consistent with the policies of
their respective corporations.
Second, business acts can lead to serious human injuries. Inthe Philippines
alone, we have witnessed many tragedies that resulted from business decisions
that favor profitability over the safety of people. The many Filipinos who died or
were seriously injured as a result ofthe burning of Ozone Disco, the landslides in
Cherry Hills Subdivision, and the sinking of overloaded passenger ferries and
ships arejust a few ofthe reported incidents. In any case, this feature ofbusiness
acts subjects such acts to a moral evaluation using the moral standard of utility,
which generally looks at the morality of an act in terms ofwhether it maximizes the
experience of pleasure or minimizes the experience of pain.
Third, business acts can disrespect morally legitimate human interests and
preferences. A clear example in the Philippines is age discrimination in the hiring
of employees. A look at the ads forjob positions in Philippine newspapers will
reveal that most companies prefer younger applicants (usually fiom 23 to 36 years
of age) to older ones, even when the demands ofthe job can easily be met by the
older ones (perhaps even better than the younger ones). Advertisements also
provide good examples. Some of these advertisements use deception and
exaggeration as techniques to take advantage ofthe innocence and vulnerability
of children. Some others offend our moral sensibilities as when they play with the
ambiguities of language just to catch the attention ofpeople. In the Philippines,
there was a liquor advertisement printed on big billboards that asked, Nakatikim
ka na ba ng quince aftos? [Have you tasted a fifteen-year old?], when what they
really intended to ask was, Have you tasted our fifteen-year-old liquor? This
particular feature of business acts subjects such acts to a moral evaluation using
the moral standard of moral righfs, which generally looks at the morality ofan act
in terms ofwhether it respects morally legitimate human interests and preferences.
Fourth, business acts can result in unfair distribution ofbenefits such as
wages and burdens such as work assignments. For instance, if a company requires
its employees to work for eight to nine hours a day for six days a week but gives
them salaries below the amount specifiedinthe minimumwage /aw, this company
does not only violate the law but also does its employees an injustice-for not
givingtheir employees the wages thatthey deserve. This feature subjects business
acts to a moral evaluation using the moral standard of justice, which generally
looks at the morality of an act in terms of whether it results in a distribution in
which people receive whatthey deserve.
Lastly, business acts can lead to environmental damages. Many corporations,
for instance, are involved either in extracting natural resources from the environment
and thus contributing to resource depletion, or in dumping wastes into it anci thus

contributing to pollution. A documentary feature was shown on Philippine
television conceming how some Filipino children got seriously sick as a result of
swimming in a river in Marinduque, a province in the Philippines, where a certain
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mining company dumps its chemical wastes. And it is not anymore news in the
Philippines to hear that many Filipinos die or lose their houses and other properties
because ofthe big floods during the rainy season. Aside from the heavy rains, we
know that these floods are also caused by the irresponsible cutting ofthe trees in
our forests by those who only have profit in mind. This feature of business acts
subjects such acts to a moral evaluation using the standards ofthe ethical theories
used to justify environmental protection, such as biocentrism(which gives priority
to ecological balance) homocentrisn (which gives priority to human rights), and
utilitarianism (which gives priority to human or animal interests that maximize
pleasure).

But, despite these considerations, certain axguments have been put forward
to show that ethical principles are irrelevant to the conduct ofdoing business. For
instance, Milton Friedman (1993, 167) argues that
. . . there is one and only one social responsibility of business-to use
its resources and engage in activities designed to increase its profits
so long as it stays within the rules of the game, which is to say, engages
in open and free competition without deception and fraud.

Friedman does not deny that business has responsibilities towards society;

whathe denies is that business can fulfill these responsibilities by making ethical
principles as its guide, for this, in his view, results either in socialism or in hypocrisy.

Friedman believes that the appropriate way for business to

fulfill such
responsibilities is for businessmen to pursue profit in the best possible way while
abidingby the laws ofthe govemment.
Another, Albert carr ( I 993, 328) argues that "the ethics of business are garne
ethics, different from the ethics of religion." Here, carr is saying that the standards
that guide business behaviors are standards that generally guide the playing of

games. This means that in doing business, like in playing a game, one takes

advantage of what the rules would allow in adopting strategies to maximize one,s
chances ofsuccess. In this light, business acts are appropriately evaluated in
terms ofthe kind of strategies that they adopt and not in terms ofthe standards of

morality or religion. can (l 993,334) elaborates his position in the following
passages:

We live in what is probably the most competitive ofthe world's
civilized societies. our customs encourage a high degree of aggression
in the individual's striving for success. Business is our main area of
competition, and it has been ritualized into a game of strategy. The
basic rules of the game have been set by the government, which
attempts to detect and punish business frauds. But as long as a
company does not transgress the rules of the game set by law, it has
the legal right to shape its strategy without reference to anything but
its profits. If it takes a long-term view of its profits, it will preserve
amicable relations, so far as possible, with those with whom it deals. A
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wise businessman will not seek advantage to the point where he
generates dangerous hostility among employees, competitors,
customers, govemment, or the public at large. But decisions in this
area are, in the final test, decisions ofstrategy, not ofethics.
There are at leastthree arguments that can de identified and distinguished in
the views of Friedman and Carr. Though independent of one another, these
arguments usually come together forthey reinforce one another. The first argument
is often called the Invisible-Hand Argument. This argument takes off from the
theory of economistAdam Smith, which, in general, states that people pursuing
their individual selfish interests in the market are somehow guided by an invisible
hand to bring about the common good. That is to say, without really intending it,
their actions harmonize in ways that produce what is most beneficial to everyone.
For instance, a particular businessman puts up a water retail and delivery service
in a community where water is scarce. The businessman is only afterprofit, but
without meaning it, he is also doing service to the community. In this light, his
selfish action produces a good common to himself and the residents of the
community. This argument, however, has the consequence of claiming that ethical
principles are not necessary in the conduct of doing business. Two comments can
be made on this argument. one is that the argument fails to consider that one can
do profitable business by catering to the non-essential and destructive needs of
humans. Such needs, if catered to by business, may translate into the practice of
white slavery and the production and selling of prohibited drugs, pornographic
materials, and weapons of destruction, which obviously do not bring about what
is good for society. Another is that, even if on certain occasions the pursuit of
profit does lead to the social good orto morally desirable behaviors, this is at best
merely coincidental. Examine the following case (see Dobson 1999,338-45):

StarKist Inc. once had a problem regarding their business of catching
tuna and selling canned tuna. There was a time when the fishing nets
that they used to catch tuna accidentally caught dolphins as well.
Most of these dolphins died in the process. Because of this, the
company became the target of protests from environmentalists. At
first, they did not mind these protests for the reason that changing
their nets would mean additional costs; and besides such practice was
not illegal at that time. However, when the protests increased, they
noticed that there was a considerable decrease in the sales of their
canned tuna. Because ofthis, they eventually decided to change their
nets.
The decision ofthe management of StarKist Inc. to eventually change their
nets was the morally desirable choice, but such decision was obviously not driven

by moral motives. For if such protests did not have that kind of effect on their
business, or ifthere were no such protests at all, they, most likely, would have
continued using their old nets.
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The second argument is sometimes called the Legal Argumenf. This argument
asserts that there is no need for ethical principles to guide business behaviors
because the laws ofthe govemment are sufficient to do this job. The idea is that as
long as businesses do not violate the laws ofthe govemment, then there is nothing

morally wrong with their practices. This argument is easily criticized for falsely
equating law with morality, or for falsely assuming that following the law will
necessarily bring aboutmorally desirable behaviors. we must rememberthat what
is legal is not necessarily ethical. Either the contents of some laws are morally
objectionable, as in the case of previous laws that allowed the practice of slavery
and racial discrimination, orthe application ofsome laws is morally objectionable,
as when the law favors the influential or those who can afford good lawyers, or
there is simply no law yetthat prohibits a morally objectionable act. Examine the

following

case (see

Velasquezlgg2,l l0-14):

The entry of European subcompact cars (small and cheap cars) in
the U.S. inthe 70's competed with the car sales ofFord Motor Company"

To meet this challenge, Ford Motor decided to manufacture its own
version of subcompact cars, which they called Ihe pinto. The pinto
was hastily designed and mass produced to irnmediately cope with the
competition. When the Pinto was subjected to crash testing, it passed
the safety standards existing in U.S. laws at that time. However, the
engineers of Ford Motor found one serious problem: if another car
traveling at a certain speed hits the Pinto at the rear, the gas tank ofthe

Pinto would be punctured and would eventually explode. The
management ofFord Motor considered recalling all the manufactured
units ofthe Pinto to redesign their gas tanks, but only if it would be in
the best interest ofthe company. But when they made a study to this
effect, they found out that it would be more expensive to redesign all
the Pintos than to pay the compensation that would be required of the

company in cases of accidents involving the pintos, which includes
payments for the burial and hospitalization of the victims, insurance,
and legal fees. As a result, Ford Motor decided not to redesign the
Pintos.
The decision ofthe management of Ford Motor company was legal at that
time, but it was definitely unethical. In the Philippines, some bus drivers follow or
are told to follow a principle that states that when the bus that they are driving hits
a person, they better make sure that the unfortunate person dies in the process.
And the reason: it would cost them and their bus company more if this person
would be merely injured. Now there may not be a law in the philippines that clearly
prohibits such principle but, from a moral point of view, it is clearly wrong.
The third and last argument can be called the Game Argument for craiming
that the business activity, like the activity of playing games, is amoral or has no
moral import. we normally do not judge the value of an act done in the context of
playing a game using ethical standards; rather, we judge it according to whether it
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facilitates the winning ofa game in accordance with the rules governingthat game.
For instance, when we say that a move in playing chess is good or bad, we are here
solely referring to whether it facilitates the winning ofthe game, which has nothing
to do with morality. Morality only comes in when one is already cheating or when
one is already violating certain rules ofthe game to gain an unfair advantage over
his or her opponent. In the same way, business acts are judged good or bad solely
in terms of whether they will facilitate the earning of profits in accordance with
governmental laws-the rules of the "business game." But while indeed the
activities of doing business and playing games have similarities, like the presence
of competition and the goal ofwinning, their differences, however, are serious
enough to cast doubt on the aptness ofthe analogy between doing business and
playing games. One difference is that unlike ordinary games, many ofthe people
involved in the business activity have not consciously and freely chosen to be
part of it. For instance, we do not really have a choice on what advertisements we
would like to see or hear. Another is that, unlike ordinary games, the rules of the
"business game" are not always clear to the people involved in it. For instance,
when dining out we do not always know when the food on display will exactly
resemble whatwill be served to us. But more importantly, even ifwe grantthe said
analogz, games themselves are subject to a moral evaluation. Otherwise, there will
be nothing morally wrong with a game whose rules allow killing an opponent as a
strategy for winning-which is absurd.
Corporations in the infant formula business during the 1970s, especially
Nestle Corporation, aggressively advertised and marketed their products in Third
World countries, as in the following cases (see Velasquez1992,304-12 and Shaw
1996,187-91):

l.

Dressed as health care professionals, representatives of formula
companies visited villages to promote the use of infant formula.
2. While interned in clinics and hospitals, new mothers were given

free samples of infant formula.
3. Free or low-cost supplies of infant formula were given to health

institutions, thus routinizing bottle-feeding within hospitals
and discouraging breastfeed ing.
4. Product's label failed to wam ofpotential dangers from incorrect
use of infant formula. (Shaw 1996, 188)
Most of their advertisements also did not mention breastfeeding
while conveying messages like: "Give him Klim and watch him grow!
Klim is full of goodness to build strong bodies, bones, and teeth. Give
your baby the best fu ll cream powdered milk-give him KI im. KLIM IS
GOODFORYOURBABYANDYOUR GROWING CHILDRENTOO!"
and "Help your baby grow healthy and happy. Give him fNestld's]
Lactogen with Honey." (Velurquez 1 992, 308)
These companies were very successful in marketing their products. As a
result, many mothers in underdeveloped countries switched from breastfeeding to
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bottle-feeding, despite the fact that they were healthy enough to breastfeed their
babies. And because oftheir ignorance ofhow and when to properly use the infant
formula, plus the lack of readily available clean water in their places, there was a
considerable increase in infant-mortality rates.clearly, we cannot regard the
deceptive marketingtechniques ofthese corporations as mere allowable moves in
the "business game" or as actions that have no moral import.

POSSIBILITY OF ETHICAL BUSINESS
we shall now examine the view that ethical business is not possible since

the business motive of profit-making is essentially selfish and, hence, is
incompatible with the ethical motive of selfless benevolence. To illustrate the
seeming opposition between these two motives, consider the situation of a selling
agent of a certain corporation who engages in a business transaction with a
purchasing agent of another company. The goal ofthe selling agent is to sell his or
her products at the highest possible price, while the goal ofthe purchasing agent
is to buy the products of the selling agent at the lowest possible price. In their
transaction, they haggle for their desired price while employing some deceptive

marketing techniques, which may include bluffing about the real quality of the
products. They both desire to act in ways that would be profitable for their
respective companies and would be advantageous to their respective careers. In
this situation, how can each regard the good ofthe other while satisfying one's
own self-interests?
Richard McCarty (1993,41-42),in his essay "Business and benevolence,"
explores how the selfishness ofbusiness and the selflessness ofbenevolence aan
be reconciled. He begins by clarifying the difference between being seffish and
being self-interested. Accordingly ,being self-interested is "seeking satisfaction
of one's desires or attainment of one's goals," while being seffish is ,.giving
overriding importance to satisfying one's own desires or attaining one's own
goals when doing so conflicts with proper desires and goals of others.,, It is,
however, possible that one makes it his or her own interest to prefer the satisfaction
of the interests of others and, thus, in this context, is being selfless. Since
selfishness and selflessness are ways of being self-interested, being selfish is
therefore not incompatible with being self-interested. Mccarty then distinguishes
between two ways of being selfish, namely, the nonviciozs (which is moraily
neutral) and the vicious (which tums selfishness into greed and is morally wrong).
Accordingto Mccarthy (1993,42), "selfishness will be vicious when it(a) leads
one to do wrong by violating others' legal and moral rights; or when it (b) precludes
acting on one's moral obligations toward others, or prevents one from being
virtuous"; while it will be nonvicious ifthe opposite. An example given by Mccarthy
(1993,42) for nonvicious selfishness is when, in casual garnes, ,,players pursue
their own goals in opposition to the desires or goals of opponents.,, And since
nonvicious selfishness does not lead to the violation of moral rights or to the
prevention of performing one's moral duties, it is therefore not incompatible with
selflessness. Based on these considerations, it is therefore only when the selfishness
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ofthe profit motive is nonvicious that it can be compatible with the selflessness of
benevolence. That being the case, what is needed is a demonstration of how
business selfishness can be nonvicious and how it can coexist with benevolence.
Before presenting his own strategy on how to reconcile the selfishness of
business with the selflessness of benevolence, McCarthy first examines and
evaluates three other strategies that seek to do the same. McCarlhy describes two
ofthese strategies as providing an end-state justification for the selfishness of
business for claiming that such selfishness is morally justified when it is used as
a means to perform benevolent acts. One ofthese two strategies makes use of
Adam Smith's theory ofthe invisible-hand which, as previously discussed, claims
that the individual's selfish pursuit for profit eventually leads to the promotion of

good-which, in a way, is a form of performing a benevolent act. The
other strategy uses the acts ofphilanthropy ofretired businesspeople as a model
for benevolent business. In this model, a businessperson first tries to be very
successful in hislher career by amassing great wealth; but, when he or she retires
from the world ofbusiness, s/he performs benevolent acts by donating part of his/
her wealth to worthy causes. And the third strategy, which is a variant of Smith,s
argument, is described by Mccarthy as providing aconcomitant justificationfor
claiming that it is in the very structure ofthe free enterprise that one can only profit
from one's business by providing for the needs of others.
McCarthy dismisses Smith's end-state justification and the concomitant
justification for the reason that the needs that a profitable business satisfies are
not necessarily those that are good for society. It will be recalled that this is the
same criticism leveled earlier againstAdam Smith's invisible-hand argument. on
the common

the other hand,

Mccarthy dismisses

the end-state justification ofthe businessman-

philanthropist model for allowing businessmen to be greedy or viciously selfish in
the course of amassing great wealth. Mccarthy, however, criticizes all three
strategies on the ground that they do not really resolve the opposition between
the selfishness of business and the selflessness of benevolence for they simply
separate the time for business from the time for benevolence. After showing the
weaknesses of these three strategies, McCarthy then presents his own strategy,
according to which, one does benevolent business when one does business with
one person or a group ofpersons and then uses part ofthe profit one makes in this
activity to perform a benevolent act to another person or group ofpersons.

McCarthy gives the no-strings-attached charitable donations of some
businesspeople as

a

good example ofthis strategy.

McCarthy's alternative strategy, however, is subject to the same criticisms
that he leveled againstthe previous ones. For, in doing business with one person
to perform a benevolent act to another, one can also be greedy and the needs that
one satisfies may not be beneficial to that person or to society in general.
Furthermore, it does not also resolve the opposition between business and
benevolence for it simply separates the object or recipient of business acts from
that of benevolent acts. In general, this is so because McCarthy's own strategy,
just like the ones that he criticizes, is just a variant of ameans-to-an-end strategt
inresolving the alleged incompatibility, in which business selfishness is regarded
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as a means to perfbrm benevolent acts. Benevolence, ofcourse, cannot be a means
to selfishness since that will tum benevolence into hypocrisy. But selfishness, as
Mccarthy himself has shown, cannot be a means to benevolence either since that
will justiff greed or vicious selfishness, and to do so is not really to resolve the
incompatibility between business and benevolence.
what the means-to-an-end strategy simply does is separate the respect in
which one can pursue profit from the respect in which one can perform benevolent
acts, such as when one pursues profit now and performs a benevolent act later on,
or as when one pursues profit in dealing with one person and acts benevolently
towards another person. But this is not what we really mean by ethical business;
what we mean, rather, is that one is being ethical in the very course of doing
business with a parlicular person or group of persons. If I were to be ethical in the
practice of my profession as a professor, then I would have to observe ethical
standards in the performance ofmy drties as a professor, like being fair in computing
the grades of my students. But if I use part of my earnings as a professor to
perform benevolent acts that are not part ofmy profession, say, donating to a
program that helps street children, I do this not anymore in my capacity as a
professor. In the same way, when a businessperson uses part of the profits one
earns from his/her business endeavors to perform benevolent acts that are not
part of the business activity, s/he performs such acts not in his/her capacity as a
businessperson. There is, of course, nothing intrinsically wrong about this, but
this does not necessarily make hislier business acts ethical or morally justified.
An ethical business act refers to a single act that happens to be both ethical and
profitable at the same time. But when a business act is made as a means to perform
an ethical act, we are here talking about two different acts. Thus, in the light of
these considerations, the proper way to show the possibility of ethical business is
to demonstrate how the selfish pursuit ofprofit and the selfless motive to perform
benevolent acts can both serve as ends ofthe same act. And I believe this can be
demonstrated. considerthe following case (see Goodpaster 1993, 206*207) :

In 1980, GM (General Motors) was facing a net loss in income, the
first since 1 92 I , due to intense foreign competition . For the company
to regain its competitive position and profitability, the management
announced a $40 billion five-year capital program that included new,
state-of-the-art assembly techniques aimed at smal ler, fuel-efficient
automobiles demanded by the market. Forthis program, GM needed to
replace their two aging assembly plants in Detroit by a new one. Since
this new plant requires a much larger space (500 acres), in addition to
access to long-haul railroad and freeways and proximity to suppliers,
they needed a new site. This new plant would employ 6,1 50 workers
and would cost GM $500 million wherever it was built. GM found two
sites that met theirrequirements: one in poletown, asite also in Detroit,
and another one in anothermid-westem state. The difference was that
obtaining and preparing the poletown site would cost an additional
$200 million; whereas the other site would only cost $g5 million. This
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meant that GM would be able to save $ I 1 5 million ifthe new assembly
plant would be built in the other state. But Detroit in 1980 was a city
with a black majority, a very high unemployment rate, a rising public
debt, and a chronic budget deficit; and the closure of its old assembly
plants would mean elimination of 500 jobs.
We can identiS, the followingthree options forthe management of

GVt

Option

/. GM maintains the old

assembly plants in Detroit and

does not build a new one.
Option 2. GM closes the old assembly plants in Detroit and builds
a new one in the other state.
Option -l. GM closes the old assembly plants in Detroit and builds
a new one in Poletown.

Option I means that GM backs out of the program, while Options 1 and 2
mean that GM pushes through with it. Now, if one chooses Option 1 justto maintain
the 500 workers in the old assembly plants and to help the city of Detroit deal with
its financial problems regardless of the fact that it will not be profitable for the
company to do so, one makes a choice that is benevolent but not profitable. This
is a case where ethical considerations have overridden business considerations.
If, on the other hand, one chooses Option 2 because it will result in very high
profits for the company regardless ofthe fact that it will have adverse consequences
for the community and state of Detroit, one makes a choice that is profitable but
not benevolent. This is a case where business considerations have overridden
ethical considerations. But if one chooses Option 3 because it is profitable, though
not as high as when one chooses Option 2, and also because it is beneficial to the
community and state of Detroit, then one makes a choice that is both benevolent
and profitable. More specifically, if one prefers Option 3 to Option I because one
wants to make a profit, but prefers it to Option 2 because one wants to be benevolent,
then one engages in benevolent or ethical business. In this case, business
considerations combine with ethical ones to form a single decision.
The reason why one will prefer an option that makes profit to another that
does not is that one desires to do business. The reason why one will prefer an
option that is consistent with ethical principles to anotherthat is not is that one
desires to be ethical in one's actions. But the reason why one will prefer an option
that only makes moderate profit but which is consistent with ethical principles to
another that makes maximum profit but which is not consistent with ethical principles
is that one desires to be ethical in one's business. But this, of course, does not
mean that a situation in which the most profitable choice is also the ethical one is
not possible. For suppose, in the case cited above, if building the new plant in
another state were more expensive than building it in Poletown, then Option 3
would become the most profitable option and the ethical one as well. It would be
the ethical choice for, in addition to the fact that the 500 workers could be absorbed
by the new plant, more workers from Detroit would be employed and the new
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plant's higher earnings would mean higher taxes remitted to the city of Detroit,
thus helpingthe city deal with its financial problems.
one, however, may still ask: But what ifthe situation is such that one can
only make a choice between profitability and morality, in that either one makes
profit but violates certain ethical principles or one respects ethical principles but
does not make profit, how then can ethical business be possible? Ifthis situation
is brought about by one's decision or preference to limit one's choice to ceftain
options. then one hasonlymade ethical business impossible foroneself. But if it
is brought about by the very nature ofthe facts involved, then ethical business is
not possible, but only in this kind of situation.

CONCLUSION
Just like other activities whose effects on our lives are extensive, the business

activity needs to be guided by ethical considerations as well. Based on our
investigations, there is nothing in this activity that warrants the beliefthat ethics
has no place in it. And there are three basic reasons for this. First, business acts
possess the relevant features that give them moral status or that qualify them as
moral. Specifically, this means that the agents ofthese acts are moral agents and
thatthese acts are subjectto an evaluation using ethical standards. Second, the

arguments that purport to establish the irrelevance of ethics to the conduct of
doing business are untenable. And third, business selfishness need not be vicious
and can combine with the selflessness of benevolence to produce a decision that
is both ethical and profitable at the same time. The first two reasons clarify the
moral dimensions of this activity, while the third establishes the possibility that
this activity can also be ethical.
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Manila
Philosophers, on the theoretical level, as u,ell as foreign investors
and business executives, on the practical level, can no lon.ger avoid
dealing with the moral reasoning and ethical dilemmas associated
with guanxi. Accordingly, this paper attempts to discuss guanxi as

one of the most challenging ethical issues facing foreign firms in
China today. Ilhile guanxi is a cultural value acceptable in the
Chinese market, its abuse can lead to unethical practices,such as
dishonesty, bribery, and big-time corruption. Based on the

methodology of applying critical reviews and meta-analysis

of

selected Asian studies published between I 999 and 2005, the author b
intent is to clarifu issues surrounding guanxi using its potential abuse
and ethico-moral consequences as points ofdeparture in pursuing a
discussion on global ethics.

INTRODUCTION
The aftermath of China's grand entry to the World Trade Organization and
Beijing's selection to host the 2008 Olympics, among others, is forcing ethicists to
a new height of moral reasoning. The death of Chairman Mao Tse-Tun gin 1976
marked the commencement of a period ofsocioeconomic change unparalleled in
China's long history. Proclaiming to the world a capitalist line, "to get rich is
glorious" (cited in Redfem & Crawford 2004), Deng Xiao Ping handed over an era
of economic "modernization," an era poles apart from the past that eventually
introduced China to

a

new market and market ethics.

While the United States and the rest of the western business world are
expanding and looking for cheaper labor, China is globalizing and opening itselfto
foreign investments. The whole business world is interested in and, in fact, moving
to China. Moreover, the rise ofglobal corporations is fast changing demographics
as

international business increases the volume of cross-cultural transactions.
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Globalization is creating acorporate culture that is less homogeneous and more
heterogeneous (Peppas 2002; Wu 2002,2001).All these are creating an entirely
new situationthat makes philosophers and ethicists engage in an extended moral
reasoning.

In a culturally homogeneous group, chances are that values and ethicomoral standards of individual members will coincide. But it appears that culturally
homogeneous groups are gradually vanishing, and what remain appears to be
heterogenous groups and societies.
This paper focuses on one ofthe most challenging barriers facing foreign
firms in China, that is, to deal with guanxi,referred to by S. Lovett ( 1999) as the
Chinese system of doing business on the basis ofpersonal relationships and by C.
A. Hackley & Q. Dong (2001 ) as a strategically constructed network of personal,
"private and invisible" relationships. For this reason, it seems foreign investors,
business executives, and ethicists can no longer avoid dealing with such relational
practice or, at the very least, avoid the moral reasoning associated with guarai.
In China, the cultural practice of establishing guanxi with high-ranking
offrcials is useful and almost obliging the bureaucratic process of obtaining a new
license. For instance, to market products in a new region ofchina is accelerated to
a great extent and, therefore, becomes less costly for investors only with the right
connections with govemment offrcials. In their study, Hackley and Dong discovers
how U.S. practitioners, in contrast to their collective attitude towards American
public relations ethics, are uneasy with China's cultural logic called gz arai,which
is at times perceived to be based on "often-secret personal ties" and "payola" or
under-the-table dealings (200 1 ).
In this paper, based on the review of selected Asian studies published
between I 999 and 2005, I want to take the potential abuse and the ethico-moral
consequence s of guanxi as points ofdeparture in pursuing a discussion on global
applied ethics. Guanxiposes some ethical dilemmas to doing business in mainlalrd
China, based on accounts of gift-giving and contract-getting offoreign managers
when they transacted business with their Chinese counterparts.

GUANXI AND ITS SOCIOCULTURAVALUES
As one of the major dynamics of Chines e society, guanxl (relationship) has
been a pervasive parl ofthe chinese business world, binding millions of chinese
enterprises, social groups, and individuals into a complex socioeconomic web.

Guanxi is considered the life-blood ofthe macro-economy and micro-business
conduct in the chinese society, and researchers are one in saying thatthe guanxi
network is one of the key determinants of business success in this part ofthe
world (Su, Sirgy, & Littlefield 2003; F an2002;Leung & Wong 2001 ; Lovett 1999).
In Chin4 gift-giving forms part of a larger picture that belongs to the guanxi
network. The guanxi network is rooted in the Confucian canons ofrighteousness
$,,i),face (myan dz),mutual rights and duties (quanliyuyiwu),benevolepce (ren),
and correct decorum (li mao),which tell us why certain ssfiens-5udh as giftgiving among Chinese business people-are culturally meaningful and logical.
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Thus, I refer to guanxi as a dynamic part of the chinese cultural logic.
Nevertheless, it is generally thoughtthat discernment is needed to approximate
the timing appropriate to give a gift, what its substance should be, and to whom it
should be given. Such discernment is ultimately a matter of social knowledge. p.
Steidlmeier defrnes proper social knowledge as the ability to align behavioral
pattems with cultural logic (1999).
Social knowledge determines what is fitting in society, linking it with the
chinese concept of social capital. For example, if a foreign visitor is coming, the
discernment as to who is the proper person to meet him or her at the airport and
what type of gift would be suitable to the visitor belongs to the field of chinese

social knowledge. It is here where the conflct between ethics and cultural

characteristics happens.
of the guarai network that is customary in mainland china, Su (2001 ) makes
a worki ng d i sti ncti on between two types : one is fav or -seeki ng gzra nx i thaL is
culturally and traditionally rooted, and the other one is renl-seekin gguanxithatis
institutionally defined. Recognizing thatentering guanxi canbecome a business
ethical dilemma for any foreign business manager, Su suggests some strategies on
how to enterthe guanxinetwork (2001 ).
In line with with Su's reasoning, T. K. p_ Leung and W. H. Wong (2001)
forward a rejoinder say ingthat guawl can indeed b" u."d u, u positioning strategy

in china in terms of "opportunism, dynamism, business interaction, and
protectionism." c. su, along with Leung and wong, seems to approach guanxi as
a cultural logic acceptable in china, an imperative move for foreign entrepreneurs
to leam before doing any business in mainland china. A caveat is in place, howeveq
forewamingthe practitionerthat,whenaguanxi network violates the bureaucratic
norns, it can lead to some forms of comrption, which could be the basis of unethical
patron-client relations (Su, Sirgy, & Littlefield 2003; Fan 2002; Dunfee 2001 and
;
Steidlmeier 1999).
Several studies explainhow g.nrai can become entangled with bad practices

in china when abused, linking the explanations to the absence of rational-legal
moral govemance (Fan 2002; snell 2001 ; su 200 I ; Steidlmeie r 1999;and pitta et al.
1 999). while guarai is actually a cultural value acceptable in
china, it appears that
its abuse can lead to unethical practices such as dishonesty, bribery, and big-time
corruption. Here is where the issues on global applied ethics and moral reasoning
come in.

GUANXI AND ITS ETHICALVALUES
The 1977 U.S. Foreign corrupt practices Act (FCpA) and l ggg omnibus
Trade and competitiveness Act, as well as their company codes of conduct, outand-out prohibit any exchange of gifts between a company representative and a
supplier, customer, or government.ln 1994, the organization for Economic

cooperation and Development (oECD) passed its own Anti-Bribery
Recommendations, and urged member-states to follow up with appropriate

legislation. outsiders and foreign business practitioners knowledgeable of such
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intemational legal prescriptions on bribery are often wary and cautious when they
engage in business in China, where corruption due to gzanrl is perceived rampant
(Steidlmeier 1999).
Foreigners are almost always challenged with a choice. On the one hand,
China is the hottest place on earth for transnational corporations (TNCs) looking
for cheaper labor. On the other hand, local officials in China are left with tremendous
discretionary power, that bribery is endemic and reaches the highest levels ofthe

ruling elite, and that the Chinese "rules of the game" in doing business lack
transparency and universality (Steidlmeier 1 999).
Y. Fan (2002) examines the ethical dimension of guanxiby focusing on the
consequences of guanxipractices in business-from ethically misgiving behavior
to outright corruption. In his study, he could not avoid sayingtha/ guanxi is an
"inevitable evil" under the current political and socioeconomic systems in China.
Why? Because guarai,accordingto Fan, rlay bring benefits to individuals as well
as the organizations they represent, but these benefits are obtained at the expense
ofother groups and individuals.
In this context, Fan says a personal gain that is a social cost is detrimental to
the society. As guanxi impacts the wider public other thanthe guanxi parties, Fan

recommends that guanxi practices be investigated in the context

of all

stakeholders-a recommendation that I conform to.
It is also likety that foreigners unfamiliar with Chinese cultural logic easily
identifu gifts with bribes and make a conclusion too quickly that the Chinese are
wantonly corrupt in their business practices. This may not be the correct perception
though. Besides, business and political corruptions are by no means inimitable
and unique to China (Tam 2002, Snell 2001 , Steidlmeier I 999, and Wu I 999).
As part ofthe larger guanxi network, gift-giving is an expected behavior, a

behavior that shows respect to another person and therefore strengthens
interpersonal relationships. Gift-giving is one of the most pleasant yet admittedly
one ofthe mdst difficult ofChinese cultural logic to understand. The line between
gift-giving and bribery is often thin and blurred, and Chinese sources themselves
are aware ofthis difficulty.
Business gr-rrus find guanxi itself as culturally acceptable. Guanxi has an
inherent cultural value and, therefore, a virlue (Steidlmeier

1

999). Studies indicate

that it is the abuse of guanxithat leads to bribery and other corrupt practices,
which are deemed immoralorunethical (Su, Sirgy, & Littlefield 2003).

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN CHINESE

AND WESTERN SOCIOETHICAL VALUES
G Hofstede's theory on cultural taxonomy points to intemational differences
in work-related values as a consequence of cultural dissimilarities ( I 980). It
acknowledges the existence ofpractices, attitudes, and behaviors acceptable to
some people and unacceptable to others-hence, the term relativism. Doing things,
given the cultural context, seems to be relative and not absolute. To be successful,
according to Hofstede, international business practices must be grounded in an
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accurate reading, concrete understanding, and appreciation ofwhy people do
things in a certain way ( I 980).
Relativism can be observed in how different chinese market values are from
western market values, even if, on the fagade, business ffansactions appearto be
the same (Peppas 2002,Leung& Wong 2001, Hackley & Dong 2001, and Ang
2000). To provide specific examples ofthe market values in china, it appears that
the control mechanisms among the chinese tend to be more cooperative and based
on personal trust, and incentives take various fonns that emphasize loyalty and
good interpersonal relationships {guanxi). on the contrary, according to the
western way of doing things, on the contrary, control is olten more regulatory,
with incentives based on individual achievement and merit.
In the West, time is an expensive commodity and treated like gold, the very

reason why business practitioners are almost always punctual in all their
appointments. ln China, time is put under the service of guanxi or .,good
relationships" (Steidlmeie r 1999), so much so that business transactions take time,
practitioners wait patiently until the time is ripe to enter into business.
While the Chinese are more group-oriented, in the West people tend to be
more independent and individualistic often defining thernselves as standing out
from the group, emphasizing individual creativity, achievement, and reward. In
addition, chinese organizations tend to follow the rules of right relationship
(guanxi) and family structures, whileAmerican organizations are more rule-based,
closely following formal rules and regulations, than "following relationships,,
(Peppas 2002). These may be indicators ofhow divergently the chinese business
as

managers stand out when they do business.
In comparing the organizational behavior of foreign businesses with that of
state-owned enterprises in china, K. c. Lam (2002) unravels the effects of cultural
difFerences in competitive market forces and ethical performance. In international
business, diverse groups ofpeople have different cultural logics, a reality that
suggests among others that there is no one uniform way of doing business. In this
sense, international business ethics encourages TNCs to respect the cultural

values in the host country oftheir business operations.
Respecting the sociocultural values found in the host country is necessary
to achieve human objectives. It is also my view that international business ethics
is normative,which means itrecommends actions that oughtto be done-such as
avoiding bad practices and pursuing what is morally right. This leads to a working
distinction between cultural values and moral values, and between cultural relativism
and ethical relativism.

ETHICAL RELATIVISM: A MORAL VALUE
The broader philosophical concept of relativism incrudes four narrower
(l) ethical relativism (thatmorality depends on a social construct);
(2) situation ethics (thatright or wrong is based on a particular sitr-ration); (3)
cognitive relativism (thattruth itself has no objective standard); and (4) cultural
relativism (that certain cultural practices are acceptable depending on cultural
notions, namely:

contexts).
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It appears that these four notions ofrelativism pervade today's globalizing
society. Because ofthe unsophisticated character and convenience ofthis doctrine,
much like utilitarianism, ethical relativism has become very popular among business
practitioners and politicians. Relativism professes that all beliefs are equally valid,
and thatthe truth is relative--depending on the situation, level of modernization,
environmenl and individual preference (Redfem & Crawford 2004).
Ethical relativism advocates that an act, behavior, or decision is morally
a group ofpeople ofa particular culture/situation ifthose people believe
that it is right, and wrong ifthey think it is wrong. The moral reasoning based on
relativism presumes that absolute values do not exist. Because diverse groups of
people have different ethical standards, relativism suggests there is no such thing
as objective truth and that a universal moral standard is just a coincidence.
W. B. Lytton, former vice president of Lockheed Martin Co.p., made this
commentary: "There is no universal consensus on morality. In the United States
alonethere are some very divisive issues" (Maximiano 2001).
M. Y. Rawwas (2001), on his part, examines how entrepreneurs entering
different cultures and countries are confronted with a bewildering array of
differences in moral values and ethical standards. Because ofthis "bewildering
anay of differences in moral values," there is greater probability that the U.S.
standard of ethics known toAmerican managers can lead to ethical conflict when
Americans transact business with their Chinese counterparts in China. D. A. Pitta
et al. ( I 999) observes that the potential for ethical conflict increases as more and
more U.S. companies enter and operate in China. Implied in the same observation
is the existence oftwo standards: the American and the Chinese ethico-moral

right for

standards.
J. Tsui's study (200 I ), using Hofstede's Ca lture theory (1980), makes a similar
claim. Tsui 's paper maintains that the ethical reasoning levels for Australian -and
Chinese auditors are poles apart, since auditors from Australia and China are

divergent in terms ofthe cultural dimensions of long-term orientation, power
distance, uncertainty avoi dance, and i ndividualism.
It is interesting to note that Hofstede's overall typology and taxonomy of
patterns of cross-cultural differences in ethical perceptions-used by Rawwas
(200 I ), Tsui (2001 ) andPitta et a/. ( 1 999Fhelp in the overall understanding of
differences in ethical beliefs and standards, depending on the given cultural context.
There is greater likelihood that Hofstede's Culture theory can lead to the general
acceptation of relativism.

In substance, the following propositions are embedded in the doctrine of
ethical relativism and situation ethics, namely: (a) the pluralism of ethico-moral
standards; (b) the application ofdemocratic processes to ethics; and (c) the
individual decision's dependence on varying historico-cultural situations. As
indicated earlier, ethical relativism today enjoys high publicity and extensive
popularity by reason of its convenience. It is presented as a position positively
defined by tolerance, dialogue, and freedom of expression-a position that is
suddenly limited ifthe existence of one valid moral truth for all were affirmed and
upheld.
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It might be well to underscore that the highly empirical studies of Rawwas
(2001), Tsui (2001), and Pitta et al. (1999), using Hofstede,s taxonomy ofcrosscultural difFerences, deal with the present time or what is actually happening and
with data on changing attitudes and perceptions. The attitudes and perceptions in
these investigations depend to a large extent upon sociocultural demands, personal
change ofheart, or different situations. In other words, their studies reveal findings
related to cultural relativism, and not necessarily on ethical relativism.
A normative study like that of T. w Dunfee (2001 ), however, deals with
universal and permanent ethico-moral principles or with what ought to be done,
which is the proper approach to global business ethics. our position is that
international business ethics should be above ethico-cultural relativism.

BEST APPROACH: FOLLOW THE MORAL
VALUES OF THE PLACE?
It is more likely that ethico-moral values and expectations across cultures
affect all business transactions in the market-just as guanxi affects outsiders
when doing business in china. Thus pitta et al. ( 1999) suggests that, in order to
reduce the potential for ethical conflict when U.S. enterprises enter the Chinese
market and succeed in cross-cultural business, American marketers and business

practitioners should better understand the cultural foundation for ethical behavior
and moral values when in China. It is vital for Westem entrepreneurs to understand
the expectations of their counterparts around the world.

Following this line of reasoning, it may be well that the cEo, who does
business in a different market context, follows the acceptable moral and cultural
values of that society helshe finds himself/herself in. To employ the old adage
"when in Rome, do as the Romans do" is implied in ethical relativism, which seems
to be the safest attitude to doing business in a different market. To comply with the
moral values ofthe market or what the majority thinks as correct is essentially the
logical consequence of relativism.
Howeveq David L. Enfield, former vice president for global business practices

ofcolgate-Palmolive co., said his company encourages local adaptation ofethical
codes, but recommended that companies should focus on the company's culture,

not the national culture. For instance, Enfield advised: ,.you may staie as a company
principle that all employees will be given equal opportunity and will be treated

fairly

at

work, despite what that country's pre-existing traditions are" (Maximiano

2001 ). It means the provision of equal opportunity, in addition to fair treatment

of

all employees, is an objective, universal, and permanent moral value. In other

words, what he was advocating is to go above the culture and to separate the local
culture from the moral values, the latter being by nature global and universal.
Ethical relativists are correct when they insist that diverse markets have
different beliefs, and thatthe standards, beliefs, and practices ofother cultures
when they do not match one's own may not simply be disregarded. Ethical
relativists, however, seem wrong to conclude that all moral standards, beliefs, and
practices are equally acceptable. As a norrn, it seems they are equally wrong to
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infer that the only criteria of right and wrong are the moral values practiced by the
majority. International business ethics is neither a popularity contest nor a
democratic election where the majority wins. So when entering a different market,
it is not necessarily the case that the best approach is to follow the moral standard
ofthe place.
Going back to the issue of doing business in the Chinese market, business
gurus find gz anxi ilself as culturally acceptable. Guanxi is a cultural value and,
therefore, good. It is the abuse of guanxithar leads to corruption and unethical
practices. Therefore, firms doing business in China should do well to follow what
the Chinese do (guanxi), but not to practice what is unethical (abuse of guanxi).
A key factor is the distinction between cultural values and moral values.
Hence, it is paramount to know that not all cultural values are moral values. By
definition, cultural values (l1ke guanxi) are territorial and people-oriented, and
businesses with operations across the globe are encouraged to respect those
cultural values. But cultural values are not always moral values . Moral values are
those things everyone holds valuable like justice, honesty, truthfulness, equal

opporluniry humane treatment, and responsible management (Maximiano, 2001 ).
Moral values, unlike cultural values, are meritorious acts esteemed or recognized
by all (notonly by certain people or segment of society) and everywhere (lhatis,
outside any territorial boundaries).

GLOBAL APPLIED ETHICS
VERSUS ETHICAL RELATIVISM
Global applied ethics is not relativism because the former accepts moral
values that are objective, permanent, and universal. Intemational business ethics
is, therefore, against the position held by situation ethicists.

lfone were to discount geographical distances among societies, it would
really not be sane to have a moral standard "with exceptions." The worst thing
that could happen in adhering to an intemational ethical standard (global applied
ethics) is when the yardstick used to measure the rightness or wrongness of one's
action is as flexible as a rubber band. Diffbrent people ofdifferent societies naturally
have different beliefs. But not all ofthese beliefs, traditions, and practices are
equally acceptable as moral standards.
The toughest decisions that business leaders have to make are the decisions
where they cannot even resort to tossing a coin because both sides ofthe coin are
both "heads" and "tails," so to speak. It is a real dilemma for global corporations
to come up with policies that best conform to the established culture of their
chosen base of operations and at the same time adhere to the universal ethical
standard. Global applied ethics advocates business practitioners to adhere to
such a universal ethical standard.
Ifthe moral standards or norms formulated by some respectable traditions of
ethics over the centuries-principally, but not limited, to the Judeao-Christian,
Islamic, Hindu, Buddhist, and Confucian moral traditions-are ignored, those who
ignore them are more likely to fall prey to many errors. History has proven this

constantly and consistently.
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For example, no entrepreneur can do legitimate business if shelhe ignores
the Ten commandments, particularly variations that say "you shall not steal or
cheat" or "You shall not bear false witness against your neighbor or tell a lie." In
any case, it appears that no particular kind ofcheating in any given situation can
ever be excused. All kinds of cheating-and all business decisions and practices
thatjustifl the disregard offaimess,justice, and human dignity---are simply wrong
and, therefore, unacceptable.

As Marco Landi, former president of TI Asia, has put it: ,,The question of
ethics cannot be separated from any other aspect ofour business. This concept of
ethical behavior remains constant regardless ofthe culture. Indeed, business ethics
is global. Its fundamental concems are applicable to all people who do business
anywhere in the world regardless ofthe culture" (cited in Maximiano 2001).
International business ethics is born with global values and, when firms
decide to do international business, it follows that they cannot do away with
intemational moral values.

CHARACTERISTICS OF GLOBAL MORAL VALUES
As we recognize that cultural relativism, democratic processes, and pluralism
of opinions may be good to politics and intemational public relations, we cannot
readily accept their applicability to ethics. contrary to what the proponents of
situation ethics and ethical relativism hold, we maintain that our actions and
decisions cannot be dependent on varying historical and cultural situations. we
hold in principle that intemational moral values should have three interrelated
characteristics, namely: objectivity, universality, and permanence. And the basis
of this threefold criterion is the person or human nature itself, a philosophical
assertion I will now explain.
First ofall, amoralvqlue is objective. The opposite ofobjective is subjective,
and subjective in this paper means that the goodness or wrongness of the act
depends on the perceiving subject or agent. An example ofbeing subjective is c.
Yeh-Yun Lin's comparative study of perceptions amongTaiwanese, Australian,
Israeli, and American university students about business ethics and moral
standards (1999). Lin's study is on individual perception, or on whatthe individual
students think, about a moral situation and, therefore, it is subjective.
Also, S. H. Ang (2000) develops a model of corporate ethics and social
responsibility (GESR) and empirically tested it among chinese business
undergraduates in Hong Kong and Singapore. As predicted, CESR beliefs are
negatively related to Machiavellianism and to two confucian concepts, guanxi
(relationships) and mianzi (face). Because the important variables in the above
empirical research are the perceptions, or what the perceiving agents consider, the
study is said to focus on subjective perceptions.
My position is that the basis of rightness or wrongness, of good or evil, and
oftruth or falsehood is objective and does not in any way depend on the subjective
perception of individuals. A moral value is objective, whether the perceiving subject
agrees or not, because it actually depends on the supramental and cross-cultural
reality referred to as human nature. Stealing, for instance, is objectively opposed
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to human nature, regardless of what other individual persons perceive it to be, for
human nature is directly related to integrity and honesty.
If only the believer of ethical relativism can find a place on earth where he
can just walk up to the first person he meets, takes away the cellphone that the
person owns, and runs away with it without any (violent) protest from anybody,
much less from the owner. Can we ever find such a place? The truth is, there is no
place on earth where stealing is considered a virtue and where honesty is regarded
as immoral. Stealing, a moral de-value, is always and everywhere objectively evil,
inasmuch as it is an act against human nature as embedded in the Judeao-Christian,
Islamic, Hindu, Buddhist, and Confucianmoral traditions.
Secondly, a moralvalue is always universallyvalid.Inone of his studies,
S. T. Jakubowski (2002) examines the extentto which similarities and differences
exist in the codes ofprofessional conduct ofcertified public accountants across
the United States, Taiwan, South Korea, Malaysia, Canada, Australia, India, and
Hong Kong. These eight countries exemplify the diverse economic, political, legal,
and cultural environments in which public accountants do their professional
practice. The results ofthe study reveal that commonalities exist on some ethical
standards, an indication that some rules are indeed "culture free." M. Ahmed, K. Y.
Chung, and J. W. Eichenseher confirm this indication in another research (2003).
Furthermore, there is a working assumption in O. K. Tam's study of corporate
govemance in China(2002)that"comrption, stock marketmanipulation, tax cheating,
fraudulent dealing and all manners of plundering of state assets" are generally
considered morally wrong, and that the ethical standard used to measure those
practices is applicable to all people and in all places-hence, universal. C. F. Wu
(2001 ), in a randomly sampled study of I ,496 Taiwanese enterprises in mainland
China, Metnam, and Indonesia, discovers that business practitioners in these
countries are inclined to respect, among others, the environment and human rights,
which he calls "globally-recognized ethical principles." He (2002) re-confirms such
findings in a later study.
Forthis reason, amoral value is cross-cultural, global, intemational, beyond
boundaries, and beyond history. Again, the groundwork is human nature, which is
identical for all men, women, and children and does not change with place or
personal circumstance. No matter how different people ofdifferent cultures behave,
the human-ness in them is essentially the same. This approach to moral reasoning
is what I call the "philosophico-normative approach." What changes for each
person is the individual behavior or cultural aftitude, not human nature. And, if
human nature itself is the basis of moral reasoning, the ethico-moral standard to be
followed should always be universally valid.
Thirdly, a moral value is permanenr. I would assume that the subjective
perceptions among Taiwanese, Australian, Israeli, and American university students
about moral standards as found out in Lin's study (1999) will notremain for long.
Because these perceptions are subjective, they are temporary. These individual

perceptions

will

change, depending on other sociocultural factors, such as

technological change, change management, and intercultural networking (Redfem
and Crawford 2004). Onthe contrary, amoral value isvalid atall timesbecausethe
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ultimate basis is the same human nature, radically unaffected with the passing of
time. Again, invokingthe philosophico-normative approach, what changes as
tempusfugit (time flies) are individual behavior and cultural attitude and not human
nature itself.
Even when there are people who refuse to accept its objectivity, universality,
and permanency, it does not mean that a moral value is not objective, universal,
and permanent. Even ifthere are practices deemed acceptable by some and at the
same time deemed unacceptable by others-such as bribery and technology piracy
added to more emotional issues as abortion, euthanasia, and death penalty-it
does not follow that there are no objective, universal, and permanent moral values.
on the contrary there are objective, universal, and permanent moral values.

CONCLUSION
As part ofthe larger guanxi network, gift-giving is treated as a positive
human behavior, a behavior that shows respect to another person and therefore
strengthens interpersonal relationships. While gzanxl is actually a cultural value
acceptable in the Chinese market, its abuse, which has been sufficiently researched
and documented, can lead to unethical practices such as dishonesty, bribery and
big-time comrption. This paper strongly suggests that it is bad ethical practice for
small firms to bribe or comrpt public officials as it is equally a bad practice for giant
firms to organize acartel to squeeze out small-time players and bar their entry into
a fair competition.
Bad ethico-normative practices should not be confused with culture. For
example, even if bribery were really "an accepted cultural practice,'in a given
place, openness, honesty, and transparency remain the normal and acceptable
ethical way ofdoing things. All comrpt practices and under-the-table arrangements
are conducted in secret, as much as possible, with all external evidence out of
sight. Bribery therefore, in this context is not a cultural value but a bad practice. In
this paper, it is crucial that a bad practice is not confused with culture and that
comrption is not confus edwith guanxi. It is equally critical to respect culture and
appreciate local traditions without sacrificing values.
Global applied ethics holds that there is a universal standard for all. The
explanation is unambiguous and straightforward. If members of a global and

globalizing community are to survive and maintain interpersonal, inter-

communitarian, and cross-cultural relationships, then they cannot but accept a
universal ethico-moral standard, an ethical norm for all market players.

If global corporations, formerly known as TNCs, want to interact,
communicate, and coexist in peace and prosperity in any given market, then
individual and corporate entities have to accept that false advertising, child labor,
money laundering, job discrimination, sexuat harassment, issuance of bouncing
cheques, misrepresentation, rice cartel, and technology piracy-as well as
"comrption, stockmarketmanipulation, tax cheating, fraudulent dearing, and all
manners of plundering of state assets,' (Tam 2002,51)-as immoral and
unacceptable.
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This paper has spelled out broad and universal ethical guidelines in doing
international business using philosophical reasoning, but leaves the manner of its
more concrete applications to further studies and action research. Our approach
hasbeen philosophico-normative, or onwhat needs to be done, and nol strategic,
or on how it is to be carried out. This analysis may be perfected in two ways. First,
the philosophico-theoretical differentiation between cultural and ethical relativism
can be elaborated considerably; and second, the discussion on the empirical and
normative methodolory can be enriched further. These steps will be useful in the
future deliberation and accurate calibration ofthe nature and functions of global
applied ethics as applied to managing business relations particularly in the Chinese
market.
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FILIPINO PHILOSOPHY, WESTERN
TRADITION, AND NATION BUILDING'
Rolando M. Gripaldo
De La Salle University, Manila

In this paper, the author (l) makes the distinctions between
traditional and cultural approaches to philosophy and between
philosophers and scholars of philosophy, (2) explains why the Filipino
philosophy that developed is VI/estern in orientation, (3) discusses
the problems of philosophy in the Philippines, (4) arguesfor the
relevant linkage ofphilosophy to nation building and, among others,
(5) enumerates some principles that help guide the author in
developing philosophy in the Philippines.

INTRODUCTION
Every academic discipline has its own tradition. The discipline of philosophy
has the historical tradition of enumerating chronologically the names of a nation's
philosophers as in German or British philosophy. This tradition goes as far back as
the ancient Greeks where historically the philosophies ofThales, Plato,Aristotle,
and so on, are studied. I call this approach to writing philosophy the trqditional

approach. It is the only genuine type of philosophizing in the sense that the
individual person presents his or her own philosophy to be appreciated or criticized
by others and to be defended and modified by him or her. I call this the genuine
typebecause the tradition comes directly and originally from the discipline of

philosophy itself.
I have noticed in the Philippine philosophical situation a thriving Filipino
colony of philosophers. Some are systematic presenters oftheir ideas like R.
Esquivel Embuscado and Claro R. Ceniza, others have become philosophers by
historical accident likeAndres Bonifacio and Emilio Jacinto, while still others are
currently buddingphilosophers likemany of the presentcrop ofFilipino philosophy

All they need to do to fully bloom as philosophers is to system atize,their
thinking in at least one book. Sometimes, of course, their future students or admirers
may collate, edit, and publish their articles later as a posthumous book or series of
books. And we know ofthese philosophers as systematic thinkers only after their
teachers.

death.

There is another approach to writing philosophy which I callthe cultural
approach. This approach originated from the social sciences, including literary
studies.

It was started by anAmerican pioneer sociologist by the name of William
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Association of the Msayas and Mindanao) he asked me what we do in
a philosophy conference.
A teacher of philosophy narrated that he met an engineer who told
him that he knew philosophy and it is logic. This view may be naiVe
but naivetd is a type of a distorted perspective. However, if one
considers the fact that in some schools engineering students study
only one course in philosophy, logic, then this type ofperspesfiysthat philosophy is only logic-may ensue. Moreover, ifthe teacher
happens to be a follower of Rudolph Carnap (1935) who considers
philosophy as only logic, together with logical analysis as its method,
then indeedthis type of misperception will proliferate.

A social scientist argued that an introduction to philosophy should
be limited only to "person, God, and country." But there are seventeen
divisions or branches, not only three, in Westem philosophy and there

are also many distinct philosophical perspectives

in

Eastern

philosophy.

A cognitive psychologist said he had only one subject in
philosophy in college and he had no idea of what philosophy as a
discipline exactly is.

Inthe Philippine historical experience, education was confolled by the friars
and philosophy was formally taught in sectarian schools like the Ateneo Municipal,
which is now theAteneo de Manila Univenity, and the University of Santo Tomas,
among others. Jose Rizal studied Philosophy I and Philosophy II. The Rizal
homepage (N.d.) specifically mentions "social Ethics" and "Logic and other
branches of philosophy." The second subject apparently was a first attempt to
introduce philosophy holistically as a discipline.
If we look around Philippine colleges and universities today, there are only
very few ofthem which offer baccalaureate degrees in philosophy, and still fewer
are those which offer graduate studies in philosophy. Moreover, many of the
existing departments of philosophy offer philosophicaltraditions within the
discipline of philosophy. For example, the University ofthe Philippines basically
focuses on the Anglo-American analytic tradition while the Ateneo de Manila
University, the University of SantoTomas, andthe University of San Carlos basically
concentrate on the continental philosophical tradition. Perhaps, only De La Salle
University today focuses on philosophy as a discipline, that is to say, it presents
all philosophical traditions: analytic, continental, Filipino, Marxian, pragmatic,
process, Indian, Chinese, etc. And the DLSU Philosophy Department has specialists
orpeople specializing in each of these fields.
To address this problem of misperception of philosophy as a discipline, the
DLSU Philosophy Department decided to write a textbook, The philosophical
landscape, for the Introduction to Philosophy course. It will run into several
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editions until all the divisions ofphilosophy would have been duly represented
by at least one article. ln a trimestral or semestral course work on Introduction to
Philosophy, not all the divisions may be discussed, but the student who has the
textbook will know the existence of such divisions and, when time permits, he or
she may read the other chapters even after taking the course.
Addressing this problem of distorted perception is also the reason behind
the DLSU Philosophy Department's preference for Introduction to philosophy as
the three-unit philosophy course for the General Education program. undergraduate
students from the different colleges of the University must be exposed to
philosophy as a discipline rather than simply to a philosophical division such as
Introduction to Logic, Philosophy ofPerson, Ethics, or philosophy ofReligion if
there is only one philosophy subject offered in it's General Education program.
The same consideration is used in DLSU's philosophy graduate school.
Many undergraduate philosophy degrees from colleges and universities that ofler
philosophy traditions have even developed biases to these traditions. others
come from seminaries where philosophical training is likewise limited. It is necessary
to correctthe perception ofphilosophy as atradition with philosophy as a discipline.

This will afford students a wide latitude of background in philosophy by the time
they start writing their theses or dissertations.
This bias forphilosophy as a discipline is also reflected inthe policies ofthe
international journal @AoooQ m (P h i I os oph i a/ F i lo s ofia),wh ich is abstracted
by The Philosopher 3 Index (in which I serve as editor-in-chief;. All articles from
the different divisions of philosophy are welcome and refereed by local anci
intemational readen. Thejoumal does not have a bias for one philosophical division
ortradition and is open to all traditions.

Lack of Job Opportunities
compared to other academic departments such as Literature, Mathematics,

chemistry, and Biology, there are fewer philosophy departments in philippine
colleges and universities. So there is indeed a very limited teaching opportunity in

philosophy. But the DLSU college of Liberal Arts brochure identified other
opportunities such as working in research firms, business firms, or publishing
companies; pursuing law; and pursuing graduate studies, among others.
Benedict de Spinoza wrote his famous book, Ethics, while working as a lens
grinder. Empedocles was a creative writer like william Shakespeare, expressing his
philosophy in poetry and tragedies. Jean Jacques Rousseau, a philosopher during
the Age of Enlightenment, was by training a musician and cornposer. Jose Rizal,
although by training a medical doctor, was also a novelist and philosopher. If one
trained in a differentjob can become a philosopher, it is possible in contemporary
times for onetrained in philosophy, like Spinoza, to end up also as a philosopherthrough dedication, discipline, and hard work--even if he or she is not teaching

philosophy.
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No Money in Philosophy
I wonder why money is always used to link with philosophy. No such linkage
is uttered when one hears someone majoring in literature, physics, mathematics,
engineering, or even accounting. There is also no money in those specializations.
Most of their graduates end up working as employees in govemment or private
corporations. Wealth can be had only vThsn sns-whatever his or her training
be----embarks on entrepreneurship. Friedrich Engels, the communist associate of
Karl Marx, was an industrialist (he inherited the cotton mills ofhis father) who sent
financial support to Marx and his family. Thales (Russell 1945,26),the father of
philosophy, became rich by using his stock knowledge on supply and demand. He
bought the olive presses of Chios and Miletus at cheap prices when they were not
in use and rented them out "at any rate he pleased" during the olive harvest
season.

Philosophy graduates can also be good administrators when they

develop-

while studying philosophy-the Lasallian values of responsibility, hardwork,
dedication, and discipline. These values are important to success, and philosophy
itself provides a broadening ofthe mind. As I expressed in one article ( 1995-96),
my philosophy classmates and teachers who eventually joined the corporate world
became top executives oftheir respective business institutions. In all likelihood,
as intellectuals, they understand life and the business social world better than
some, if not many, of those who graduated from other courses. John Bradley
argues that some of those trained in business administration are insensitive to
others, do not delegate responsibility to others, and do not trust others. These
traits are flaws to good management. Only those who are trained in the liberal arts
tradition (which, ofcourse, includes philosophy) as a background to the study of
public administration or business management, says Bradley ( I 985), can deal better
with people and become good leaders, managers, or executives.

Philosophy Is Only for the Priesthood/Sisterhood
One other distortion in the people's perception of philosophy has nothing
to do with philosophy as a discipline but as a career. Since students of Philippine
seminaries, monasteries, and convents study philosophy as a requirement for the
study of theology and, since some of these students study in colleges and
universities, many people believe that if philosophy is relevant at all, it is only to

the vocation of priesthood or sisterhood. Many Filipinos in the provinces
expressed amazement upon knowing that I am not a priest or an ex-seminarian in
view of my baccalaureate and graduate degrees in philosophy. All the more are
they surprised to learn thatthere are Filipino women, who are not nuns or sisters,

teaching philosophy.
Phi losophy is an intellectual discipline. It thirsts for knowledge or for useful
ideas that may be relevant to one's life. Atheorist can do three things: formulate a
scientifictheory aphilosophical theory oratheologicaltheory. Theories in literature
are either philosophical (in the sense of being phenomenological, ideological,
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aesthetic, orthe like) or scientific (in the sense ofbeing scholarly, or interpretatively
descriptive, with systematic documentation). Mathematical theories are considered

scientific theories while logical theories are considered philosophical theories.
Mathematics (which includes statistics) is atool inscientificreasoningwhile logic
is a tool in philosophical reasoning. Science ernploys logic but not all philosophy
employs mathematics. Nontheoretical expressions are creative works or, when not
scholarly, expressions of opinions.
Philosophy, when properly studied, helps us understand life and how to
cope with it intellectually, morally, emotionally, socially, and politically. It helps us
understand people and ourjob. so it is not only for the priesthood/sisterhood or
forthe religious.

WESTERN ORIENTATION OF FILIPINO PHILOSOPHY
That Filipino philosophy (traditional approach) is western-oriented is a
historical accident brought about by the fact that the philippines is colonized for
a

long time by two westem countries: Spain and the United States. Spain introduced

formally some philosophy subjects in Philippine schools. Filipino reformists who
studied in Spain, such as Jose Nzal and Graciano Lop ezJaen4were introduced to
liberal ideas and the ideas of European Enlightenment. Rizal ( 1963) himself wrote
Marcelo H. del Pilar that he had the complete works ofVoltaire, the leading assertive
thinker ofthe I 8'h-century Enlightenment. He even urged Del pilar to read voltaire.
with the opening of the suez canal, travel from Europe to the philippines was
effectively shortened by about five months-from six months to only thirty-three
days. Enlightenment ideas-such as those ofthe French Revolution (liberty,
fraternity, equality), dominance ofreason, inevitability ofprogress, reliance on the
humanity of man, importance of education, and contracttheories-traveled from
Spain to the Philippines in the second half ofthe I 9s century. These ideas influenced
the Filipino revolutionary thinkers and eventually led to the philippine Revolution.
The last decade of the 19th century was the beginning-the birth-of Filipino
philosophy.
The United States nurtured this intellectual development ofthe Filipino mind
by giving importance to education. They established schools in various provinces
and founded the University of the philippines (Up) in 190g. The dominant
philosophy subjects were from the west. Ricardo pascual, the dean ofthe up
Graduate School ofArts and Letters, published in 1962 the book rhe philosophy of

Rizal, which included ethical, political, educational, social, and rerigious

philosophy. The uP Philosophy Department offered for its baccalaureate degree a
major in westem philosophy. Atthe University of SantoTomas and the seminaries,
the works ofthe medieval thinkers-Westem in origirr-were likewise disseminated.
The philosophy departments that were subsequently founded in other colleges
and universities-such as at the Mindanao State University in I 961 and at De La
Salle University in 197S-also offered Westem philosophy as a major. Only very
gradually that oriental philosophy (Indian, chinese, and Japanese philosophies)
were introduced in the philosophy curricula. The Filipino philosophy (traditional
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sense) that subsequently developed is essentially, so far, Westem in orientation.
In short, Filipino philosophy is a Westem tradition in an Eastem setting.

FILIPINO PHILOSOPHY AND NATION BUILDING
Building Institutions from Within
Building a nation can be understood broadly as institutionalnationbuilding.
When we build a nation, we build its institutions---cconomic, political, social,
educational, and so on. To build an institution, we have to do it from within. It is
gradual, evolutionary and it requires patience, diligence, perseverance, and total
commitment to the activity that will be converted into a sturdy institution.
Philosophy in the Philippines is marginalized and its image amongthe masses
is distorted and generally negative. It does not have the positive image of the
other disciplines. Philosophy can contribute to nation-building in at least two
ways: building a niche in the services sector ofthe national economy and building
the intellectual national heritage.

Philosophy and the Services Sector of the National Economy
The national economy is composed of three sectors: ( I ) primary sectorofraw r-naterials: agriculture, forestry fisheries, and mining; (2) secondary
sector-manufacturing and industrialization; and (3) tertiary sector-services
sector that supports the workforce and the facilities, among others. The philosophy
teacher or the philosopher contributes essentially to the services sector. The national
economy needs trainers and teachers to develop the mind and skills ofthe workforce
and the intellectual patrimony ofthe nation. The philosophy teacher, in particular,
is responsible for (a) broadening and enlightening the mind on the philosophical
issues of life-moral, political, spiritual, etc.-so thatthe workforce can understand
the nuances of life better, including life in the corporate world; (b) contributing to
the development ofthe intellectual heritage ofthe nation that redounds to one's
love for country; and (c) providing ideas that may be useful in tackling one's daily
routine thereby making life worth enduring or worth living.
sources

Building the Intellectual National Heritage
Three components may be identified in buildingthe intellectual heritage

of

the nation.

Tracing the philosophical roots

The first component is to trace the historical roots of the country's
philosophy and identify the philosophers themselves. This was tentatively done
in two books, Filipino philosophy: Traditional approach, Part I, Sections I and
2 (Gripaldo 2004a and 2004b). But it is far from complete. A history of Filipino
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philosophy is still to be written that will form

a major part ofthe documentation of
country's intellectual heritage. Some ofmy graduate students [De Leon (2003),a
Sarza (2005), Garcia (2005), and others] have written theses and dissertations on
Filipino thinkers like Jose Ma. Sison, Lorenzo Taflada, and Jose p. Laurel. A third

a

sequel of Filipino philosophy; Traditional Approach (part I, Section 3) is
necessary to present the philosophical ideas of some of the upcoming Filipino
thinkers among the present crop of philosophy teachers.

Publishing a journal of philosophy
The second component is to publish ajournal of philosophy based in the
Philippines and make it an intemational one. It should be refereed and abstracted.
The task of doing this is tremendous when there is no financial support because
such ajournal requires time, hard work, total commitment, and money. It does not
sell like a novel. It requires a subsidy. when De La salle University stopped the
subsidy of 20Q ru, the DLSU Philosophy Department converted it to @ t 2000Q n
and tried to find means of financing it. The philippine National philosophical

Research Society was established primarily to serve as the publisher of
Qd"oooQwand to find money to finance the journal. The pNpRS membership
plus the sale of the journal can finance only one issue and the second issue will
have to be subsidized from the other activities ofPNPRS. With thejoint publication
of the journal by the Philosophical Association of the philippines and the
Philosophical Association ofNorthem Luzon, e il"oooQ ru may hopefu I ly become
self-suffi cient and self-liquidating.
QtLoooQta has an international pool of referees (or readers) and it is
abstracted in The Philosopher 3 Index ofBowling Green, ohio. Again, hopefully,
it will be subsequently abstracted by other abstracting firms.
Unily

ofp hilos op hical org anizations

The Philippines has so far six philosophical organizations. The oldest is the
Philosophical Association ofthe Philippines (pAp), which was established in I 973.
The others are the Philosophical Association of the visayas and Mindanao
(P}{AVISMINDA), the Philippine National philosophical Research Society (pNpRS),

the Philosophy circle of the Philippines (pcp), the phirippine Academy of
Philosophical Research (PAPR), and the philosophical Association ofNorthem
Luzon (PANL). This, to me, is a healthy sign in that it reflects a growing interest in
philosophical activiti es. Great Britain has many phi osophical organizations. what
I

is not healthy is when these groups are not united under an umbrella organization.
Great Britain decided to have an umbrella organization, the British philosophical

Association with fifteen British philosophical groups as institutional members. I
think this is a good model, and since pAp is the oldest among the philippine
philosophical groups, then it should be the umbrella organization. The philippines
can start with a few institutional members like PNpRS and pANL, hoping that the

otherswill follow.
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Since 1973 PAP has limited itselfto seminar hosting without a philosophy
journal and without even publishing its conference proceedings. PAP was ahead
of the Korean PhilosophicalAssociation (KPA), but KPA later surged ahead of
PAP in becoming a member of the International Federation of Philosophical
Societies, which sponsors the World Congress of Philosophy every five years.
During the 21" World Congress of Philosophy in 2003 at Istanbul, Turkey, South
Korea wonthe bid to hostthe 22"d World Congress of Philosophy in 2008.
Let us compare the Filipinos with the South Koreans from my own perception
and experience, philosophically speaking.

Filipinos

South Koreans

Filipinos think small and slow.
Filipinos are late in realizing

South Koreans think big and fast.
South Koreans want to conquer
thatthere is aworldto conquer
the world.
outside of the Philippines.
Filipinos are engaged in competing South Koreans uni8z for grand
among themselves unnecessarily. visions.
Filipinos pull each otherdown, South Koreans pull each other
fomenting crab mentality.
up, ushering in greater progress.
Filipinos believe they are just as
South Koreans believe they are
good ifnot better than the best
just as good ifnot better than
Filipino inthe Philippines.
the best in the world.
Filipinos are underachievers. South Koreans are achievers.
As a step towards the goal of hosting a World Congress of Philosophy in
the Philippines in the future, it is necessary for the Filipinos to start consolidating
their forces in philosophy. @il.oooQzais now the journal of PAP, PNPRS, and
PANL. PAP has come out with a book that contains selected articles from its
proceedings of previous years since 1999. It is coming out with two additional
volumes in the near future. In due time, PAP will apply for membership in the
Intemational Federation ofPhilosophical Societies.

CONCLUSION: PERSONAL NOTES
AND SOME PRINCIPLES
I will conclude this paper with two personal notes and a few principles as
guides to developing my attitude towards philosophy in the Philippines.

Personal Notes
Loyalty to selfversus loyalgt to country

Having graduated with a bachelor's degree in philosophy in 1969, I
subsequently taught philosophy. For years I have seen changes taking place in
the philosophical ideas of other countries but nothing significant has changed in
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the Philippines. As a mentor of philosophy, I was like everyone else, that is,
basically vain-that I am better than anyone of my Filipino peers in philosophy.
To prove that I am just as good or even better than them I tried to compete with
them, even be aloof and, worse, I tried to pull them down intellectually speaking. I
did not want to see them succeed while I lag behind. I did not want to unselfishly
cooperate with them. As a consequence ofthis selfishness, while other nations
intellectually progressed, philosophy in the philippines generally stagnated. From
the perception of the world, philosophy in the philippines is a nonentity. My
loyalty to myselfended in fragmentation and crab mentality.
A soul-searching was necessary. And the result of this was to look within
the development of philosophy in the country trace the philosophical roots ofthe
nation, and develop philosophy from within, instead of simply parroting the
philosophies of other countries. That is why, instead of getting a doctorate in
philosophy abroad, I decided to major in Filipino philosophy in a graduate program
atthe university ofthe Philippines. Filipinos need to study theirown individual
philosophers and from there develop a history of Filipino intellectual thought.
They need not parrot foreign philosophical ideas; they shourd appropriate these
for their usefulness to their personal and national intellectual development.
My dissertation is on the social and political philosophy ofManuel L. euezon,
and frorn his famous statement, "My loyalty to my parry ends where my loyalty to
my country begins," I develop the direction of my attitude to philosophy in the
Philippines; "My loyalty to myself ends where my loyalty to my country begins.',

Personal choices qre national choices as well

while loyalty to country as contrasted to loyalty to self appears antiKierkegaardian inthat Sdren Kierkegaard (1964)himselfwas notwillingto sacrifice
the self forthe interest and welfare ofthe state, which is the epitome ofthe crowd,
that loyalty to country as against the self is a personal choice. It reflects the
Sartrean vision (1964) that my choice of loyalty to country is good not only for
myself but also for the entire nation.5I do not actually sacrifice my choices and
interests, but I choose them because they redound to my best interest and to my
country's interest as well. where before I separate my interests from those of the
country, now I merge my interests with the country's. I personally choose those
interests that I believe are good both for myself and for my country. In his ..Ethics
fornationalists," Renato Constantino ( 1970), expresses asimilar view that nationalist
choices are choices not for oneself alone but for the nation as well. And this can be
reversed in ordinary circumstances: my choices forthe nation are not only good
forthe nation alone but also for myself.
what I am saying here is that nationalist choices are not necessarily an
either-or, or a win-lose situation; it is notnecessarily the self against the nation or
vice versa, in a Kierkegaardian fashion, which can occur only rarely. In many
cases, it is both a choice forthe nation and for oneself, a win-win situation.
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Principles

as Guides to Philosophical
Development in the Philippines
I

will summarize

the principles that serve as my guides in the development

of

philosophy in the Philippines.
First, philosophy is a discipline (or field of specialization), not a tradition,

not a philosophical division/branch, not even an ideology. It includes all
philosophical traditions, branches, and ideologies. It should be disseminated as
such as a first course among the students of any college or university. It is the
reason why at De La Salle University, which has only three units of philosophy to
be taken by all students, Introduction to Philosophy (instead of Introduction to
Ethics, Introduction to Logic, Philosophy of Person, or Philosophy of Religion)
was chosen as the General Education subject. Philosophy must be introduced to
students as a disciplineto counterthe Filipinos'distorted perception of philosophy.
Second, philosophical institutions should be developed from within. Any

academic discipline in the country should build itself on solid foundations by
establishing a journal and an association. At least, these two institutions must be
nurtured from within. Sacrifices must be made to strengthen these institutions
and every member worthy of a discipline must totally commit oneself to the
objectives ofhis or her academic institutions. Philosophy, for example, is not just
a means of livelihood; it is a career. We want to make philosophers out of ourselves,
not just mere teachers of philosophy.
Third, cooperation rather than competition yields the best positive results.
John Locke ( 1 988) talks about cooperation while Thomas Hobbes ( I 660), about
competition. Cooperation dismantles crab-mentality andbuilds camaraderie.Itmakes
little changes in one's own little world for a more wholesome change in a bigger,
wider world. It looks at change always with an altemative, balancing action with
consequences. It does not dwell on change or process alone. It must likewise
consider useful and healthy the effects that result from this change. That is why it
is preferable for Philippine philosophical organizations to unite and support the
oldest organization among them, the Philosophical Association ofthe Philippines,
and strengthen it.
Fourth, philosophy as a discipline must be linked with nation building. We
pay ourtaxes as teachers of philosophy and, therefore, we contribute somehow to
the national economy. However, it is the responsibility, even the duty, ofa teacher
of philosophy or a graduate of philosophy, wheneverthe occasion permits, to
transform oneself into aphilosopher worthy of his or her discipline. He or she
must achieve excellence in philosophy, thereby contributing to the intellectual
heritage ofthe nation. It is the only significant /oyal choice for oneself and for the
nation as well.
Last, the personal choices one makes in philosophical endeavors must
likewise be viewed by oneself as national choices, or they must be related to
nation building. If , for example, I choose to finish my doctorate early, write articles
and books, read papers abroad, and help organize philosophical institutions, it is
not only for self-development alone but also for national development.
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NOTES
1. Professorial paper read at the Tereso Lara Seminar Room, De La Salle
University, Marilaon24March2006, as holderoftheEmeritas. euitoDistinguished
Professorial Chair in the History ofThought.
2. Folhuays originally appeared in 1906.
3. I have use dthisterrn descriptive philosophy inmy class lectures to refer
to the type ofphilosophy discussed in the cultural approach.
4. Fermin de Leon has successfully defended his doctoral dissertation on
30 July 2003 with minor revisions, but apparently he has not yet submitted the final
copy to De La Salle University.

5. Jean-Paul Sartre talks about personal choices

as choices not

for the

chooser alone but for all humanity as well.
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SANJAYA BELLATTHIPUTTA' S
TECHNIQUE OF *DENIALS AND DENY

DENIALS'': AN ORIGINAL CRITIQUE
OF KNOWLEDGE AND JUDGMENT
MathewVarghese
Aoyama Gak uin University

Toltyo
The question of knowledge and judgment is a problem in the
history philosophy. We can even predict that the conflicts in
philosophical understanding are due to finding appropriate
knowledgefor suitable judgments. Discussion on this aspect was a
part of the Indian philosophical tradition during the time of the

Buddha.

We

here try to understand the concept

of

,,denials

and deny
denials " introduced by sanjaya Beltatthiputtawhose philosophical
school is known as Amaravikkhepa. Herewe examine this concept
in relation to the other schools of phitosophy qt the time of the
Buddha. Though the views of the Amaravikkhepas were criticized by
the Buddha, we can see that lqter Buddhist thinkers like Nagarjuna
and Aryadevewere influenced by the logical technique of ,,denials
and deny denials." The prime aspect ofthis method is that it explains
indirectly the implicit dfficulties in accepting human knowledge

about the world as the basic premise for making metaphysical
judgments. The discussion shows that most of the philosophical
schools of the period were enthusiastic about publishing theories
based on personal choices and preferences. Sanjaya was not
interested in finding a permanent theory or framework for
understanding the phenomenal world. He wants the process of
thinking to proceed uninhibitedlywithout seeking refuge in a theory
and thereby struggling with it. He believes the ultimate aim of
philosophy is to realize humanfreedom by invoking the dfficulties of
acc epting t heoretical pos it ions.

INTRODUCTION
The philosophical technique of "denials and deny denials', introduced by
Sanjaya Bellatthiputtar and his school, Amaravikkhepa, is an important method to

discem the apparent phenomenal world; unfortunately, this philosophy ofthe
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Amaravikkhepas2 is not available in the original text. We, therefore, have to
depend on secondary sources in Buddhist and Jaina texts.3 To discern the
complete structure of the philosophical thought of the Amaravikkhepas based
on secondary sources is a task with various difficulties, so we review a discourse
which has a relatively independent structure. In this paper, the review is based
on a dialogue between KingAjata Sattu and Sanjaya Bellatthiputta, which is
revealed inlhe Samanaphala sutta of Digha nikaya.a The discussion between
Ajata Sattu and Sanjaya is confined to the questions ofthe king on certain
important metaphysical questions that troubled the thinkers of his time, and the
answers of Sanjaya were also restricted by the scope of those questions. Thus,
to sketch an exact picture oftheir philosophy is neither possible nor the purpose
of this paper. Here we confine our discussion to the technique of "denials and
deny denials," which is the main issue explained in the dialogue. We can see that
this school ofthinkers came under severe criticism by the early Buddhist thinkers
who dismissed them as dull and inefficient, and their method as the best example
of a wrong view about life. The Jain texts dismissed lhem as Ajnanavadins,s or
people who discard knowledge. Nevertheless, an independent study into this
technique will reveal the range of philosophic thought deep-rooted in their
method and how it has influenced notably later Buddhist thinkers like Nagarjuna
and Aryadeva.6 The conception of shunyata in Madhyamika philosophy is
similar to this technique.
The Pali nikayas named the school of philosophy represented by
Bellatthiputta as Amaravikkhepa. The possible meanings ofthis term are many,
as given by the Pali Buddhist Text Society. The meanings behave like a variety
of fish called amara (eel), without giving a chance to get caught in the argument.
They wriggle away like the ftsh amara and, at the same time, they do not abscond
from the argument like the way the fish always stays and moves about in the
water. If it gets caught by hand,'it wriggles out quickly and it never stops
moving. Another justification of this term's meanings is that the Amaravikkhepas
argue like immoftals (amara)'1 without submitting to any dialectical position.
They are also known as Vacavikkhepas,meaning "verbal jugglers," who can
engage in endless debates. The meaning ofthewordvikkhepam aan be perplexity,
jugglery, or confusion. When Ajata Sattu engaged in dialogue with Sanjaya, he
got terribly confused.s
The dialogue had taken place when King Ajata Sattu approached five great
non-Vedic thinkers of his time whose views the Buddha had discarded.e The
King discussed with them the value of homeless life as well as the reality of
existence, karma, soul, and transcendence. From these dialogues we can also
discern a picture of non-Vedic thought at the time of the Buddha. It is certain
that all these schools had their theories published and were in public discussion.
From the Pali nikayas we discover that there are two broad strearns of
thought (see Jayathilake 1963). The majority of thinkers belonged to the Vedic
tradition, and they primarily accepted the authority ofthe Vedas. The second
stream comprised of a number of schools, which had divergent philosophical
positions but, as a characteristic feature, had opposed the Vedas and the Vedic
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authority. The Brahmajala sutta of Digha nikaya indicates sixty two
philosophical schools whose position had been refuted as untenable by the
Buddha. According to the Jaina text sutrqkruttanga by S-la6ka (Sun and
Ganindra 1953), there were 363 schools who engaged in deliberarions on
philosophy. Divided into four broad divisions, they number as follows: l g0
Kriyavadins, 84Akriyavadins, 6TAjnanikas, and 32 vainayikas (see Jayathilake
1963,

1

l6).

VIEWS OF OTHER SCHOOLS OF PHILOSOPHY
ON KNOWLEDGE AND JUDGMENT
In understanding the phenomenal world, the schools that followed the vedic

tradition were supported by the three vedasr0 and used those vedic sources

as

the prime source of knowledge. The non-vedic traditions, even though comprised
of anumber of schools with divergentphilosophical positions, were unified in the
aspect ofrefuting Vedic authority. The refutations were basically criticisms ofthe
karma kanda-based vedic sacrifices, the Upanishad's knowledge, the doctrine of
dharma, and the various conceptions ofkanna (see Kalupahana 1994).
There is a notable common aspect that connects all these divergent schools

ofphilosophy. Irrespective ofwhether they approve ofvedic authority or not,
they base their episternology by depending on knowledge in making definite
judgments (Jayathilake 1963). The quest to know more and more accurate
knowledge and to use this knowledge in fonnulating concepts and theories for
later use, especially for validating other concepts and theories, were the
motivating spirit behind these philosophic inquiries. This was a noteworthy
feature of classical Indian philosophy. The vedic schools fundamentally accepted
the authority ofthe vedas and the knowledge implicit in the vedas without much
verification or authentication, for vedic thinkers believe that all other forms of
knowledge are inferior to the supremacy of the words in the Vedas., The nonvedic schools found the Vedic thinkers misleading and they ventured to question
the supreme authority of the vedas. Therefore, their theories are either critiques
ofthe vedas or formulations based on the conception of the experiential world.
Both the Vedic and the non-vedic schools gave due credence to the authority

ofknowledge to understand the experiential world. There were a few thinkers, like
Sanjaya, who found difficulties in accepting the authority of human knowledge
and judgment to solve philosophical questions. Those schools that accepted the
authority ofknowledge also understood the problems irnplicit in human knowledge;
therefore, they promoted perfect and accurate knowledge as a solution. The vedic
schools considered the knowledge ofthe vedas as error- free and perfect. To
address the problems on time-bound and sense-bound knowledge of human
existence, they accepted the vedas as the only authority. The opposing schools
rejected this method, questioned the validity of such a claim, and propounded
various theories addressing these problems. They criticized the validity of
knowledge and logicaljudgment as an extremely difficulttask since we follow
logical systems that supportthe conception ofvalid knowledge.r2
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When the Buddha was approached by two Brahmins, Vasettha and
Bharadvaja, with a doubt about the right path to realize Brahman and the various
modes of teaching that various leamed Brahmin teachers introduced, he answered
it was absurd to pursue a conceptual formulation on Brahman, and criticized its
validity. The Buddha (Digha nikaya, sutta- 1 3, verse 1 8) said:
So, Vasettaha, these Brahmins learned in the three Vedas cannot
point out a way to union with the sun and moon which they have seen.
And, too, none ofthem has seen Brahman face to face. . .nor has even
the ancestor seven generations back ofone oftheir teachers. Nor
could any ofthe early sages say: "We know and seen when, how, and
where Brahman appears." "Does not whatthese Brahmins declare tum
out to be ill-founded?" "Yes, indeed, Reverend Gotama."

One of the all-time major concerns of philosophy is that a conceptual
formulation is accepted without looking into its validity and another thinker tries
to explain itagain and again creatingmore confusion on an unconfirmedjudgment.
In the case of the explanations about the Brahman and the path leading to its
realizarion, the conception of Brahman is accepted incontestably because it is
accepted as it is described in the three vedas. Buddha criticizes these methods of
viewing the phenomenal world, and urges us to bring an arguably substantial
premise before accepting such conceptual ortheoretical formulations even if it is
stated in the Vedas.
The salvation that comes through the realization ofthe Brahman, in a way, is
not experienced by any human being, but it is advocated by the Brahmins as the
supreme spiritual attainment. And because each teacher has his or her own particular
view about the path to salvation (Digha nikaya, sutta- 13, verse 1 0) that again
creates confusion and perplexity. None ofthe masters, who perfected the Mantras
which are made and expounded by the predecessors, are able to explain judiciously
the nature of Brahman and how and where Brahman appears (Digha nikayo, sutta13, verse 13). The vagueness ofthe conceptual formulation troubled the Buddha
more than the nature of discussion and content. The promoters of the concept of
the eternal Brahman and of the teachings ofthe three vedas are of the strong
opinion that the Vedas are formulated after ages of contemplation, meditation, and
deliberation, and can never be faulted. The Buddha's objections to such views
should not be seen superficially. He, in fact, was attacking the mind's inherent
nature to cling and grasp on to concepts and theories in finding solutions to sloth
and stupor. The Buddha (Digha nikaya, sutta- 1 3, verse 24) explains this nature of

themind inthese words:
Vasettaha, it is just as

ifthis river Aciravali were brimful of water
crow could drink out of it, and a man should come along
wishing to cross over, to get to the other side, to get across, and,
so that a

standing on this bank, were to call out: "Come here, other bank, come
here!" What do you think, Vasettha? Would the other bank ofthe river
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Aciravati come overtothis side on account ofthatman's calling,
begging, requesting, or wheedling? "No, Reverend Gotama."

The Buddha's objection to the entire question of the realization of the
Brahman as the aim of one's spiritualjourney is illustrated in the above objection.
He strongly feels against or condemns one who practices the spiritual methods of
the three vedas for the realization ofthe Brahman as he compares it to the case of
a person who expects that a crow would drink outthe water in theriver Aciravati
and he could cross overthe empty river by walking. Here, the Buddha rejects or
negates the arguments ofthe Brahmins supportingthe existence ofthe Brahman
as the metaphysical reality and the authority of the three vedas to reach that
reality. He uses the term "not possible" to denote it. we can see the same aspect in
adifferentmanner inanotherofhis objections. The Buddha(Dighanikaya,surta13, verse 19) says:

Vasettaha, it is just as if a man were to say: "I am going to seek out
and love the most beautiful girl in the country." They might say to him:
"...Do you know what caste she belongs to?" ..No." ..Well, do you
know her name, her clan, whether she is tall or short. . .dark or lightcomplexioned. . .or where she comes from?" .No." And they might say:
"Well then, you don't know or see the one you seek for and desire?,'
And he would say: "No." "Does not the talk ofthat man tum out to be
stupid?" "Certainly, Reverend Gotama."

In this illustration, the Buddha also wants to show that the unwavering
dependence on the three vedas and the metaphysical conception of Brahman as
the supren-re achievement ofthe spiritual endeavor, is as idiotic as the one who
searches for a woman whose whereabout is not known to him. Here also we could
see that the Buddhist conception ofNegation is showing the "not possible" nature
ofan existentially qualified statement such as the one in relation to the Brahman.
The explanation given for Brahman is not explained clearly in definite terms for one
to contemplate upon. when the fundamental premise of a term is not clear, the
significance of such a term in finding an appropriate solution will be doubtful, too.
At the same time, the negative mode of argumentation opens up the sphere of any
conceptual formulation.Anegative statement, in otherwords, signifies everything
exceptthethingthatisnegated.r3 Thesubtledifferencebetweenapositivestatement
and a negative one is that in the former staterrent we exclude things other than
what has been stated. For instance, when we say Brahman is the only true reality
with regard to the existent world, we are excluding the untrue aspect, the middle
truth, and the neither-true-nor-untrue aspect ofthe existent world. The rejection of
the other aspects of truth is what worries the critics of the Brahmanical position
about the conception of one truth. At this point the non-Brahmanical schools
(Samanas) developed their own philosophical doctrines (Wader 1970,33).They
contested the conception ofBrahman as the only reality and the revelation oflife
and its manifestations in the Vedas as mere inexplicit sketches of life.

MATHEW VARGHESE
When one tries to question the validity of knowledge and the authority of
logicaljudgments, one has to face two problems. The first problem is the natural
tendency ofthe mind to know about the phenomenal world as it always searches
to find knowledge that is valid. The second is that the mind has another tendency
to accept knowledge that is favorable to it, for it accepts certain information as
valid and rejects others as invalid. Thus, the mind works atthe level of acceptance
and rejection. What is accepted as valid are again conditioned by emotions, choices,
etc. As a result, almost all theory-based knowledge are conditioned by various
factors including time and space. ia
We can see a general pattern of doing philosophy with those schools that

promote theoretical positions. Either they declare the metaphysical position in
advance and bring in the knowledge and logical judgment accordingly, or they
declare its epistemology and logic, and then introduce the metaphysics later. In
either of these pattems, the logical system follows the twofold method of analysis
where one part is the acceptance of knowledge and the other is the rejection of all

other possibilities.r5 From either of these patterns, it is possible to formulate
metaphysical theories which are unassailable and consistent. The theories are
true only in relation to the particular epistemology and logic. This leads to a
situation where knowledge increases or changes as the number of theories
increases or changes.
The main problem of following theoretical philosophy as a source is that

will

it

lead to ethical doctrines that are largely conditioned by their respective
metaphysical positions. In the case of the Vedic tradition, since they attribute
everything to a transcendent entity, the life in the world may turn out to be an
auxiliary phase where one prepares for a different life later.r6 This may lead to a
complicated understanding of day-to-day life (lifeworld)r7 and the problems
associated with it. The structured ways of lifestyle based on karma, dharma, and
moksha introduced in this tradition have always been a subject ofsevere criticism
from everywhere. The Brahmanical views have a strong foundation on the
conception of karma that the karmic bond determines the fate of a man in his
present life and the lives to c ome (Digha nikaya, sutla-2, verse 1 7). Samana Purana
Kasyapa challenges this view by introducing the conception of akriyavadawhere
there is no positive or negative effect with regard to the phenomenal world. His
view(seeRadhakrishnan 1923,567 Dasgopta1922,73)ontheauthorityofsingular
truth can be concluded thus:

Ifone were to go alongthe south bank ofthe Ganges killing, slaying,

cutting or causing to be cut, burning or causing to be burnt, there
would be no evil as a result ofthat, no evil would accrue. Or ifone were
to go along the north bank of the Ganges giving and causing to be
given, sacrificing and causing to be sacrificed, there would be no merit
as a result of that, no merit would accrue. In giving, self-control,
abstinence, and tellingthe truth, there is no merit, and no merit accrues.
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This doctrine of akriyavada has a very strong rational base with regard to
the life in the world. On the one hand, there are people who are doing everything
morally appropriate and correct, yet they suffer in life; on the other hand, there are
people who do everything morally inappropriate and improper yet they assume to
be enjoying a harmonious and flourishing life in the perspective of the ordinary
world. Life's satisfactory and successful completion has nothing to do with the
morally acceptable or unacceptable actions in the lifeworld. Contextually, the
akriyavada doctrine wants to show the uncaused, nonoriginated, nonexisting,
and unsupported nature ofthe phenomenal world. This expression of extreme
negation ofthe doctrine ofkarma is to rebut the superfluous dependence ofthe
Brahmanical schools on this doctrine to explain various contentious philosophical
questions.
The discussion on the question of agamika karma, or the karma that one
inherits from his or her previous life, is that the end result of the actions ofthis life
may be experientiable in subsequent births. In other words, the present life is
indistinct and meaningless as one is experiencing the consequence ofthe actions
of the previous life and, with the cumulative effect ofthe present life's actions,
may be experienced in the succeeding births (see Radhakrishnan 1923, 567;
Dasgupta 1922,73).
Another view flourished in the pre-Buddhistic period that counteracts the
Brahmanical notion of vedic knowledge on the idea of the eternal self. It is the
doctrineofaritakesakamblin-thedoctrine of lokqvatamaterialism.rB Thisview
says there is no meaning in spiritual or purification practices to eradicate the
ignorance that subdues the atman or etemal self. In fact, it rejects the permanent
sef f existing in the human personality. Lokayatamaterialism accepts only four
elements as constituentparts ofthe human body (Radhakrishn an 1923,274,279).
This doctrine (Majjima nikaya,suItaT6, verse 7)re says:

'

There is nothing given, nothing offered, nothing sacrificed; no fruit
or result of good and bad actions; not this world, no other world; no
mother, no father; no beings who are reborn spontaneously; no good
and virtuous recluses and Brahmins in this world who have themselves
realised by direct knowledge and declare this world and the other
world. A person consists of the four great elements. When he dies,
earth returns and goes back to the body ofearth, water returns and
goes back to the body of water, fire retums and goes back to the body
offire, air returns and goes back to the body ofair.

This view, which asserts the materialist value of life by downgrading the
value of spiritual practices that can redeem one from the bondage of human
existence in this world, is propounded from the actual experience of life in the
world. There is no definite example ofa person who has attained spiritual rnaturity
and surpassed the perils ofhuman life. In actual cases, one can be redeemed from
the troubles of life by understanding and appropriating properly the materialistic
values of life. The significance of human existence is more important than the
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virtue ofhuman essence, similar to the views of some contemporary existentialistic
thinkers of the 20'h century. One of the arguments ofthis doctrine is that people
who believe in the spiritual value of life and people who do not believe in the
spiritual value of life will both annihilate after death. It can be wiser ifone protects
oneself by pursuing the path ofmaterialist values and endures life in this world
than by following some uncertain and indigestible spiritual practices.
The Buddha finds serious mistakes in this view as he proclaims it as the
classical example ofthe wrong view. It must be understood that by finding lack of
evidence to prove the authenticity ofthe value ofhuman essence, the atman does
not permit the rejection of all other claims that authenticate the value of human
essence. The knowledge and experience one €n acquire individually or collectively
are limited to formulate any definitive conclusion about life in this world. At the
same time, if one formulates such conclusions proclaiming the materialistic value
of life as the guiding view, one may be miserably disappointed after finding the
futility of materialistic values in solving one's problems, so that he or she may fall
into the depths of sorrow and disappointment.
Another pre-Buddhistic doctrine thatproclaims materialistic value and refutes
Vedic authority in a different way is the doctrine ofthe analytical thinker Padhuka
Kanccayana Accordingto this doctrine, the world evolves from sgven bodies
which are unmade, uncreated, not brought forth, without a creator, barren, standing
like pillars. They do not move or change or obstruct each other. None is able to
arouse pleasure or pain or pleasure-and-pain in another: they are the water-body,
the earth-body, the fire-body, the air-body, pleasure, pain, and the soul as the
seventh (Radhakrishnan 1923,274; see verse 16). This is typical ofthe explanation
ofany analytical thinker or philosopher who bases arguments on scientific findings.
The scientific understanding ofthe universe is an ever-evolving aspect, yet one
can well predict that most of the scientific observations are based on certain
constants or what they call the acceptable universal constants .In this sense,
Kanccayana's observations can be interpreted as analytical in precedence of
today's scientific truths.2o He takes all the seven bodies as the constants in
explaining the apparent phenomenal world.He(Majjima nilcaya, sutta-76, verse 7)
explains the apparent world as:
There are fourteen hundred thousand principal kinds ofgeneration
and sixty hundred kinds, and six hundred kinds; there are five hundred

kinds ofaction and five kinds ofaction , and three kinds ofaction,
and half- action; there are sixty- two ways, sixty- two sub aeons, six
classes , eight planes of man, forty nine hundred kinds of livelihood,
forty nine hundred kinds ofwanderers, forty nine hundred abodes of
serpents, twenty hundred faculties, thirty hundred hells, thirty six
elements of dust.... By running and wandering through the round of
rebirths, both fools and the wise will make an end ofsuffering. Pleasure
and pain are meted out. The round of rebirths is limited, there is no
shortening or extending it, not increasing or decreasing it, just as a
ball of string when thrown goes as far as the string unwinds, so too,
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by running and wandering through the round of rebirths, fools and
the wise both will make an end of suffering.
With regard to the moral aspect ofhuman life, Kanccayana,s view is explicit
and clear in his observations that there is no sinful action that accrues. In this
regard, he says there is neither slain nor slayer, neither hearer nor proclaimer,
neither knower nor causer of knowing. And whoever cuts offa man's head with a
sharp sword does not deprive anyone of life, he just inserts the blade in the
intervening space betweenthese seven bodies (Digha nikaya, sutla-2,verse 26).
This categorical rejection ofthe moral life is what really worries the Buddha.
According to him, dangers can be created due to lack ofmoral discipline and these
can perpetuate suffering in any living being when one declines to respect the
accepted moral laws of life (Radhakrishnan 1923,274).rnthat perspective, all the
theoretical proclarnations ofKanccayanacan be sources ofperpetual sufferings
and disharmonious I ife.
Another system of philosophy which elaborates upon the conception of
knowledge and karma in a characteristic way, and introduces it as the prime ethicospiritual structure, is the Jaina school. Most of its philosophical discussions center
on the materialistic conception of karma. As a spiritual practice, it also endeavors
to protectthe body from accruing karma in the atman (Dasgupta 1922,73). Buddha
finds difficulties in accepting this hugely conceptualized view that perpetrates
hard and severe spiritual practices. All those practices are supposed to protect a
person from accruing the karmic substance to the ever growing soul. It is said in
the Nigantha nathaputta (see Majjima nikaya, sutta-56, verse l2):
Here a Niganrfta is bound by a fourfold restraint. What four? He is
curbed by all curbs, enclosed by all curbs, cleared by all curbs, and
claimed by all curbs.Andasfar asaNiganrfra is bound bythis fourfold
restraint, Ihe Nigantha is called self-perfected, self-controlled, selfestablished.

Buddhist schools refute the materialistic conception of karma and its
elaboration as a valid spiritual methodology to liberate one from the bondages of
existence. lnthe Upali sutta,theBuddha criticizes the views ofthe Jainas, especially
the views regarding the importance of karma. The householder upali, who was a
follower ofthe Jaina doctrine, asked the Buddha that the body is responsible for
evil action and it can destroy the self. The Buddha replied by saying that though
a Nigantha is curbed by all curbs and protected by severe restraints, how can he
explain when he kills many small living beings on his way of walking or moving
around. The reply ofthe Jaina follower in this instance was that "an unintentional
action that leads to killing is not accumulating any sin" (Majjima nikaya,sutta-56,
verse 12). The Buddha thus opposes the views ofthe Jainas which take an extreme
position as to the question of karma and its influence on the self. The conception
ofthe atman as intrinsically omniscient is one of the fundamental views ofthe
Jainas. The existence of a being in the world and its destiny is determined by the
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cluttering ofthe material karmic particles cloudingthe soul and deluding it. The
perceptual knowledge is indirect as it is filtered through the karmic cloud. When
one prevents the karmic particles deluding the soul and removes the karmic bond,
he is able to attain the omniscience ofthe soul.
Another view prevalent at the time of the Buddha was that ofthe Ajivikas
which also took an extreme view with regard to the conception ofkarma and
introduced the conception of knowledge based on fate. TheAjivikas introduced
another extreme view aboutthe concept of karma as they rejected the efficacy of
human free will to alter the karmic embargo which is determined by God in each
soul. Each soul has to go through a predetermined destiny and finds its redemption
at the end. The doctrine ofthe Ajavikas (Majjima nikaya,sutta-76, verse 13) say:

There is no cause or condition for the defilement of beings; they
are defiled without cause or condition. There is no cause or condition

for the purification of beings; they are purified without cause or
condition. There is no self power or otherpower; there is no power in
humans, no strength or force, no vigor or exertion. All beings, all living
things, all creatures, all that lives is without control, without power or
strength, they experience the fixed course ofpleasure and pain through
the six kinds of birth.... Just as a ball of string when thrown runs till it
is all unraveled, so fools and wise run on and circle round till they
make an end of suffering.

The absolute theistic view of the {ivikas that declines human free will
almost completely introduces a new way of understanding with regard to human
suffering and life in the world. The doctrine of Ajivikas assures redemption of all
human beings at the end oftheir predetermined sequence of lives; otherwise,
everything takes place according to the decree of God, for one has to live according
to the sixty four philosophies of life in different lives (Jayathilake 1975). The
extreme theistic view of the lTivikas has one inherent problem-it gives false
security to human beings as it finds human efforts and activities insufficient to
confrontthe divine will of God. Most ofthe theistic religions fall into this trap of
divine will and the conception of the predetermined manifestation of life in the
world, as it provides easy and simple explanations about the phenomenal world.
At the same time, it fails to explain questions like why has God given suffering to
humanity and why has he not made the whole world happy with the instrument of
the divine will, or why has he given suffering to a select few when others enjoy
happiness in the same life? This particular doctrine of the Ajivikas that rejects
human free will was unacceptable to the Buddha, as it can lead to psychological
lassitude, physical lethargy, and degradation ofthe human spirit, and is harmful to
harmonious existence with happiness. This philosophical position can be explained
with the help ofevidence available in the experiential world and one can dialectically
show all the observations madeby the Ajivikas;butthese views, which are polemic
in nature as a contraposition to certain views expressed by other schools, will not
agree with actual experiences in life. It is absolutely impossible for a human being
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to denigrate the importance ofhuman free will. Even the Ajivikas accept human
free will in a lesser degree as in the form ofthe performance of the sixty four
philosophies that leads one to liberation after many rebirths (Jayathilake lg7 5).
The Buddhist objection is to the glorification of God as the absolute controller of
human destiny and to the denigration ofthe human will to manage this destiny.
The serious problem that Buddhists identifi ed among the Ajivikas is that they try
to say something conclusively about the phenomenal world. In that process they

wereunsuccessfirlinexplainingthephenomenal worldasitappears. TheAjivikas'
rejection ofthe effectiveness of karma as an instrument of free will is seemingly
similar to the doctrine of niyati (determinism) as construed from the doctrine of
Akriyvada of Purana Kayayapa and ofAshashvatavada of paduka Kanccayana.
when we view this similarity, we are tempted to consider both these schools as
another form of the Aj ivikas.
The logical formulation ofthe argument follows a threefold discursive system
in which the possibility of both the truth and untruth taken separately and the

truthanduntruthtakentogetherarebeingconsidered(Jayathilake 1963,249).
Here, the conclusion is that the effect is necessarily the product ofthe cause; the
cause can create an effect but, at the same time, the cause can deflect from the
presumed effecttoo. These arguments originated from the view where the efficacy
ofkarma is accepted as a paradigm that good actions necessarily end in a good
and harmonious life while bad actions lead to disharmony and suffering. on the

contrary, the cause-and-effect theory shows its ineffectiveness in actual life
experiences. Here, we can see these experiences are ofthe nature ofpositive,
negative, and mixed results. In other words, in actual practice in life, good actions
may end in good results, but they may also end in bad results, or they may end in
mixed results or in no result at all.
The logical system of the Aj ivikas elaborates the Jaina system in such a
way that instead ofthe twofold Dravyarthika naya(substantial) and paryayarthika
naya (modal), they introduced {Jbhayarthika naya and constructed a threefold
system. This can be put in the form: ( I ) sal , according to Dravyarthika naya; (2)

Asat , according to Paryayarthika naya; and (3) Sadasat, according to
ubhayarthika naya (see Jayathilake 1963, 160). For example, when the snake is
perceived instead ofthe rope, the snake exists as a snbstance (sar) when it is
wrongly apprehended as a snake;2t the snake does not exist as a substance when
it is apprehended as arope (asat); the snake does exist when wrongry perceived
and does not exist when correctly perceived as a rope. To explain this furtheq the
existence of the snake cannot be dismissed as it is perceived at the time of eye
contact with the object; when the object is perceived as the rope (in better vision),
the perceived snake becomes untrue. As far as the object is concemed, we can say
the snake does and does not exist. The effect ofthis perception is ambiguous and
this ambiguity can be attributed to objective and phenomenal experiences: it can
be true, untrue, or both true and untrue. As far as the rope is concerned, the

perception ofthe snake is not true; but as forthe perception ofthe snake, the
discemment ofthe rope makes it neithertrue nor untrue because the object snake
is apprehended before the object rope.
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The Jaina view can be more narve in that all misperceptions (the perception
of the snake and both the snake and the rope) arb mo dels (Paryayarthika naya) of
the rope, the substanti al (Dravyarthika naya). One need to look keenly into the
nature ofthe substantial by generating a method of vision which is not distorted
by the activity of karma. The third possibility that is accepted by the Ajivikas is
not required for the Jainas in view oftheir theory of karma.
The argument of Ajivikas about the deterministic theory can be interpreted
as follows: since the effect (rope) cannot be substantiated with the cause (perception
ofsnake) alone or the cause can create an opposite effect (no rope) or both effect
and an opposite effect (both snake and rope), then the effect must be true and
deterministic. It is said that which is not to be cannot be, nor does that which is to
be perishes (na bhatyam bhavati na bhavino 'sti nashah);or what is true cannot
be destroyed and what is untrue cannot be possible (sato natti vinasho asato
natthisambhavo)(Jayathllake 1963, 143). This meansthatthere istruthbutthatit
cannot be discerned properly, because the existence of untruth would not
necessarily entail the certainty ofthat truth; it also has another possibility oftruth
and untruth. All perceived phenomena are like the snake perceived in place ofthe
rope; but, at the same time, the existence ofthe rope is not substantiated with the
perception ofthe snake in any manner since it is susceptible for correction and we
have a third alternative, that ofboth the snake and the rope.
The Ajivikas arrive at the conception of strict determinism I}om the opposite
indeterminism of the experience of phenomenal realities. Here, they posit that
indeterminate realities certainly lead to determinate realities, since the untruth

involved in indeterrninate realities cannot be discerned, then what can be
understood is truth alone. In other words, what is discemed is an indeterminate
expression ofthe determinate truth. This made them to believe in the doctrine of
avicali.ta-nityatvam,or the conception of a universe as motionless and permanent.22
We can understand this aspect in a progressive way-that determinates (niyati)
can be discerned from nature (bhava) and from change (sangati),andthatthey
end i n transfo rmation Qt ar i n am a) (Radhak ri shnan I 92 3, 1 5 0).
The niyativada doctrines ofthe Ajivikas are the product of long and sustained
discussions which refutedthe supremacy ofthe doctrines ofhuman free will and
karma. It is the fate of a living being to live this life without resorting to any
complaint or futile effort to change his or her destiny; however, one can understand
the nature of the present life by meditating on the dispositions (samskaras)that
one acquired inpast lives. The Ajivikas practice severe austerities ofascetic life to

understandthenatureof samskaras.TheBuddha severelycriticizedthedoctrines
ofdetermination andthe belief inthe fate andthe denigration ofhuman freewill or
human effort in the philos ophy of Aj ivikas;this aspect, according to him, could
create only misery and sufferings.
From these varying viewpoints, we can find that there is a fundamental
problem in the way we view the phenomenal world and the judgments we create
about it. The metaphysical judgnrents of various schools of philosophies are
different because most ofthem accept certain particular ways of looking at various
aspects of life. Those views were suitably refuted by the Buddha as partial views
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that could create problems with normal life. The school ofAmaravikkhepa of
sanjaya gives a very different picture with regard to the way we understand and
form judgments about the world. Unlike the other schools explained here, the
Amaravikkhepas argue that even if there is knowledge that can reveal the truth
about phenomenal realities, it can be useless (nishphalam) since it has many
disadvantages (bahudosravat). we need to explain this aspect clearly, since
absolute perfect knowledge of anything is impossible, and half- knowledge can be
dangerous. So, on pragmatic considerations, such knowledge can also be dangerous
and can lead to intellectual confusion (Jayathilake 1963,l2o).It is possible that if
certain and unquestionable knowledge is available, that knowledge can actually
be biased, colored by one's likes and dislikes.

SANJAYA'S VIEW OF "DENIALS AND DENY DENIALS":
THE PROBLEMS OF KNOWLEDGE AND JUDGMENT
AND THE ORETICAL PHILOSOPHY
we now examine Sanjaya's view on the problern ofknowledge andjudgment,
on which Amaravikkhepas suggested that intellectually working on the reasons
behindthe phenomenal world would lead only to confusion and complication to
the already unsteady mind congested withdifferenttypes ofthoughts. ..The greater

theknowledgethegreatertherisk"(Jayathilake 1963,120) isaviewattributedto
them in sutrakrutanga by Silanka. Such efforts of intellection-leading to the
formulation, restructuring, and publication of new theories to counteract the old
ones-had complicated the matter further. Since such theories were mutually
opposing each other, theAmerikkhepas claimed thatthere was no point in following
knowledge and judgment which could only confuse the mind repeatedly. They
were of the opinion that asking contentious questions relating to life, formulating
theories based on unconfirmed data, and acting on such theories would lead to
moral danger, spiritual debasement, etc. Therefore, to avoid such contentious
questions would keep the mind calm and steady and, thereby, one could react to

life naturally. This is the philosophical problem on which the Amaravikkhepas
developed their philosophic method. onthe philosophical validity ofvarious views
introduced by his contemporaries, the Buddha criticized all those views as untenable;
the Buddha also criticized the views ofAmaravikkhepas. But here we examine more
clearly the views ofthis school with respect to knowledge and judgment.
Distancing from thoughts relating to existence, reality, transcendence, etc.,
is in away impossible forhumans as these thoughts form naturally and incessantly

in the human mind. Thought processes have the inherent property oftaking the
position of either acceptance or rejection and, furthermore, a thought process
often slips into some sort ofdefinite conclusion. To address this aspect, there are
various training methods introduced in classical Indian tradition: the practice of
meditation is supposed to equip one's mind against such thought formation and
its control. Sanjaya's method to address this problem is more philosophical than
most ofthe other schools. He may have presumed that the available knowledge
for human cognition was not sufficient in formulating a theory that can withstand
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any criticism or questioning. The knowledge may be able to give an understanding
about what is apparent in the world and a comprehensive theoretical understanding
will lead only to confusion and uncertainty. The human mind wants to satiate its
intemal urge to know and judge more. Sanjaya believed a correct logical method
could solve this problem.
Sanjaya used the method of fourfold logical altematives (catushkoti)to
address this problem. In this case, a proposition, statement, or fact relating to the
existence ofthe world is analyzed using four premises. The significance ofthis
method of analysis is that if a statement orproposition is not consistent in one
premise, then it will not move naturally into the opposite premise, as in the case of
the twofold logical system. The proposition will be analyzed further in the other

two premises: either the proposition and its opposite together or neither the
proposition nor the opposite. This can be symbolically represented

as .B -E both
(Jayathilake
andneither
P
nor
1963,
I
39).
Another
important
aspect
-P,
-P
ofthis analysis is that ifthe proposition is consistent in any one ofthe premises
then the analytical method never passes on to the other alternative.
In this system of logical analysis, a new method of understanding is taught
to the mind that if a proposition does not agree with any ofthe first three premises,
then the proposition has the right to move to another proposition based on the
last altemative, neither P nor -P. Here, a new different proposition can be made
and be verified. If the proposition P is not sufficient to reveal the truth about a
phenomenal happening thenthe same aspectcan be examined with anothervariant
ofproposition P, say Q.The process can be continued until the truth is arrived at.
This method allows continuous examination. Ifthere is a statement or proposition
which is completely free from the contextual compulsions set by time and space,
then the process of examination stops. Sanjaya's view should have been that
there would be no statement that can go beyond those compulsions set by time
and space onthe phenomenal world, so heused adialectical method which rejected
all the premises from the beginning. In other words, since any such truth is revealed
as unassailable and etemal, it shall be concluded that all the worldly phenomena
are insubstantial, and finding truth about them is a useless exercise. Thus, using
this dialectical method one can keep one's mind from falling into contentious
P and

thoughts.
The case of the fourteen questions asked by KingAjata Sattu to Sanjaya
reveals that the answers are beyond any dialectical trap set by the king. To the
questions relating to the fruits of homeless life, which was the theme of the
dialogue, Sanjay a (D igha n ikaya,sutta-2) answered:

If you ask me: "Is there another world?" If I thought so, I would
say so. But I don't think so. I don't say it is so, and I don't say
otherwise. I don't say it is not, and I don't not say it is not. If you
ask: "Isn'tthere an other world?"... "Both?". . ."Neither?". . ."Is there
fruit and result ofgood and bad deeds?" "Isn't there?".. ."Both?"
. . . "Neither?" "Does theThatagata exist after death?" "Does he
not?"..."Both?"...'Neither?"...I don't say it is not.
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The outline oftheir arguments is: I do not say so, I do not say thus, I do not
say otherwise, I do not say not, I deny the denials (literally, I do not say, ,,no, no,')
(see Jayathilak e 1 9 63, 123).23

In all questions relating to existence, karma, transcenden ce of tathagata
and

sell in all the four premises, Sanjaya denied giving a clear answer, making it

appear that his method was of denying everything and promoting a sort of nihilism
of both the phenomenal and the transcendent worlds. However, when he denied

all his previous denials, in the last answer, he opened up a new meaning to the
understanding ofthe phenomenal world. This can be represented symbolically as
(Jayathilake I 963, I 38):

(1) -(P),
(2) - (- P),
(3) -(P -P),
(4) -t-@ -P)l;
(5) - (1.2.3.4) above.
The first is a negation of the proposition p; the second is the negation ofthe
opposite of P; the third is the negation of both p and not p; the fourth is the
negation of neither P nor not P; and the fifth is the negation of all the four

previous negations. In the fifth negation, Sanjaya negated all the previous

negations, that is, he denied all the denials he made on the four propositions asked

ofhim byAjata Sattu.
This method would have presupposed the inefficiency ofhuman perceptive
and cognitive faculties to discem truth about the world of existence and beyond.
At the same time, it does not discard as untenable the ability ofthe human mind to
inquire and understand. Theory- based understanding is mostly founded on a
presupposed metaphysical understanding, as in the case of the vedic tradition,
where epistemology and logic follow the etemity ofa transcended entity explained
in the vedas. on the contrary ifwe follow the tradition ofthe Lakayatas, they base
their findings on a sense perception-based understanding; here, epistemology
and logic precede their metaphysical doctrine.
Since he denied all his previous denials, Sanjaya's method introduced a new
understanding aboutknowledge and judgment. when he denied each proposition
of King Ajata Sattu, he was not denying the content of each proposition but he
was refusingto verifu its truth validation. In the last proclamation where he denied
all his previous denials, he was not agreeing with his previous denials but was
stressing the inefficiency of knowledge to form a theoretical premise which can act
as a source of knowledge, as in the case ofVedic orAgamic knowledge.

To illustrate these aspects further, we can seek examples from the
contemporary world. Modem science, with innovations in high-power telescopes
and high-power microscopes, has found the sky we watch and the matter we
conceive are not the same. The sky comprises innumerable universes, galaxies,
etc., and the nature of which is inexplicable. Furthermore, with the high-power
electron microscope, the particle accelerator, etc., it has become possible to
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understand the nature ofthe intemal structure of matter, which has been declared
uncertain and unpredictable. Nonetheless, these new understandings never lead
to any definite conclusion; they have complicated our sense-based understanding
ofthe world (see Hawking I 988, I 79). We should bear in mind that these equipment
innovations were made by humans based ontheirempirical understanding and

they serve{ as extensions ofhuman sense organs.
In Sanjaya's method, we see an implicit understanding ofthe human problem
based on knowledge and judgment; but he did not discard the efficacy of any
knowledge about the world which provides one a clear understanding of events in
the phenomenal world. With this unique dialectics, Sanjaya was able to have an
effective control ofthe thought process that did not originate from any definite
source or reason. Though the thoughts are seemingly uncaused and unoriginated,
one can attribute meanings to them and form theories. Sanjayarefuted those
theories and their knowledge bases.
It is evidently clear that most of the theories formulated out of human
knowledgeaboutthe phenomenal world are dilutedwithparticularpersonal choices,
preferences, and ignorance. It is the mind with its intemal urge to know more that
prefers such knowledge which satiates its choices. We can see this aspect in the
Vedas where there is a call to remove ignorance and accept the correct knowledge,
but such efforts are meant to remove knowledge which does not agree with its
metaphysical doctrines such as Brahman, moksha" and the like.
Though Sanjaya's positionwas criticized by mostofhis contemporaries and
by later thinkers, the contribution of this school on knowledge and judgment and
on logic and dialectics cannot be dismissed easily. We see that this method has
inspired some of the leading thinkers of the world. In the case of Madhyamika
philosophy ofNagarjuna andAryadeva, this method of questioning the validity of
what is called true knowledge is the main method of doing philosophy. In a text
written by Nagarjunq Wgrahavyavarthini,themethod ofcriticizingthe pramanas
and their theories were the main theme of discussion (Varghese 2002, 79). Similar
to Sanjaya's method, Nagarjuna did not also discard the validity of empirical
knowledge, but he highlighted the difficulties in accepting sensual knowledge as
the authority to reveal truth. In the first twenty verses of the text, Nagarjuna
discussed the usability of pramanas to understand the phenomenal world. In the
next seventy verses, he refuted his previous views and brought in the untenability
ofacceptingprqmanasforforrnulatingtheories aboutthe reality or realities ofthe
world (Varghese2}}2,49). This method offormulating dialectics is very similarto

the method employed by Sanjaya, where the focus is not the invalidity of
phenomena but the efficacy to formulate realistic theories about the world. Like
the fish amara, which moves hither and thither like quicksilver, but stays in the
water always, the dialectician, too, stays in argumentuntil the proponent brings in
more convincing arguments. In other words, the method is not a total rejection of
the efficacy ofknowledgebuttherejectionofthe efficacy ofknowledgeto formulate
theories that are true always.
Aryadeva is another Madhyamika Buddhist thinker, who was a direct disciple

of Nagarjuna. He introduced catushkoti while explaining the nature of the
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phenomenal world. The text Catushsataka introduces the following argument
(chap. 14, verse 21): "true, not true, both true and not true, and neither true nor not
true."2a we can see the use of the catushkoti in discussing problems related to
unifi cation and reality.

CONCLUSION
In using Sanjaya's technique in logic, one can be freed from falling into the
Iogical trap set by the opponents. By using this method, Sanjaya effectively shows
thatthough the search can be a continuous process, the formulation of theories is
not a definite solution to the understanding of the world in its original nature. In
the dialogue between King Ajata Sattu and Sanjaya, it is clear that by not agreeing
with the proclamation ofAjata Sattu, the latter made his philosophic method
prominent. Philosophy for him is not finding the suitable knowledge to formulate
an adequate judgment or theory but to find ways to remove conceptual confusions
created by metaphysical questions related to existence, transcendence, reality,
etc. His view on philosophy is similar to Nagarjuna, who introduced the concept
of shunya as a clarification about the phenomenal world, and not the making of
theories based on unconfirmed sources.
The contemporary world also seeks an understanding ofthe phenomenal
world similar to Sanjaya's technique of removing conceptual confusion. The
technique of "denials and deny denials" is not a form ofabsolute negation or of
absconding from the positive understanding ofthe world. It is amethod ofnegation
in order to experience the positive aspects ofthe phenomenal world and to free
oneself from a world congested with theories or viewpoints that would only
generate great sufferings and disillusionments. It is a method to unlearn or
deconstruct the thor-rght structures of the mind and assist us in keeping in touch
with the world without making definitive theories about it.

NOTES
1. Sanjaya Bellatthiputta is one of the five experiential philosophers
described in the Nikayas, especially in samanaphala sutta of Digha nikaya (see
Walshe 1995) and in Shandaka sutta of Majjima nikaya (see Horner 1995).
2. We use the term Amaravikkhepas to refer to the disciples of the
Amaravikkhepaschool.
3. Buddhist and Jaina traditions are considered heretical schools oflndian
philosophy. The original texts of other heretical or non-Brahmanical systems
discussed in Buddhist and Jainatraditions are often extant.
4. All referencesto Digha nikaya are from Walshe 1995.
5. The term ajnanavada is in fact a derogatory one in the Jaina tradition,
which considers knowledge as the most important human gift as it has the ability
toremovekarma.
6. Nagarjuna and his direct disciple, Aryadeva, form a unique school in the
Madhyamika Buddhist tradition (see Stcherbatsky 1 968, 1 1 ).
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7. The etymological meaning ofthelerrrr amara is immortal, imperishable,
quicksilver, and the like.
8. Confusing the questioner is one of the purposes of argument, according
to this school.
9. ln various discourses, the Buddha has refuted the views ofthose thinkers
(see Jayathilake 19 63, 92-96).
I 0. At the time of the Buddha, the Brahm inical schools used to accept three
Vedas as the supreme authority (see Digha nikaya,sutta-|3).
1 I . In a way we can say th at a$pe of institutionalization of Vedic texts and
tradition has come forth. The orthodox tradition oflndian philosophy considerthe
Vedas as etemal knowledge, impossible for human creation.
12. Forthe orthodox school oflndian philosophy, creatingthe logical position

based on the eternity of the Vedas is not a big task. The opposing materialist
schools have difficulties in devising logical positions opposing the Vedic views
(see Jayathilake 1963, 206- 1 0).

13. The understanding of"shunya" as a philosophical concept can be
explained in this manner (see Varghe se 202).
14. The phenomenal world of experience is the foundation on which the
human cognitive faculties can function. Even in this field the mind has its own
choices and preferences (Varghese 2002, 1 64-66).
15. In Brahmajala sutta, we have various schools of philosophy and most
ofthem are based on the information available and understandable to their respective
teachers ( Jayathi lake 19 63, 240 ; D i gh a ni kqt a, sutta- I ).
16. The rejection of life and the here-now by the Vedic tradition was
criticized by many schools. It became the basis of Indian materialism (Dasgupta
1922,79).
17. According to German philosopher Edmund Husserl, the word tiftworld
means the intersubjective world ofour natural pretheoretical experience and activity
(see Honderich2}O2, 21 5).
I 8. The materialist schools promote the doctrine that refutes the views of

mainstream Brahmanical schools-that there is nothing in the world beyond our
sense experience and the soul isjust an extrapolation ofvarious aspects ofmatter
(see Di gha ni kaya, sulta-2).
I 9. All references to Majj im a n i kaya are from Homer ( I 995
).
20. In scientific theories, we have the conception ofparadigms which form
conceptually accepted constants such as the "Ptolemaic astronomy," "Aristotelian
dynamics," "Einstein's theory ofrelativity," and so on (see Kuhn 1962,lO).
2l. Due to lack ofproper vision one may see the rope as a snake, especially
when walking in the dark. we can discem the apparent phenomenal world in this
manner: we see it in a particular way because of our poor knowledge or lack of clear
understanding of it.
22.The conception of the eternity in the Saivasiddhanda religion in South
India is similar to this where the idea of God is postulated as eternal and
unchangeable (see Radhakri shnan 1923,724).,
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23. In Pali : Evampi me
No no ti pi me no.

n i ; Ththa

pi me no ; Annatha

p i me no ; No ti

pime no;

24. ln Sanskrit: sad asad sadasac ceti sadasan neti ca kramah esha
prayodjyo vidvadb hir e katvadis hu nityas hah.
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This paper attempts to present the intellectual structure within
which Paul Ricoeur has conceived the possibility ofa philosophicctl
interpretatic>n of myth. I propose that Ricoeur s hermeneutics has

been able

to integrate and harmonize structural analysis,

henomeno logical description, and onto log ical-existent ial analys is
of the myth through a group of epistemological and ontological
coordinatesfrom the twofirsrCritiques andfrom Kant s philosophy

p

ofreligion.

INTRODUCTION
According to Paul Ricoeur ( 1 988, I 1 - 12, 47 9 -80,488), if philosophy wants to
pose the question ofbeing and of man's situation within being using as a basis the
problem of evil and human freedom, it is not possible for philosophy to start from
itself but, on the contrary it must begin by interpreting what has already been said
in the language of symbols and myths. Moreover (see Ricoeur 1995, 26), it should
stay within the limits of finite reason and must respect the intemal requirements of
philosophy.
Ricoeur ( 1969, 315) explains myth from three different standpoints: from the
constitution of its form, from its intention ofsaying something, and from its ability
to reveal an ontological truth. From my perspective, it seems that this poses the
question of which intellectual structure allows us to assemble perspectives that
obey different philosophical interests and concerns. What are the philosophical
coordinates that Ricoeur uses to put forward a methodology for a hermeneutical
philosophy which starts by listening to symbols and myths but that is able, at the
same time, to stay within the limits of reason? Our suggestion here is that these
coordinates are essentially Kantian. But before explaining our proposal, I present
the three approaches to myth.
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RICOEURIAN INTERPRETATION OF MYTH
Structural Approach to Myth (Constitution of Its Form)
According to Ricoeur (1969, 35-37), a mythis in the first place a "way of
discourse" and, to analyze it that way, Ricoeur uses the structural model. Such a
rrodel emerges from the distinction made by Ferdinand de Saussure between
language (langue) and speech Qtarole). This distinction implies three fundamental
consequences. First, that language presents itselfas a system ofsigns isolated
from the subjects that use it, a system where we are only interested in the differences
and relationships between the signs that shape the system. Second, these
differences only appear as a co-existence (synchrony), nol as a succession of
elements (diachrony). Thirdly, linguistic laws aim at an unconscious, nonreflexive,
nonhistorical level ofthe spirit.'
Applied to myth, this approach, firstly, points out the unvarying structure
existing between different versions ofthe same myth, which takes myth out ofthe
irreversible time of an event and places it within the reversible time of systems.
Secondly, only relationships of opposition and combination of the phrases that
make up a myth are taken into account: phrases are grouped in "sets of
relationships" according to what they say. Myth is not interested in the succession

of phrases-diachrony-but in the sets of phrases and their synchronic
combinatory relationships (Ricoeur 1981,29-32). Finally, this approach considers
a rnyth to be a group of internal relationships ofdependence where the reference
of language to reality as well as the eventual truth ofmyth are irrelevant (Ricoeur
1%9,83).

For Ricoeur, structural analysis does not end with the interpretation of myth
because it suppresses its claim of stating something true or false about the origin
of the world and the gods, and because it limits itself to taking the unknown code
from a known message without spending time in interpreting an unknown message
from a known code. It is, however, a necessary approach to make the deep and
meaningful structure of myth visible.'z
That is why Ricoeur (1969,63) saysthat "there is nohermeneutical intelligence
without the help of an economy, an ordeq in which symbols have meaning, since,
left by themselves to their polisemic richness, symbols are bound to arbitrary
interpretation. "An understanding ofthe structures is not detached from an
understanding that should thinkbasedon symbols; it is the necessary intermediary
between symbolic ingenuity and hermeneutical intelligence."r But, on the other
hand, "there is no structural analysis, we say, without a hermeneutical intelligence
of sense transfer (without "metaphor," without translatio), without this indirect
donation of sense that establishes a semantic field, from which structural
homologies can be discemed."a
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Phenomenological Approach to Myth (Intention of Meaning)
In order to analy ze the si gnifi cant di mensi on of myth, Ricoeur ( 1 9 g 1, 3 5)
takes from M. Eliadetheideaof amythasastory thatspeaks aboutan eventthat
founded the world, things, and man, and that has taken place in a time prior to
history.
Ricoeur

( I 98 l, 37-3 8) marks the boundaries of the intended meaning of a
myth by its expansion towards other ways of discourse, such as the story of
salvation and eschatology.s whereas myths relate historical time to a primary

time, the biblical story of salvation links the confession of faith to the narration of
acts of liberation. But the story of salvation6 has a structure that has allowed it to
ease the narrative pattern backward in order to comprise the exploits of the
ancestors, the sagas ofthe patriarchs and, finally, the myths of origin. This has
been possible because the sagas of the ancestors, always going back towards an
older ancestor, permit myths of creation to be treated as a preface to the history of
the patriarchs, which at the same time becornes the preface to the great narration of
Exodus. This is how totally different genres ofdiscourse, such as the creation
myths, are fused to the genre of the story of salvation. By virtue ofthis fusion, we
can talk about a historization of myth, by which creation can be understood as the
first act of liberation. Unlike what has just been mentibned, we can talk aboutthe
rnythification ofthe story of salvation by contact with the myths oforigin. In fact,
we consider later establishments and institutions after the first creation to be a
continuous creation, then liberating acts narrated by the story ofsalvation can be
seen as new creations. In thatway, the narrations ofregeneration presented by the
story of salvation are mythified, that is to say, they are lost in the power of myth
because of a deep and fundamental identity: everything that begins in this world
is the beginning ofa world. The story of salvation is mythified since only creation
by re-creation can be accepted, and every new creation will possess the solemnity
of the first creation (Ricoeur 1981 , 38-40). That is to say that a myth states not
only the first origins but also new creations, which, by the powerofmyth, may be
told as beginnings of the world. Vice versa, the origin, which is what myths
basically state, may be told as re-creation or an act of salvation.

The significance of myth is also delimited by its expansion towards
eschatology. Mythand eschatology have, accordingto Ricoeur, different intended
meanings, because eschatology belongs to the realm of promise of something new
and myth to the realm of repetition of the same. They are able to fuse, however,
because when the novelty ofthe first creation is stressed over its age, the pattern
of repetition ofthe same myth becomes the promise of something else and, in that

way, a myth of origin may turn into a myth of all future foundations. Myths
possess a factor of futurization, since the original situation is brought into present
existence by the ritual action instituted by the myth, which transforms itself into a
pattern for future creations. As a consequence, since creation is ritually lived as
re-creation an d re-creation is the end of something, through myth the idea of an
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end becomes part of the mythical structure. Then

15

it becomes possible to

understand the afFrliation existing between myths of beginnings and ends: every

myth of the beginnings of the past is, somehow,

a

myth of the end because it

begins to be seen as a myth ofnew beginnings and, before a new beginning, there
must be an end. Due to these movements we can talk about the myth ofthe end by
stating that eschatology is mythical, since it speaks about an ultimate end that is
also a final creation. As long as a myth is a myth ofthe beginning which is always
combined with an end of what is before the beginning, it always points toward
eschatology.T That is to say that by pointing toward eschatology, when a myth
tells an origin, it is also telling an end.8
Despite these expansions, Ricoeur affirms that the intended meaning ofthe
myth is distinguished by a fundarnental reference to the time of origin that is
outside the time of human history. What discriminates myth from narration is its
departure from the essentially temporal axis that makes up the structure ofa story.e
The phenomenological approach to myths works on neutralized significance,

that is to say, it reveals what the myth says, but it does not judge about its
possible truth @icouer 1981,42). In order to tackle this subject we need to discuss
the ontological approachto rnyths (Ricoeur 1965, 37-38;1969,482;1988,484,486).

Ontological Approach to Myth
To restore the ontological revelation ofthe myth and recover it through
hermeneutics, it is necessary to overcome-by demythologization-the cultural
distance between ourselves and the myth, eliminating its explanatory intention
and keeping its true dimension : the symbols (Ricoeur 1 968, 17 - 1 8, 20-21 ; 1 969,
294). But then we need to shake the assurance ofmodern scientific discourse-the
assurance that has oriented demythologization-so that a discursive space appears
in which the problem of being created, of being lost or saved, condemned or

justified, makes sense.

ro

Ricoeur(1964,21-23) thinks thatthe problem of being is a problem that
makes sense today because the scientific understanding of reality always has a
place in an understanding ofone's existence in this world. Undemeath the scientific
knowledge offacts is what is primary and original: the world as something where
things appear and disappear. It is starting here, for instance, that the meaning of
the creation story in Genesis can be recovered, where the world is established as
the theater ofour existence. Undemeath the reality available to science, which can
be manipulated by technique, the myth unfolds our existence as beings in the
world. And all this reading reveals about being bom, dying, existing, and deciding
belongs, according to Ricoeur, to the realm ofa previous understanding, restoring
the groundwork where all that constitutes the problem in the created, the lost, and
the saved beings is able to make sense.
Ricoeur ( 1964, 24-25) tries to restore the ontological revelation ofmyth through
a rethinking of language. As part of man's being (not as one faculty among
others), Ricoeur places language in relation to imagination understood as an organ
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of ontological exploration ofthe existential possibilities most typical in men.
Therefore, what language has to say is the opening of man to his possibilities of
being and the projects by which he moves forward towards his being. Accordingly,
mythological language can be connected to a previous ontological understanding
and, in that way, may be seen as a language which reveals a possibility ofproposed
existence for man. Hermeneutics, by a demythologization and the unmasking
interpretation ofthe school of suspicion, can make the myth show itself as words
ofthe self, which institutes man as a possibility.r'
A1l this is coherent with the Ricoeurian belief that langtrage does not have
just one meaning (a phenomenological approach); that it also has a reference, and
that symbols and myths speak to us ofthe being of man and of his situation within
the hearl of being in which he appears (ontological approach).
After reviewing the approaches to myths, we ask ourselves what intellectual
structure has allowed the break with the closure of language implied in the stmctwal
method in order to conceive the possibility-within the myth---of an intended
meaning and to make an ontological-existential interpretation ofthe reference implied

insuchintention? Inordertoanswerthisquestion,wesuggestthatRicoeurmust
have inserted his methodological approaches to myth within a basically Kantian
intellectual structure. In the next section, I will attempt to back up this hypothesis.

INTERPRETATION OF THE APPROACHES
TO MYTH FROM A "POST-HEGELIAN
KANTIAN'' FORMULA
Many are the influences Ricoeur

has received

throughout his career, though

the most important one he acknowledges is Kant's.r2When explaining the
relationship between his philosophical hermeneutics and Kantian thought, Ricoeur

(1969,403)appealstoa"post-HegelianKantian" formula. Wewill tryto showthat
such a formula is rooted in a group of coordinates of ideas taken from Kant, which
make the philosophical interpretation of myths possible and, at the same time,
which permit the carrying out ofKantian criticism to the false pretenses ofreason
and its narrowing.
As is well known, at the beginning of his philosophicat project, the situation
ofevil and freedom that Ricoeur found at the core ofthe problem ofthe human will
had appeared to be something that could only be approached by an interpretation
of a language in which everything has already been said: symbols and myths.
Philosophy is not able to have direct knowledge of the change from the possibility
ofeviltotherealityofevil. Therefore,ithastobetransformedintoaninterpretation
ofsymbols and myths.
For Ricoeur ( 1969, 403-404), this road towards such transformation from
philosophical reflectionto an interpretation of symbols and myths is triggered by
some elements taken from the Dialectics ofthe firsttwo Critiques (Critique of
pure reason and Critique of practical reason), which is the part of Kantian
philosophy that "not only survives to Hegelian criticism but also overcomes Hegel
as a whole." Among these elements we can find, in the first place, the distinction
between understanding and reason.
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The way which I want to explore is opened by the important distinction
made by Kant between understanding(Verstand) and reason (Vernunft). This
duality has many implications which are adequated tothe intellectusfidei et spei.
How? Mainly, thanks to the function of horizon assumed by reason in the twofold
constitution ofknowledge and of action. In both fields, reason means firstthe
requirement of a totality of meaning; second, the impossibility and even the
prohibition of achieving any given totality; hence, finally, the projection of a task
which is the philosophical equivalent ofhope, and the most adequate philosophical
approximation offreedom according to hope (Ricoeur 1970,6l).
The distinction between understanding and reason creates a tension between
conditioned understanding and the unconditioned function ofreason. This tension
leads to the Kantian concept of limit, according to which the search of the
unconditioned sets limits to the aspirations ofobjective knowledge. .,A philosophy
ofthe limits," says Ricoeur(1970,65-66),"does notclose the philosophical discourse,
but breaks the claim ofobjective knowledge to close it at the level of spatio-temporal
objects." Here, fucoeur ( 1 97 5, 142-43) finds already formulated the task
. . . to give to the limit-concepts ofKant a less negative function than
the prohibitions addressed by reason to the claim of objective
knowledge to absolutize itself. Could we not say that the ,.empty"
requirement ofan Unconditioned finds a certain fulfillment in the indirect
presentations of metaphorical language, which...does not say what
things are, but what they are like?

According to this proposal, the myth can be seen as a form of indirect
representation that, to some extent, accommodates to the empty postulate ofthe
Absolute, for which philosophy has no concept (Ricoeur 1984,ll2).
Starting from this point, it can be seen that Ricoeur's hermeneutical
philosophy of myth states that myth has meaning and truth because there existsbesides the knowledge of objects-problems that come from reason which open
the dimension ofthe unconditioned, which is what reason demands in every series
ofconditions. SuchadimensionistakenbyRicoeurinordertodelimitthesituations
arising when philosophy is confronted by the problem ofevil and freedom. But, at
the same time, Kantos line of reasoning states that the thought ofthe unconditioned
is not produced at the same level as the knowledge of objects-as in classical

metaphysics-and cannottransform itself into absolute knowledge-as in Hegel.
The philosophical "interpretation of myth must stay within the boundaries of
simple reason" (Ricoeur 1969,402). The thought ofthe unconditioned opens a
dimension of a totality of meaning which reason demands but which is never
carried out in a given totality.
Now, what is the source ofthe possibility of an ontological ref'erence for
myths? The distinction between understanding and reason, a philosophy of
boundaries, and the thought ofthe unconditioned open up the possibility ofnot
reducing reality as mere objective reality, determined by concepts. Starting here,
Ricoeur can pose a practical-existential problem: evil, freedom, the achievement of
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human existence, the possibility of being. That is why he addresses the Critique
ofpractical reason in order to find the elements which allow him to formulate the
problem ofthe unconditioned as a requirement ofthe practical execution of freedom,
not as amoral issue but as an existential one. As Ricoew (1974,144) remarks:

According to the Second Critique the only 'extension'
(Ausweitung) of our knowledgeis practicql,thatis, it concems the
connection between freedom and law. This contrast betweentheoretical
and practical efiension may be made more fmitful, ifwe give a scope to
ethics which escapes the narrowness ofmorality . . . Ifethics covers

the whole field of our travel from bondage to freedom . . . then an
ethical interpretationofpoetic and religious discourse has no reductive
effects. It opens, on the contrary, a fruitful dialogue between ethics
and hermeneutics. The concepl, once more, is on the side of a
philosophical ethics, whether we conceive ethics in terms of norms,
values, institutions, or interms ofcreativity, free expression, permanent
revolution, etc. Now these concepts are empty without their indirect

presentation in symbols, parables, and myths. It is the task of
hermeneutics to disentangle from the 'world' ofthe texts, their implicit
'project' for existencia, their indirect 'proposition' of new modes of
being. These intuitions arc blind,to the extent that ethical concepts
are empty. Hermeneutics has finished its job when it has opened the
eyes and the ears, i.e., when it has displayed before our imagination
the figures ofour authentic existence. It is the task ofethics to articulate

its coherent discourse by listening to what the poets

say.13

This line of reasoning from the Critique ofpractical reason introduces the
possibility of a noumenal reference to myth. For Kant, practical reason-through
the postulates of moral 1s4s6n-ls4ds to speaking of humans as belonging to a
reality that is not a phenomenon but a noumenon, since they possess a requirement
ofcomplete practical achievement of freedom, which, given the boundaries set in
the first Critique,leads to a postulate of the existence of an order where such
achievement may become effective. This postulate allows Ricoeur to speak about
an ontological reality which cannot be reduced to the empirical and ordinary,
given reality as a reference for myth. That is why, for Ricoeur, myth can reveal
existence as being in the world and the situation of man at the heart of being.
There is, however, an element still missing. How is it possible, given the
boundaries of reason, for man to talk about that ontological reality situated beyond
phenomenon? How does Ricoeur justify-within the Kantian thought he is
following-the possibility of an analogous symbolic language that belongs to
myth? Here, Ricoeur appeals to the Dialectics ofthe second Critique and to the
Kantian philosophy ofreligion. This allows him to escape the limitations that the
Kantian ethics ofduty demands and to take seriously the problem ofthe possibility
ofa symbolical expression ofa complete fulfillment of freedom. This takes us back
to the question, "What can I hope for?" and to the answer given by the analogical
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patterns oftranscendental imagination.ra And here we have

a part of Ricoeur's
(1969,404;1970,61;1975,141)post-HegelianthoughgbecauseHegelclearsaway
the ethics ofduty from Kant's structurers and because he has acknowledged, much
more than Kant, the speculative dimension of religious symbolism.r6 Starting

here, Ricoeur sees productive imagination as the provider of symbolic pauems of
what reason requires regarding the thought of the unconditioned.rT Myth can be
taken by philosophy, therefore, as a pattem ofwhat reason can think of, but not
conceptually determine. Starting from this, Ricoeur (1975,141) also gives to the
world ofmyths Kant's idea of a symbolization, achieved on the level of imagination,
from the demand of making sense which comes from reason itself. Myths are
representations which are not within the boundaries of mere reason but on its
outer limits, on its borders. Philosophy, both philosophy of boundaries as well as
practical philosophy, canassume thetruth ofamythical universe only as knowledge
of those farthest limits, on the condition that such a universe be deprived of its
speculative and dogmatic reachr8 and be connected to the practical function of
reason, that is to say, to the conditions of fulfillment of human freedom. The
possibility of overcoming evil implies for fieedom a reality and not only a demand,

a regulatory ideal, or a dream. The reasonable waiting can then lean on
representations that present the victory of good over evil. In this way philosophy
can, within its boundaries and confines, interpretthese representations as foretastes
ofthe victory over evil, ofthe actualization offreedom, ofthe possibilities ofbeing
a man. In this sense, concludes Ricoeur, "It can be said that Kant has opened a
way to an existential interpretation of myths."rq

INTERPRETATION OFTHB CONTEXTS OF
PRODUCTION AND INTERPRETATION OF MYTH
This part shows how, starting from Kant's outlines, Ricoeur manages to
interpret the contexts of production and of interpretation of symbolic meaning in
such a way that the latter needs structural analysis.
ForRicoeur (1 969, 16,285-287 ; 1965, 19-22,26-27 ; I 988, I I ), man can only talk
about evil, about guilt, and about liberation ofthe will by analogies, by a coded
language.2oNow, Ricoeur shows that analogy implies taking images that belong to
the world of phenomena (stain, load, weight) in order to talk about what, being
n6urnsn4l-evil, guilt, the situation of man as regards the sacred-cannot be
expressed through images in direct and properterms but only through indirect and
figurative expressions.?l Mythical language can be defined then as a language
which through a literal sense, in the first place, analogically aims to a second
sense, which is indirect and figurative. For instance, the symbolism ofthe pure
and the impure aims to a quality of the sacred and implies a hint ofthreat through
an analogy between stain and impurity, between physical contamination and lost
of existential integrity (Ricoeur 1965, 37).
Creation of symbolical sense is also produced when a historical fact is loaded
with existential signification, that is to say, noumenal: "The symbol of captivity,
which transforms a historical event (the captivity in Egypt, later the captivity in
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Babylon) into

pattem ofexistence, represents the highest expression reached by
oflsrael" (Rico eur 1969, Zgg)32
The referent of symbols and myths is conceived by Ricoeur within the
structure of Kant's philosophy because such referent is not located in the
phenomenical realm but in anoumenal one, that is to say, existential, ontological.
Ricoeur ( 1 965, 5 I 8- I 9) differentiates both realms very well through the terms
geschichtlich (existential, ontological realm) and &rs torisch (phenomenal realm):
a

the penitential experience

I suggest to explore the following way: what constitutes the power

of a religious symbol lies in the fact that such symbol is a new
assumption of a phantasy of a primitive scene converted into an
instrument of discovery and of exploration oforigins. Through these
"detector" representations man states the establishment ofhis humanity.
Therefore, narrations of fights in Babylonic and Hesiodian literature,
narrations ofthe fall in orfic literatwe, narrations ofthe Hebrew primitive
misdeed and banishment, can be well considered, in the manner of
otto Rank, as a species of collective oneiricism which is not a memorial
of prehistory, but rather a symbol that through its vestigial function
allows an imagination of the origins which can be called histories,
geschichtlicft, since such imagination states an event, an arrival to
being, but not historical, historisch,since such imagination has no
chronological significance. In Husserl's terms, I would say that the
ghosts explored by Freud are the hylectics ofthis mythical-poetical

imagination. "Over" the phantasies ofprimitive scene man,.forms,"
"interprets," "aims" towards significances of another order, capable of
becoming the signs ofthat sacred that philosophy of reflection can only
know and acclaim in the horizon ofits archaeology and its theology.23
Ricoeurrefers tothe way man, through alanguage where the first significance

ofterms is phenomenal, manages to talk about a reality which is not phenomenal:
coming into being.2a The fantasies of a primitive scene provide the images from
which mythical-poetical imagination accomplishes a creation of meaning that
transforms them into pattems (the myths ofthe primordial struggle, ofthe fall and
banishment) ofthat ontological event that is the change from innocence to guilt,
the coming into existence, but that it always has to do with a situation of man in
relation to the sacred: "the 'things said' in myths of origins and ends, are par
excellence the opposite oftraces and vestiges; they interpret the fantasies of
primitive scenes in order to s/are the situation of man within the sacred,, (Ricoeur
1965,522).2s

The process that gives birth to myths also gives value to the images they
use, which allows to talk about an origin that is very different from the one that can
be described through the category ofcause-and-effect. It is not one more experience

among others, determined by concepts; or rather, it is an experience that is the
entrance to existence itself. That is why mythical scenes receive a meaning which
allows them to talk ofthose experiences that establish the being of man.26
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This conception of the processes that give birth to symbols and myths
shows that Ricoeur is interpretingthe context ofthe production ofsymbolic meaning
from a basically Kantian approach. Now, since Ricoeur does not give up on the

rationality that comes from the Greeks, to be (symbolic sense) and to think
(interpretatlon) continue to be the same-a correspondence of the context of
production with the context of interpretation of symbolic language becomes
necessary. Let us see how the context of the interpretation of myth is also
interpreted by Ricoeur from that orientation and why this makes the structural
analysis of its hermeneutics necessary.
Given the reasoning presented, it is clear that for Ricoeur the intentional
symbolic sense of myth does not belong to a historical time, scientifically
cognoscible.zT Ricoeur characterizes this intentional level of myth as a..deep
semantics,"28 as opposed to the surface semantics that is formed by the sensitive
geographical, historical-temporal elements. Such a distinction agrees with the
division that Ricoeur creates between the phenomenal realm,that is the object of
science-namely, history and geography-and another object located outside
the scientific realm, which is noumenal and related to mythical language: the link
of man with the sacred, the position or situation of man within being. The deep
semantics ofthe myth is then the experience ofbeing and ofthe sacredness which

man possesses outside the limits of phenomenon, that is to say, of space, time,
and causality.
Now, this deep semantics that is the true significance ofnarration is made up
of its own structure.2e In order to enter into this deep significance, philosophical

interpretation needs to resort to structural analysis because, through a
dechronologization, the true significance ofthe myth can be reached. In fact, for
Ricoeur (198l, 55-56), the structural linguist

...tries all he can to dechronologize narrations and...to find what is
uselessly atemporal within the structures ofnarrations. Greimas dares
even to assert that the work ofstructural analysis is to be accountable
for the chronological illusion of narrations turning time itself into a
function of some kind; it is because of narrative logic, he says, that
narrative time is accountable for. The important thing here is the idea
of a narrative logic that would rule over narrative time, being time-

reality on the side of the life of the world, not on the side of
narrations.ro
The structural approach (Ricoeur 1 981 , 60) allows us to separate the narration
problems from the problems of effective history, in that way getting us closer to
"the true teaching and the text intention, that is not telling us a true story, but
telling us a significant story that is precisely the one of the narration."3rThis
separation allows us to see the chronological illusion ofthe narration, as well as
Kant's separation ofobjective knowledge from the thought ofthe unconditioned,
which allows to discover the transcendental illusion that is produced when this
second realm tries to succeed following the terms ofthe first one.
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Since myths talk about an ontological event that does not belong to the
object delimited by scientific history (coming to existence, its situation within
being and as regards the sacred), Ricoeur says that is necessary to go beyond the
positivist option of reality/fiction, true story/false story and to formulate a concept
ofstory that is not defined by historic criticism or by science. In this way, reality,
which is the reference ofthe narration, will not be part of a reality defined by
scientific categories.32what is interesting is that when settingamethodical process
towards that end, Ricoeur uses structural analysis. As he (1981, 64) says:

Now, to be accountable for the goal ofthe confessing discourse, we
need a concept of history which is not defined by historical criticism.
It will be far more worthy to talk about historicity to name this coming
to existence; the becoming people of Israel, the entrance to a
relationship of election, the arrival to the land: there is a becoming
there, and it is here where the structural method is extremely fruitful
because when we detach from the chronology ofthe narration in order
to show the structure ofthe action, it shows us which is its historicity.
It is structure that leads us to sense here, namely, the becoming people;
it is cerlainly a becoming of an event, but one that is not chronological
but the same that is confession in the confession of Israel.

The structural method is then the way to recover the level of historicity to
which the ontological event belongs. But, in order to understand this, it is necessary
to take into account that the atemporal and virtual levels reached by the structural
analysis are not compatible with historicity, which is the referent ofthe narration.
Such difficulty seelns to worsen because, whereas biblical exegetes have introduced
categories ofhistory and historicity in orderto understand biblical accounts,
structuralists do the opposite because they dechronologize narrations andjust
keep a system of actions, relations, and characters where everything is
contemporaneous (synchrony). Narrations are, for structural analysis, a way of
chronologically presenting relations that actually are atemporal structures. Ricoeur
(1981,65) tries to solve this contradiction in the following way:
I would like to reduce this seeming contradiction; an exegesis that
is historicized in the moment structural analysis is dechronotogized.

There is no contradiction if we understand well that the historicity
restored by the exegesis (the becoming ofthe people of Israet . . .) is
not chronological. There is no contradiction between the structural
analysis that is goingto dechronologize on behalf ofthe substructures
(or the ones ofthe structures that conform to the body ofthe narration)
and, on the other hand, the historical intentionality of discourse. The
historicity of discourse and the structure of narration must be thought
together. Besides, it is thanks to the dechronologization of narration
and to the fact oftruly understanding in depth the logic of actions that
we are led to that sense that is truly historical sense and historicity.
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Through the dechronologization worked by structuralism we are led
to that semantics of depths, which is then the true object of Israel,s
confession (that is to say: I become one people with God). This species
of becoming is not in the surface of sense but in its depth; as a
consequence, the historicity led by the deep semantics ofdiscourse
is not the seeming chronology ofthe narration.
Such historicity is analogous because myth means the event ofthe coming
into existence and the situation of man in relation to the sacred through a narration
that extends itself between the beginning and the end of evil. That is why
beginning and end,through their historico-chronological meaning, analogically
aim to a second sense that is existential-ontological. In order to reach this
ontological "history," that is the true reference of the narration as discourse, we
must di smantle the history that the narrati on presents at surface level. Furtherrnore,
the direct reference to the narration does not need to be historically true in order to
analogically reach a meaning and truth in the noumenal level where myth wants to
say something. So, the more the narration is dechronologized, the more the true

meaning of myth is reached. The role of structural analysis in the

dechronologization ofnarrations, that

is to say, in the task of unraveling the true
sense and the reference of a text, shows that the importance of structural analysis
in the philosophical interpretation of myth is founded in the Kantian philosophical

structure Ricoeur is following.

NOTES
l. On this basis, Ricoeur (1969,86-89) separates discourse from system of
language. In the first place, discourse appears as an act, as a transitory and
evanescent event, called "instance ofdiscourse" by Benveniste, and opposed to
system that is atemporal and virtual. Secondly, discourse implies a sequence of
choices by which certain alternatives are chosen whereas others are rejected, and
where the system is coercive, it is not chosen. Thirdly, such choices produce new
and infinite word and phrase combinations, unlike the finite and close group of
signs. Fourthly, within the phrase, the act ofdiscourse has an extralinguistical

reference,whereasinasystemsignsonlyrefertoothersigns.

Finally,theeventof

discourse has a subject which takes the anonymous system of signs that language

makes available to him in order to produce a new act of speech, whereas the
language system is anonymous.
2. In the context ofhis textual hermeneutics, Ricoeur(1986, 1 12,776,155-56,
166, 208) justifies the role of structural analysis in "La fonction herm6neutique de
la distanciation."
3.

Ricoeur

(I

969, 33-34) says that

. . . structuralism belongs to science; presently, I can not see a more
rigorous or fruitful approach than structuralism in the intelligence level
which is his; interpretation of symbols only deserves to be called
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hermeneutics when it is a segment ofthe understanding of man and of
being; aside from this work of appropriation of sense, hermeneutics is
nothing; in this sense, it is a philosophical discipline; whereas
structuralism tries to detach itself, to make objective, to separate the
structure of an institution, a myth or a rite from the personal equation
of the researcher, hermeneutical thought immerses itself in what has
been called'the hermeneutical circle' of understanding and believing,
which disqualifies it as science and qualifies it as meditative thought.
4.

Ricoeur(1981,32-33) argues that in orderto understand structural analysis,

it is necessary to understand "what" every phrase says to be able then to know
what different phrases have in common and to develop a criterion to build such
sets and no others; secondly, the construction of a set is determined by an
enunciation-whose meaning must be also understood-that all the phrases
included in the set say; besides, the possibility of placing in a relationship of
opposition the different sets and of seeing myth as a mediation between sets as
contradictory terms supposes the enunciation of problems for which sets are
opposite solutions, otherwise we would have solutions (sets as enunciations
about something) but we would not know what is the problem. Therefore, it can be
said that a structural explanation of myth implicitly resorts to the meaning that the
myth has as a narration of origins and ends, as it says something about extreme
situations like death, suffering, and disease. Therefore, a myth is not simply an
organization of elements but also a language that possesses an irreducible meaning
before the combination ofthe elements ofthe system. Finally, ifstructural analysis
shows that language is not spoken except by men, then it is pointing towards
something in which man exists, towards an ontological dimension revealed in
language itself. That is why it is necessary to include the intentional approach
(phenomenological) and the ontological approach.
5. In the interpretation that is goingto be presented later we will show how
this expansion and intersection ofmyth with other forms of discourse-which
permit to mark the boundaries of its sigaificant intention-is thought by Ricoeur,
starting from a Kantian structure of thought.
6. Ricoeurtakes as an exemplary pattem the biblical narration of Deuteronomy
26:5-97. However, between myth and eschatology, there is always the difference
existing between a reference to an original time and a reference to what is about to
come to truly inaugurate a story. Besides, in the myth ofcreation there is something
like a justification of what was given, whereas in prophecy there is a questioning
ofwhat was given, starting from the new information (see Ricoeur l99r, 40-42).
8. After exploring the frontiers of myth as regards the story ofsalvation and
eschatolory, Ricoeur ( 1 981, 42) concludes:

I have tried to show that starting in the mythical nucleus there is a
a kerygmatic story of salvation, thanks to
this kind offlexibility ofmyths of origin, which accordingly are able to

significant chaining with
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narrate beginnings other than the original one and, as a consequence,
put on tradition. . . . On the other hand, there is a significant chaining
between the mythical structure as narration of origins and prophecy
and eschatology, taking into account that it is through new beginnings
that we apprehend beginnings and because it is possible to reinterpret

myths of establishrnents as myths of restoration, which accordingly
a sort of double of myths of origins.

would be

Later we

will show how this chaining

and this

flexibility of myths makes
working in

sense thanks to the philosophical productivity of a Kantian structure

the Ricoeurian interpretation of myth.

9."My hypothesis,"

says Ricoeur (1981,42),

is that the myth is regressive in its fundamental constitution. It is a
regression that is out oftime. That is why we cannot incorporate a
constitution of stories essentially based on time, as the story of

patriarchs. On the other hand, since it is looking backwards, an
opposing pole is needed to give

a

reason for hope and eschatology.

10. To reachthis space ofsense, Ricoeur(1981,42-46)appeals to arethinking
ofthe problem of truth according to the first Heidegger and to the new evaluation
ofthe myth that Hans Jonas and RudolfBultmann have proposed in relation to the
Heideggeria:r rethinking ofthe problem oftruth.

I I . Ricoetr ( 1 965,26,35-36, 40-44) tries to produce a separation ofthe subjec!
or his conscience, as source ofsense and as a criticism offalse conscience and of
the aspiration of philosophy to reach an ultimate basis. Since symbols not only
reveal but also hide sense, the truth of man's being and his situation at the core of

being can only be reached by philosophy through conflict and a dialectic
articulation between
of suspicion.

a

hermeneutics which makes use of sense and a hermeneutics

12. "Kant. . . is without doubt the philosopher who has never ceased to
inspire me and to provoke me," says Ricoeur ( 1 978, 8).
1 3. Ricoeur ( 1969,324-25) enlarges the sense of Kantian ethics by giving it
the broader sense that Spinoza gives when he defines ethics asthe complete
process which leads from alienation to freedom and beatitude through a knowledge
ofthe whole. For Ricoeur, philosophy is ethics as long as it tries to attract the self
in its effort to exist and in its desire to exist, which unfolds in the act of existing and
which expresses itself in signs and works.
14. Regarding the Kantian root of this idea, Ricoeur (lgjg,g) states:

When I started off along the path of symbolical interpretation, it
was in Kant that I found the suggestion of uniting the investigation of
schematism, hence ofproductive imagination, with the elaboration of
limiting concepts, that is, of concepts which at once express the work

ofreason beyond understanding and prevent understanding from
locking up sense within fixed and closed determinations.
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The ethics ofduty has been destroyed also by Ricoeur (1 969,333-36)
demythification posed by psychoanalytical hermeneutics.
16. However, whatovercomes is Kant's expanse (see Ri coeur 1969,404-405;
1985,372) because the Kant ofthe two Dialectics "surpasses" and "comprises,,
Hegel. This happens mainly due to the tension that both Dialectics create between
the knowledge of the object and the thought ofthe unconditioned. This thought
ofthe "limit" reason places on understanding and the limitations of objective
knowledge produces an irreparable gap within Hegel's system. That is why
Ricoeur's philosophy will be a thought that is always rnouming for the system.
17. Here we feel the need to complement structural analysis with an
understanding of the metaphorical transfer of meaning that symbols produce.
According to Ricoeur, in the metaphorical process, which productive imagination
creates, a new sense permits the talk of a new level ofknowledge (noumena[)that
has been created by the impact of strange phenomenal semantic fields. Due to the
metaphorical process, what is demanded by reason cannot find a fulfillment that is
represented, but a fulfillment that possesses sense and truth as regards the
unconditioned, because metaphor is not a mere ornament, it is not cancelable
through atranslation in a literal sense Qthenomenal); rather, it has to be interpreted.
This explains why Ricoeur does not agree with an allegorical interpretation of
myths.
1 8. Here, the function of internal demythologization is inserted within
Ricoeurian hermeneutics (or the separation of the historical from the pseudohistorical, as what, for instance, Bultmann does) and also is external (or the
denunciation ofthe aspirations of conscience to become the origin of sense, as it
is done by the "school of suspicion" Qriietzsche, Marx, and Freud). Kant's ideas
produce a breaking up ofthe "trascendental illusion" orthe objectification ofthe
noumenal part ofmyth. This breaking up includes not only Nietzsche's and Freud's
criticism ofthe subject, but also the projection ofa superior fictitious world ofthe
school of suspicion. That the breaking up is inspired by Kant's basic outlines is
I 5.

through

a

acknowledged by Ricoeur ( 1969, 406):

All this movement-thought ofthe unconditioned, transcendental
illusion, criticism ofabsolute objects-is essential to an intelligence
of hope. It is a reception structure where the descriptions and
denunciations from the post-Hegelian age can be taken once more;
Kant's philosophy is enriched by this; but, at the same time, atheism,
when discussed and accepted by Kantian philosophy oftrascendental

illusion, is also cleared of another illusion, its own illusion:
anthropological illusion.

Here we notice that Kant's structure is allowing Ricoeur to present
hermeneutics as an autonomous thought, that is to say, while not setting aside the
rational part ofmodern man, there is no acceptance ofmodem atheism.
19. There is no doubt that Ricoeur makes productive Kant's ideas, thanks to
the contributions he takes from other thinkers; for example, Heidegger,s concept
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oftruth

as an unveiling and Bultmann's new valuation ofmyth. As a consequence,
in the face of all this positivist reduction, myth can be seen as a way of r-urveiling
the truth, ofa situation ofman in the world (see Ricoeur 1981, 43). However, it is
Kant's division ofreality( see Ricoeur 1981, 45) into phenomenal and noumenal

environments which allows Heidegger to formulate a new concept oftruth that
vafues myth not as an explanation ofreality Qchenomenon) but as an understanding
of existence ( noumenon).
20. Ricoeur(1965, 54) supposes thatthere is a"primitiveconnection between
the act of existing and the signs we unfold in our works . . ." It implies that what is
existential, ontological, and noumenal (the act of existing) is expressed in the
phenomenon through signs and works, which must be interpreted existentially.
21. Ricoeur(1969,31 l-12) says that
there is no other way of gaining admittance to the experience of
it suffered or committed, of moral evil or suffering-that
symbolical expressions, that is to say, expressions that are based on a
literal significance (as a stain, a deviation and wandering in space,
weight or load, slavery fall) and which aim toward another significance
that we can call existential, namely, to be stained, sinner, guilty . . .
Here, existential significance is indirectly given, in an analogous way,
by the primary literal meaning. That is why to do the experience ofevil
is also to express such evil in a language, but expressing it is also to
make an interpretation of its symbols.
..

.

evil-be

He (1964,27 ) goes on, ". . . in our language of confession of sins, our symbols
of evil are borrowed from sensitive representations as the stain, a deviation of

orientationinspace,ayoke,aload,etc." Forexample, he(1988,

I78

1969,285)

argues,
. . . expressions like "stained" or "impure," are significant expressions
that present a primary or literal intention, which, as any significant
expression, assume the triumph of the conventional sign over the
natural one; so stain is the literal sense of flaw, but this literal sense is
already a conventional sign. Words such as "stain," "filthiness,'do
not resemble the signified thing. But over that first intention there is a
second one, which, through physical "filthiness," aims to certain
situations ofman as regards the sacred which is precisely the "stained,',
an "impure" being; the literal and manifest sense aims beyond itself
towards somethingthat is like astain. . . the first, literal, patent, sense,
analogically aims to a second sense which is not given to us but

through

it.

.

.

22.This allows us to see that the Kantian structure Ricoeur is following is
what has allowed him to talk about a mythification of the story of salvation:
historical, phenomenal facts acquire an analogous meaning which transform them
in patterrs of the situation of man atthe heart of being.
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23. This distinction is what determines myth as possessing a primary reference
to a fundamental time which is before history. Myth represents the origin as a
drama where the gods carry out a function. But the fundamental part of myth is its
relation to a fundamental time, not the representation ofthe divine. Myth establishes
actions, institutions, and feelings, but always in relation to the primary time of its

origin.

See Ricoeur(1 981, 35-36).

24. Here, we can see that this Kantian pattern has inspired the idea of a
historization ofmyth in touch with the story of salvation: there is a "historization"
ofmyth because the narration ofthe primary creation, when transformed into a
preface ofthe story of salvation, is also transformed into the narration ofthe first
act of salvation (the primary origin is also the end of a previous event); but this
"historization" of myth is possible because the "history" ofwhat history talks is
an ontological history (Geschichte), which is located in the same referential
noumenal realm as in the first origin according to myth. That is why a historization
of myth is possible without myth having a chronological meaning.
25. A little before, Ricoeur states that "it could be even said that symbol
manages-thanks to its determined structure-to reverse the time signs of the
original phantom." The previous father means Eschaton,the "God who comes";
generation means regeneration; birth analogically refers to new birth" (Ricoeur
1965,521). This explains why Ricoeur is able to talk about acontamination between
origin myths and eschatology as amyth ofthe end, and to accordingly enlarge the
significant intention ofmyth. Myth can be enlarged towards eschatology because
this later talks about a new creation located outside chronological histo
ry (Historie),
in the noumenal dimension ofontological history (Geschichte)where, according
to myth, is also primary creation. This allows us to understand why the end that
myth says when it is enlarged towards eschatology cannot be anything different
from a restoration of origin: because ,,origin,,' ,,beginning," and ..end,' are
phenomenal expressions which only possess analogical sense when they referto
a noumenal dimension that myth talks about. The loss of the primary sense,
chronological, ofthose terms is what allows to say that, when myth and eschatolory
fuse, the primary sense is also an end ofsomething previous and the end (Eschaton)
is also a definitive creation. In the noumenal level, the spatial-time causal continuum
is suspended. This shows how Kant's structure-the one Ricoeur follows as
regards the establishment of the significant intention of myth-works.

26. We have seen how eschatological myth appears, through

a

metaphorization ofthe story of salvation, to tell the appearance ofthe other in
constituted history.
27. Says Ricoeur(1988, 169):
For us, the moderns, myth is onlymyth because today we cannot
connect that original time with the one flom history as we understand
it according to the critical method, as we cannot locate the places of
myth within the space of our geography. That is why myth cannot be

an explanation. That is why all the subjects related to

a

demythologization is the exclusion ofthe etiological intention ofmyth.
Butwhen losing its explanatory intentions, mythreveals its exploratory
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later be called its symbolic function,

that is to say, its ability to discover, to unveil the link that connects
man with the sacred. Even if it may look paradoxical, a rnyth which is
demythologized when in touch with scientific history and raised to the
dignity of symbol, is a dimension of modem thought.
In anotherplace, when explainingthe differences between myth and symbol,
(1 988, I 8 I ) keeps this line ofthought:

Ricoeur

I will considermyth as a species of symbol, as a symbol developed
in the form of a narration and articulated in a time and space which do

not agree with the ones of history and geography according to the
critical method. For instance, exile is a primary symbol of human
alienation, but the history ofAdarn and Eve's expulsion is a mythical
narration ofsecond degree which presents fabulous characters, places,
times, and episodes. Exile is a primary symbol, not a myth, because it
is a historical event turned into something that analogically means
human alienation. But the same alienation is the one that causes a
fantastic history, the exile from Eden, which, as long as it is history
which takes place in illo tempore, is myth.
Also when talking about the texts, Ricoeur

(I

969, 68) adopts the same pattern

ofthought:
. . . the double sense ofatext, which tells me for instance about Exodus,
ends in a sort of itinerant condition which is existentially lived as a
movement from captivity to liberation; under the interpellation of a
word that gives what it puts in order, the double sense here aims to
decode an existential movement; a sort of ontological condition of
man, through an excess of sense added to knowledge that, in its
literality, places itselfwithin the observable historical world; the double
sense here is the detector ofa position within being.

28. we have already seen deep semantics as associated with structurar
analysis, but only now willthis connection be clear from the Kantian structure
Ricoeur is following.
29. When talking about the narrations of the OId Testament, Ricoeur ( I 9g I ,
61-62) says:

The theological contents . . . are announced by the structure, by
this space of subordination ofthe actors for each other, Moses, Israel,
Jehov4 and by athematic repetition ofpromise and fulfillment. We are
placed before this enigma because ofthe structural work itself, namely,
that is the theological discourse, the one that makes up the unity of
the narration . . . the theological significance is exactly what is said by
the structure ofthe narration.
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30. Ricoeur ( 1 986, I 50) refers to the structural analysis of narration as a
technique that makes narrative logic appear as underlying narrative time. This
detachment of chronology, ofthe chronological illusion of narrations, indicates
that for Ricoeur myth does not tell historical events (phenomenal realm) or, even
better, that it talks about historical events but with the intention of aiming towards
an ontological sense and revealing the truth about the being of existence, a truth
thatis Geschichtlich (noumenal realm), not Historisch(phenomenon, scientific

object). Here, both realms of scientific history (Historie) and significative,
ontological history (Geschichte) can be seen starting from the context of the
interpretation of mythical language, realms that had already appeared within the
context of myth production.
3 l. Ricoeur (1 98 1, 60) explains:

I do not want to say that there is no interest in knowing if Moses is
real character or not (it would not be possible for the narration to be
narration if it was not atthe same time chronological), but first we must
have walked that way, the way ofseeing which is the place ofa character
as regards a narration in order to find from that place and its role. . . the
significance ofthe text, what is said by the text.
a

32. Says Ricoeur(1 981, 65):

The story ofthe coming into being, which is the referent of the
discourse, is neither the apparent chronology ofthe narration nor the
true story which reestablishes scientific history: for instance, there is
no theological signification in knowing through Israel's history that
they have not arrived at Canaan as it is told, that this has been achieved
by quite peaceful infiltrations, that they have transformed it as a violent
one . . . where Israel's enemies are destroyed. . . . What possesses
theological signification belongs to the narration, not to true history
(true history does not make additions to the significance of the
narration). On the contrary, the more I am able to dechronologize the
narration, the more I am able to see what the editors have tried to
signi$z: 'you walk with your God and your God is by your side'. That
is why I suggesl to say that the narration must be dechronologized,
looking at the historicity that is told, that lsrael tells itself in the
confession of its tradition. Doing so, we reach the historicity proper
of a tradition that is not the history of real events. There is in this a
direction ofresearch within which it will be necessary to leam to handle
in a better way the relationships between the narration, that tells
nothing about sense (which does not need to be true) and discourse,
that asserts something fundamental and that is the truth of the coming
to being.
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33. That is why Ricoeur is able to connectthe interpretation of myth with the
problem ofthe passage from innocence to guilt and the problem of the liberation

ofwill

as

ontological, not

as

historical.
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THE INCOMPATIBILITY OF GOD'S
EXISTENCE WITH HUMAN FREEDOM:
SARTRE'S EXISTENTIAL ATHEISM
Jove Jim S. Aguas
University of Santo Tbmas
Manila
This paper deals with atheism, Sartre s notion ofabsolutefreedom

and Jean-Paul Sartreb claim of the irreconcilability of human
freedom with God 3 existence. For Sartre, man to be truly human must
continuotuly create his own essence and continuously assert himself,
Man can achieve this becatue he is absolutelyfree; the ffirmation of
God would undermine the exigencies ofman 3 freedom and creativity.
The question on the impossibility of the coexistence between the
ffirmation ofGodb existence and the recognition ofhumanfreedom

raises certain points against Sartreb notion of God and human
freedom. The paper urges the believer tofully understand his betiefs
and be also critical of his faith.

INTRODUCTION
I have mixed emotions about this topic. Firstly, I know that the question
about the existence of God elicits varied reactions and opinions from a host of
intellectuals and thinkers, whether they are professionals, teachers, or students.
Secondly, it may be met with cold shoulders by those who are,.secured,'about
their belief or unbelief. And thirdly, others "tremble" even at the thought of
questioning whether there is a God or not, as if to ask the question is a grave sin.
I do not intend to put forward a new argument for the existence of God.
I think, there are more than enough and some of them in fact have been
debunked but for the sake ofphilosophicaldiscussionsarestillbeingpresented.

This is how

we continue and keep alive the flame of

philosophic

contemplation, look back at the tradition, and appropriate whatever positive
insight we had in the past to the present. Neither do I intend to debunk one of
these arguments. Myintention is to analyzethepositionofoneof the forms
of modem atheism: existential atheism with its main proponent, Jean-Paul Sartre,
whose emphasis on absolute human freedom became the ground for the denial
the existence of God.

of
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I will divide my paper into three major parts: an introductory remark about
atheism, Sartre's notion of absolute freedom and the existence of God, and a
critical analysis of the claims of existential atheism based on Sartre's position
on freedom and God. I will end my paperwith some points to ponder forthe
believer.

ONATHEISM
Patrick Masterson (1971,1), in his book Atheismqndalienatiorz, remarks
that one ofthe most noteworthy of human achievements is undoubtedly the
affirmation of God. In its various historical manifestations, it speaks profoundly
of man's appraisal of his conditions-of his perfection and weakness, of his
ideals and failures, and of his hopes and fears. It ..symbolizes in a most
remarkablefashionman'sendeavorto makesense both of his aspirations and

his limitations."

Indeed, it is the sense of God and our awareness that there is Someone who
constantly guides and appreciates our endeavors that make our life and action
worth living and doing. contrary to the beliefofmany, the recognition of God's
existence does not make us realize our own imperfection and limitation, for even
without the idea of God, or even if man does no1 know that there is a God, man
realizes that in his humanness he is imperfect and limited. However, the recognition
ofGod'sexistence makes manhopeful and optimistic that Someone will fill up
his own imperfection and wil I reward him for whatever good deed he has done.
our imperfect human state is lilted to a higher level because God relates with us
in the most unique way. Thus, the affirmation of God's existence gives meaning
and value to our life and existence.
Butthis very achievement is repudiated by man himself. The denial of God
is becoming popular and common among intellectuals and thinkers. Man, as a
resultofhis own critical evaluation, has taken atheism both as intellectual stance
and personal belief. with man's affirmation of himself, he has come to deny the
existence ofGod. Butthe denial ofGod is not only the result ofman's selfassertion, it is also the result of man's awareness of the presence ofmoral evil in
the world, of the absurdity of human life and human existence, and ofthe
seeming unintelligibility of the universe. with these facts and conditions,
some has arrived at the denial of God; for some, these conditions negate the
existence ofGod.
Atheisrn could be understood both in its broad and narrow sense. In its

broadsenseitreferstothedenialofthe divinereality, ofthe supernatural order
and the existence of a spiritual being. In the narrow sense, atheism refers to the
denial of an omnipotent and Transcendent God who is both loving and gracious.
Theism, in its narrow sense, refers to the beliefin such God. The belief in such
omnipotent and rranscendent God, who is both personal, loving and gracious
and who sustains the world and man is concretely expressed in christianity,
Islam, and Judaism.
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To a large extent, it is this narrow sense oftheism that atheism is critical
about. what atheism denies is the existence of an intelligent and personal God,
who sustains the world and relates to man in a personal way. And modern
atheism isshifting its attention fromthecritique of the traditionalproofs ofthe
existence of God to a rejection of the qualities traditionally attributed to God.
sartre (1947, 314) maintained that God cannot exist because the freedom that
traditionally belongs to God really belongs to man.
Modern atheism has found a new expression in the various forms of
humanism, and more fundamentally in its reflective philosophical expression it
has strongly asserted the impossibility of the coexistence of contingent and
infinite being (Masterson 1 971 , 1 ) . Thus, from its negative form, that of simply
denying the existence of God, it has taken a more sophisticated position
according to which, man, if he is to be truly human must dispense with the belief
inGod.
SARTRE ON ABSOLUTE FREEDOM
One form ofmodematheism is existentialatheism whichdenies God,s
existence on the ground of freedom. Existential atheism claims that there is an
impossibility of reconciling the idea of God with human freedom. There is a
contradiction between the recognition ofthe existence ofGod and the affirmation
ofhunan freedom. But this is not to say that to be anexistentialist one has
to be an atheist. Existentialism is divided into two groups: the theistic group
which includes Marcel, Jaspers and Buber among others; and the atheistic group
which includes Sartre and Merleau-Ponty.
Existentialism in its general form has always emphasized man's free
subjectivity and the incamate situated character of his subjectivity. Man is an
incarnate subjectivity and, as a subject he is different from things, he has the
power to decide for himself, he has the capacity to determine himself and to
actualize his potenti aliti es.

When existentialists talk about freedom they refer topersonalfreedom,
that isthepowerof the person over hisactions, his person,andself. The
person has the capacity to determine his action and his self. Man as a subject
determines himself: it is he who creates his personality. He is the product of his
own decision; he cannot be the product of any form of determination, whether
social, economic, or biological.

The more well-known version of freedom is Sartre's concept of absolute
freedom, and this notion ofabsolute freedom led Sartre to deny God's existence.
Letus nowexarnine the keyconceptsinSarhe's existentialism and hissubsequent
atheisrn.

Existence Before Essence
Sarlre is responsible forthe dictum that existentialism is best known for:
existence precedes essence, but these terms (existence and essence) have different
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meanings from the Aristotelian ones. Forexistentialism, onlyman "exists."
Heidegger even insists that only man "exists" in the sense that only man can
stand out of his existence and evaluate his own existence. Hence, man,s
existence is different from other objects in the world. But what does it mean to
say that existence precedes essence? Sartre was clear in his description. He
(1967 ,35-36) writes: "It means that first of all, man exists, tums up, appears on the
scene and only afterwards defines himself." Man exists first and gradually creates
and defines his own essence. Therefore, Sartre (1967,36) stressed:

Man is nothingelsebutwhathe makes of himself. Suchis the
first principle of existentialism . . . man first exists, that is that man
firstof all is the being who hurls himselftoward afuture and who
is conscious of imagining himself as being in the future.
Man,rather than being

an essence,

is the structureless phenomenon of

consciousness in the world. Man as consciousness, as a for-itself, is purely
transparent, volatile self-projection continually negating the staticity, structure,
and heaviness of the in-itself(Kavanaugh 1970,164). "Man atthe start is aplan
which is aware of itself . . . nothing exists prior to this plan'" (Sartre 1967,36).

Absolute Freedom
Sartre asserts that it is through freedom that man defines his essence.
Freedom makes possiblethe essence of man. He (1965, 25) writes:

Human freedom precedes essence in man and makes it possible;
the essence of the human being is suspended in his freedom. What
we call freedom is impossible to distinguish from the being of"human
reality". . . Man does not exist first in order to be free subsequently;
there is no difference between the being of man and his being free."

Man'essence,therefore, is his pro.iect and he is notdetermined at all
by his past or historicity. Man througl-r freedom can transcend his historicity
or past, it is man who gives meaning to his past.
For Sartre ( 1965, 498), the meaning of the past is strictly dependent on
man's present project. This means that the fundamental project which I am,
decides absolutely the meaning which the past can have for me and for others. I
alone can decide at each moment the significance of the past; by projecting
myself toward my ends, I preserve the past with me and by action I decide its
meaning.

Man can also transcend the situated character of his existence. For
ofthe world defined by
the relation between the instrumental utility or adversity in the realities which
surround me and my facticity." The meaning of any situation is dependent on his
project. Situation cannot be considered as a set of constraints to which man is
Sartre ( 1965, 548), a situation is "my position in the midst
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subject. Situation stems from the illumination of constraints by freedom which
gives to it its meaning as constraints. Neither is man constrained by laws.
Sartre (1965, 551) further stressed:

But precisely because I project myselftoward an end across a
world ofrelations, I now meet with consequences, with linked series,
with complexes, and I must determine to act according to laws. These
laws and the way I make use ofthem decide the failure or success of
my attempts. But it is through freedom that lawful relations come into
the world. Thus freedom enchains itself in the world as a free project

toward ends.
Sartre emphasized that it is useless to talk about action without cause or
end or motive, for there cannot be any action without cause or motive, and such
does not concem the question of freedom. And although there is no act which
does not have any motive or cause, it is the act which decides its ends and
motives and the act is the expression of freedom.

Thus,whilethere is always asituation from which manchooses, the
stiuation's influence upon man's freedom is inconsequential. Even the past has
no effect on man's choices and man does not choose in the light of past choices.

Responsibility
With such great emphasis on the freedom of man, Sartre (1965, 553)
declares that man is condemned to be fi'ee and he carries the whole world on his
shoulders, he is responsible forthe world and forhimselfas a way of being. Being
the uncontestable author of an event and of himself, he is accountable for it.
Man must assume the situation with the proud consciousness of being the
authorof it, for it acquires meaning only in and through his project. It is senseless,
therefore, to complain since nothing alien has decided what we feel, what we live,
andwhat weare. AccordingtoSartre(1965,554), "In thissensetheresponsibility
of the for-itself is overwhelming since he is the one by whom it happens that
there is a world." Responsibility then is a logical consequence of freedom.

SARTRE'S NOTION OF GOD
Sartre was clear about his notion of God. But as to whether his notion rests
on solid ground and reflects the God of the believers which he denies remains
problematic. His notion ofGod can be summarized inthese propositions: God as
a perfect being is a contradiction; and the idea of God as the creator denies man
ofthe opportunity to create his own essence through his freedom. consequently,

the affirmation of God's existence would negate the recognition of man's
freedom. Hence, God's existence must be denied.
Sartre (1967, 70) explains that if man possesses a pre-ontological
comprehension of the being ofGod it is because God, together with the value
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and supreme end of transcendence, represents the permanent limits in terms

of
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which man makes known to itself what he is.

God the Perfect Being: A Contradiction in Itself
Sartre conceived God

as a

perfect being. Such a being can only be one who

isatthesametime"in-itself'and"for-itself." This follows fromtheideaofSartre
that there are only two beings, the "in-selfl' and the "for-itself." The in-itself is
full and massive; it manifests perfection and fullness of being, however it is
unconscious . Thefor-itseffis conscious and ontologically ernerges afterthe,,initself," it is fundarnentally a lack of being and insufficient, and this very lack is
expressed in desire. God to be a perfect being must have the same qualities

as

the

"in-itself'andthe"for-itself." Butsuchcombinationisan impossibility, for God
cannot be both conscious and unconscious, he cannot be both fullness of
being and lack of being. Thus, the idea of God as a Perfect Being is a
contradiction.

God as the Superior Artisan
Sartre also describes God, the Creator like a superior artisan. In the
factory, he says, the manufacturer already has an idea ofevery object that he
creates. Thus every object in his shop follows exactly whathe has in mind. God
is like this manufacturer, a superior artisan and, as such, when he creates, he
knowsexactly whatheiscreating. whenGodcreatedman heknows exactlythe
nature of man, and man cannot be but what God created him to be. As sartre ( 1 967,
35)maintianed:

Thus the concept of manin the mind of God is comparableto
the concept of a paper-cutter in the mind of the manufacturer
. . . Thus

the individualized man is the realization of acerlain concept

in the divine intelligence.
Sartre strongly opposed such view for to accept God as creator is to
deprive man ofthe opportunity to create himself. if God does not exist there is
nobody to defi ne human nature. It is, therefore, necessary to deny his existence.
"If God," said Sartre ( 1967, 35), "does not exist, there is at least one being in whom
existenceprecedesessence, a being whoexistsbeforehecan be defined by any
concept and that this being is man."

CRITICALANALYSIS
Sartre developed his existential atheism along the line of freedom. The
concept of freedom was given an added character by Sartre. we see here that
freedom is absolute, man is condemned to be free, and there is no lirnitation to his
freedorn but freedom itself. Man to be truly human must continuously create his
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own essence and continuously assert himself, and man achieves this because he
is absolutely free. Thus, man is truly human only by virtue of that continuous

self-surpassing, through which all his actions have given as their ultimate
significance the quest of freedom itself (Masterson 1 971 , 1 33).
This existential description ofhuman essence as the result of freedom leads
to its incompatibility with the idea of God. God cannot be the intelligent creator
ofhuman essence because it is man who creates his own essence. God cannot be
the Supreme Being to whom man becomes responsible because man, given that
enorrnous freedom, is responsible only to himself.
Hence, Sartre's commitment (see Masterson 197 1,132-33) to absolute
freedom is not only a denial of a universal human nature, it is at the same time a
denial of God as the intelligent creator of human nature. Freedom becomes the

"absolutecreative source and goal ofthesense and value of life." Existential
atheism then, as expounded by Sartre stressed that the affirmation of God would
undermine the exigencies of man's freedom and creativity. All references to God
are incompatible with human freedom.
In the I ight of these Sartrean assertions and Sartre's brand of existential
atheism, we raise the following points:

First, if man determines himself, must there not be an existing essence or
structure to be determined? There must at least be a structure-it may be the
self or the ego-to be determined, for there cannot be a determination out of
nothing. There is a human structure out of which man creates his own particular
essence through his choices. Even if we interpret essence as particular subjectivity,

thereisatleastthe self,the ego out ofwhichtheperson creates his own
particular subjectivity. This particular subjectivity, which could also be translated
as individual subjectivity or personaliry, is grounded on the ontological
subjectivity that is the fundamental ground of human reality. It is out of this
ontological subjectivity that man creates his own individual subjectivity or
personality.
Sartre failed to recognizethis ontological subjectivity when he strongly
emphasized individual subjectivity. Subjectivity in the ontological sense becomes
the ground of individual subj ectivity which man creates through his freedom.
Thus we cannot simply accept the dictum existence precedes essence to mean
that man is an indeterminate and structureless consciousness in the world and,
by his freedom, creates his own essence. Man is already man before he makes
choices; a person is already a person before he becomes this particular person.

Second, is there such a thing as absolute freedom or is Sartre simply
postulating absol ute freedom or is he using the term absolute freedom very
broadly in a virtually meaningless way?
If man is a "for-itself," as Sartre asserted, then, as such, he is lacking in
beingandthis lackis expressed indesire. How could man be absolutely free? As
a "for-itself " man would always strive toward that which he desires, he would
seek thatwhich would fill such alack. And Sartre explainedthat man'sdesire
is the desire to be God. He (1967,70-71) said:
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The best way to conceive of the fundamental project of human
reality is to say that man is the being whose project is to be God . . . To
be man means to reach toward being God, or if you prefer man
fundamentally is the desire to be God.

Is mannot determined by this particulardesireto be God? Relative to this
issue on absolute freedom istheprinciple in psychology aboutthe factors
that shape our personality. Psychologists explain that the development of our
personality is affected by two factors: our heredity and our environment.
Psychologyhasavalidclaim; weareinfluenced bythe biological predispositions
determined by our genes. Our sexuality, for example, is determined by our
genes; we cannotchoose our sexualityalthoughwe have our individual sexual
preferences. And the limits of what we can become is somehow determined by
our sexuality and our sexuality is determined by our genetic structure.
We cannot ignore the insights provided by psychology for, if we reflect on
our existence, we cannot fail but recognize that indeed we are affected by these
factors: our heredity and the environment. We are grounded on our heredity.
There are things which have been predestined by nature and from which we have
to start and create our own individual personality or subjectivity, and they do
not contradict our freedom.
Third, Sartre's notion of God as a perfect being is unclear. Is he rejecting
the idea of God of the Christians or is he rejecting the idea of God which he
conceived? His idea of a perfect being as the combination ofthe "in-itself'and
the "for-itself' does not agree with the idea of a perfect being ofthe Christians.
God forthe believers is fullness ofperfection, so what Sartre has rejected is not
the God ofthe believers, but his own idea of God.
Fourth, the impossibility of God's existence and human freedom appears
untenable. Isthereareal impossibility ofthe coexistencebetween theaffirmation
of God's existence and the recognition of human freedom? Sartre, with his
brand of existential atheism, assumed the view that man to be fully human must
deny God's existence. Itdid not prove thatanecessary beingorGod andafinite
being cannot coexist. Not unless it assumes again that man could take the place
ofGod and be the absolutely perfect being.
Ifwe acceptthe claim ofexistential atheists like Sartre, what would become
ofman? Will he be the absolutely perfect and unlimited being? Can man transcend
his humanness and overcome his imperfections and weaknesses? Man can
continuously strive to be God, but he can never be God. Man can never
transcend his humanness and overcome his imperfection.
No matter how man asserts his freedom he will remain human, with his own
weaknesses and imperfections. To be truly human is to be imperfect; man can
achieve seltactualization, buthe will remain inhis imperfectstate. But this imperfect
and limited state is complemented by the perfection and absolute goodness ofGod.
God does not hinder man's self-actualization, Hecomplementsit.
Finally, man and his freedom cannot be the ultimate source of meaning and
value ofhis life and existence. Man is not perfect and he cannot draw perfection
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from himself. In his own limitation, man cannot be the source of absolute
happiness and fullness, he cannot be the ultimate source of meaning and value in
his life.

It is sheer human pridetodeny God for the sake ofactualizing oneself.
Even ifman wills it, even if man takes away God or kill God, he cannot possess
absolute power. Man cannot clairn that his essence, his reason would be
unlimited once he asserts his ego and his freedom.

CONCLUSION
Sartre's denial ofGod onthe ground of human freedom opens itserfto more
questions rather than being a solid atheistic position. It is a position that is
assumed or postulated rather than a position arrived at after a thorough critical
evaluation. Accordingtocollins(1952,44),"Sartrean atheism is not aconclusion
arrived at after detailed investigation, it is rather a postulate." Just as Kant
postulated the existence of God for his rnoral philosophy, Sartre postulated the
nonexistence of God to give ground for his idea of absolute freedom. Saftre's
atheism is, therefore, not a conclusion but a premise.

This leads us to ask what influenced Sartre to be an atheist? what triggered
this atheistic stand? we find part of the answer in his autobiography, Les mots.l
From his autobiography we see that, just like any existentialist whose philosophy
was very much influenced by his experiences and personal life, Sartre's
philosophical stance on God was affected by his earry experiences and his
personal life.

First of all, Sartre did not experience a truly christian life. His grandfather
charles Schweitzer used to ridicule catholicism and his mother, while not
approving the Sartresattitude on catholicism,tolerated it. In his autobiography,
Sartre admitted that he prayed although he got bored with the holy. He (see
Borrajo 1968,9) wrote:"In my nightshirt, kneelingonbed, with my hands
together, I said my prayers everyday, but I thought of God less and less often.',
Sartre's denial of God stems mainly from his chirdhood experiences,
especially on the fact that his elders introduced to him the kind of God that he
neverneeded. He recounted that he was longingforthe Godwho made him for
his glory but he could not recognize such God in the fashionable God that was
introduced to him. He was looking for a creator, but instead he (see Borajo 196g,
9) was introduced to a "Big Boss."

I felt myself superfluous, therefore I had to disappear. . . the
more absurd life was, the less bearable was death. I reached out for
religion, I longed forit, itwastheremedy. Had itbeen denied of me
I would have invented it'ryself. Raised in the catholic faith, I leamed
that the Almighty had made me for his glory. That was more than I
dared dream. But later, I did not recognize in the fashionable God in
whom I wastoldtobelievetheonewhommy soul wasawaiting. I
neededaCreator, IwasgivenaBig Boss. The two were onebutldid
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Idol of the Pharisees.

The kind ofGod that he encourtered in his early life was like his grandfather,
"Big Boss," who would look at him in sucha strange manner, that the only
fitting reaction is one ofrebellion. In his autobiography, Sartre (see Charlesworth
a
I

976. 82) described it this way:

For several years longer, I kept up public

relations with the

Almighty; in private I stopped associating with him. Only once I

existed. I had been playing with matches and
had bumt a mat; I was busy covering up my crime when suddenly
God saw me. I felt His gaze inside my head and on my hands; I
had the feeling that He

turned round and round in the bathroom honiblyvisible,aliving
target. I was saved by indignation; I grew angry at such a crude
lack oftact, and blasphemed, muttering like my grandfather: "Sacre
nom de Dieu de nom de Dieu de nom de Dieu," He never looked at me
again.

Hence, much of Sarhe's negative attitude towards religion and God were
influenced and triggered by this experience, which he called "misunderstanding,"
"mistake," or "accident." Sartre (Bonajo I 968, 10) said:
Whenever anyone speaks to me about Him today, I say with the
ezuy amusement of an old beau who meets a former belle: Fifty years

ago, had it not been for that misunderstanding, that mistake, the
accidentthat separated us, there might have been something between
us.

If Sartre carried on his denial of God to the end, even though it is not
demonstrated apodictically, it is because it is necessary-both philosophically,
for his philosophical stance on freedom, and personally, for nothing will change
if one denies God.
For the Believer
Atheism is undeniably a human possibility and, at the same time, an
a possibility it can be ascribed to many causes. For as long as man
experiences absurdity in his life, for as long as there is evil in the world, for as
option. As

long as the universe seems to be unintelligible, for as long as man cannot know
God the way he knows theworld and himself, atheism will remain convenient
both as a conclusion to make and as a position to take.
Thus, if man is fascinated with God, he is also inclined to question this
fascination and such an object of fascination. And what is noteworthy about the
wholesubjectis that it is aposition hold on to notbyordinarymen but men

of greatintelligenceandinfluence. Anditisnotordinarilythe resultof somekind
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ofhatred or displeasure about reality. There are those who, because oftheir
honest evaluation of things andreality,haveembracedthedenialofGod. Ifsuch
position is the result of intellectual honesty and honest evaluation of things,
then I respectthe atheistforthat. Ifthey have arrived atsuch conclusionby
using their God-given reason, although they may not accept that reason come
from God, then I say that they have in their intellectual exertion affirmed the
existence of one fiom whom reason comes.
But we cannot simply dismiss the claims and arguments of atheism. It has
presented sensible justification fortheirclaims, and much ofthese arguments and
the stand that the atheist take are the result ofdeep and honest philosophical
contemplation. These are the results oftheir critical evaluation of reality and

the world, of human existence and man's conditions.
On the positive side, atheism, particularly modern atheism, has some lessons

for the believers. Atheism provides us,believers, with themotivationtothink
aboutour beliefs to reconsider and reevaluateourpositionandour claims.
Atheisrn opens our mind to the necessity ofjustifying our beliefs, for it is
not enough simply to believe. Aside from faith, the believer was given reason by
the God to whom he believes and it is his responsibility to use this God-given gift
to its fullness; even the great believers, the saints, have used their reason to
justi|/ their beliefs and make sense out oftheirbeliefs. The uncritical believer may
think that he believes and affirms God but, in reality, he may be believing and
affirming apseudo-god.
Believers, by their actions and false assumptions, project a wrong image of
God, a God who is tyrannical, a God who makes unreasonable demands and laws,

who punishes and drives away anyone who disobeys his command. In the
process, people shun away from God and the atheists rejected this God; including
the true God. It is, therefore, more ofthe fault ofthe believer rather than the fault
ofthe unbeliever.
The uncritical believer, because of his mistakes and foolishness, has
compromised the cause of God, and the critical atheist, realizing such faults, is
merciless in castigating these faults. The believer must be true to his faith and
must live according to the cause of God-the God who is forgiving, loving, and

ever gracious.

NOTE
1.

The citations from zes mots weretaken either from Max charlesworth

(1976) orfrom Magin Bonajo (l 968).
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EQUALITY OF WHAT?
WHY LIBERTY?
DiegoA. OdchimarIII
University of Santo Tomas

Manila
Justice is about political ideals on how to accommodate
dffirences that are natural among basically heterogeneous human
beings. In many ways, justice is remarkably complicated because of
the alleged conflict between the demands of equality and the concern
that people should hqve as much liberty available. The author argues

in this essay that the ideal ofequality and liberty can be reconciled
into the liberal ideal of fairness. This compromiseview accounts as
ajustification.for coercive institutions and obligations and a tenqble
basis.for a practical definition of rights and justice in general. The
author does this by going through the philosophical presuppositions
of the dffirent theories ofjustice. His examination focuses on
rendering analytic clarity to the ideal of equality, liberty, and the
value ofcommunity.

INTRODUCTION
Human beings are basically heterogeneous. We are thoroughly diverse that
we ditTer from each other not only in extemal characteristics and circumstances
(e.g., in inherited fortunes, in the natural and social environments in which we
live). We also differ in our personal characteristics (e.g., age, sex, proneness to
illness, physical and mental abilities).
We begin life with different endowments of inherited wealth and liabilities.
we live in different environments, some more hostile than others. The societies
and the communities to which we belong offer very different opportunities as to
what we can or cannot do. The epidemiological factors in the region in which we
live can profoundly affect our health and well-being.
Amartya Sen ( I 992, I , 20), author of Inequality reexamined,argues that the
evaluation of the dernands of substantive equality and effective freedorn should
seriously take into account the fact of human diversity.
Despite their basal heterogeneity, mutual respect and community comes
naturally to human beings. But from time to time, it degenerates into dornination
and oppression when individuals throw offthe value of community for the pursuit
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of their own narrow self-interests.

Self-interest could easily transform community into conflict and turn
individuals into factious and fanatical slaves oftheir intolerantpassions. Ifno one
will stop them, if they cannot find a way to calm themselves, then nothing less
than the chains of despotism can restrain them from killing one another. This is the
perverse, sometimes inhuman, fact of political life. It has been the project of
philosophers to find reasonable principles ofjustice to guide politics. Thus, Steven
Kautz(1995, chap. 5) concludes in Liberalism and communitythat"political life
depends upon shared opinions aboutjustice. In the absence ofsuch agreement,
human beings will quarrel, sometimes violently about first principles."
Iris MarionYoung (1990, 10) observes inJustice and the politics of dffirence,

that domination and oppression happens against women, children and youth,
persons with disabilities, the mentally challenged, older persons, indigenous
peoples, the urban and rural poor, farmers, fisher folks, workers (local and overseas,
public or private, whether formally employed or not), displaced families and
communities, andothervaluable sectorsbecause ithas beenthe norrn of political
life that communities defi ne ri ghts and duties accord i ng to the interests of privileged
groups that discriminate and prejudice them.

AUTHORITY
ln Four essays on liberty,Isaiah Berlin (1969,167-71) contends that because
of the lack of harmony in men's prospects in their pursuit of self-interest, it is an
imperative that sometimes liberty should be coerced. Otherwise, in the Hobbesian
sense, political life in a community is short, cruel, and brutish. But coercion
should be legitimate. Thus, authority is important in political life. Simply defined,
authority is the rightful disposition to wield power. The concept of authority
implies thatthe ruled will obey those who govem them.
James Sterba ( 1995, 1-9), author of Contemporary social and political
philosophy, clarifies that "the central task of social and political philosophy is to
provide a justification for coercive instihrtions." These institutions are those which
essentially, at least sometimes employ force or threat of force to control the behavior
oftheir members to achieve either minimal or wide-ranging goals. Sterba claimed
that to justifu such coercive institutions, we need to show that authorities within
these institutions have the right to be obeyed and their members have the
corresponding duty to obey them. In other words, we need to show that these
institutions have legitimate authority over their members.
"Why should others refrain me from doing what I wish?" one may ask.
Ironically, while an individual, as far as possible, seeks above all to free oneself
from every sort of authority, in order for him or her to be free from the dorninion of
others, he or she must submit oneself in some measure to an authority. For analytic
clarity, an individual's freedom can be a hindrance to another person's freedom.
Therefore, if every individual is conferred with all the fi,eedoms possible to frame,
revise, and pursue his or her self-interest, each one ofthem may end up hindered
from getting whatthey want.
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This is the reason why laws are enacted. Laws are supposedto be hindrances
to hindrances of freedom. They keep people from unduly interfering with the
freedoms of others. As John Locke ( 1991 , 85), in Two treatises of government,
says, "...wherethereisnolaw,thereisnofreedom."However,theproblemisthat

not all laws are just. Of course, all laws are legal. Laws presuppose that they
emanated from legitimate authorities. They are enacted and ratified by people who
are given the mandate to formulate laws. But the basis of some laws is suspect.
Normally, laws are based on social and political ideals. Socialists, libertarians,
liberals, and communitarians defend the legitimate authority of laws and coercive
institutions as a means to best promote their ideals. In fact, it is when these coercive
institutions fail to realize these ideals that they lose their legitimate authority. For
example, welfare liberals, like John Rawls, contend that the ultimate moral reason
for acknowledging someone as a legitimate authority is justified in terms of
"faimess," while libertarians, like John Hospers, insislthat it is only justified in
terms of "liberty." In contrast, socialists, like Karl Marx, argue that the ultimate
justification for submitting to someone as a legitimate authority is provided by
"equality," while commturitarians, like Michael Sandel and Michael Walzet propose
that an authority is legitimate only if its coercive institutions are expedientto the
"common good" (Sandel 1982, 1 50).

EQUALITY
"From each according to his ability, to each according to his needs," as Karl
Marx ( 1875; 1966,52) expresses inhis Critique of the Gotha program, sums up the
socialist political ideal of "equality" in terms of need-fulfillment.
Obviously, this is the urgent response of socialists to the widespread
exploitation ofworkers by capitalists who extract unfair advantages from them for
the pursuit of profit. In fact, capitalists threaten their workers to replace them with
other workers if they disrupt the good retum on their investment. Socialists claim
that such exploitation is carried out because ofthe concentration ofwealth and
power in the hands of a few.
By appealing to the moral incentive to provide for the basic needs of all its
members by redistributing wealth and power, socialists hope to be able to motivate
people to do their best in contributing to society. As Marx pointed out, this can be
done by restricting ownership of capital and other means of production. In other
words, socializing the means of production would lead to the abolition of capitalism.
The socialists propose a strong government that would guarantee that
workers have significant control over the features of their working conditions
such as job descriptions; working hours; and, hiring, firing, and promotion policies.
Such control extends not only to firms and factories. In orderto achieve substantial
equality, it is legitimate for a socialist government to interfere with the positive
freedom of individuals to do what one wants with one's income. Thus, in a socialist
communiqr, a member loses the negative freedom not to be interfered with.
At the very least, the redistribution of wealth and power necessary to achieve
guaranteed
a
social minimum justifies socialist coercive institutions as legitimate
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authorities. Butthis end has been highly criticized because ofthe failure of socialist
constructions, which is largely attributed to the abuse of authority and loss of

liberly.

LIBERTY
Unlike the socialists, libertarians reject any coercively supported social
minimum

as a

violation of libefty. They argue that liberry always has priority over

other social and political ideals.

Liberty is a universally accepted ideal. But it is differently understood.
Libertarians, like Henry SpencerandJohn Locke, take liberty asthecore requirement
ofjustice. Some libefiarians, following Herbert Spencer, have (1 ) taken the right to
liberty

as basic and (2) derived all other rights from this right to

liberty. Other

liberlarians, following John Locke, have (a) taken a set ofrights, including typically
the right to life and the right to property, as basic and (b) defined liberty asthe
absence ofconstraints in the exercise ofthese rights.r
James Sterba (1995,30) explains thatfor libertarians,
. . . the right to life is not a right to receive from others the goods and
resources necessary for preserving one's life. It is not a right to a

social minimum.

It is simply

a right not to be killed unjustly.

Correspondingly, the libertarian's right to property is not a right to
secure a social minimum. Rather, it is a right to acquire goods and
resources either by initial acquisitions or by voluntary agreements.
In conflict situations between the rich and the poor, the poor may argue that
they have the freedom to not to be interfered with when taking from the surplus
possessions ofthe rich what is necessary to satisry their basic needs (see Hospers
1971,21). Libertarians argue thatthere is no duty to provide for such needs. A
duty, such as the provision of welfare to the needy, interferes with the freedom of
the rich in using their resources to satisfi their luxury needs ifthey so wish. For
this reason, libertarians are opposed to any coercively supported social minimum.
Redistributive schemes, such as the provision of welfare to the needy, are
requirements of charity rather than j ustice.

FAIRNESS
Both libertarians and liberals believe that human beings possess rights by
nature. However, they have conflicting rights claims. While libertarians speak of
rightto propeffy, liberals appeal to economic welfare rights. Libertarians condemn
affirmative action as an infringement on individual rights, while the liberals praise
affrrmative action for vindicating the collective rights of disadvantaged minority
groups.
Liberals argue thatjustice is not merely about liberty, but also about faimess.
In liberal term s,fairness isthe priority ofright over good. The right draws the limit
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ofthe good. It means that the principles of right impose limits on permissible ways
of life (see Rawls 1 97 1,

5601. 1 993, 17 4, I 87 ; Kant 17 97, 25).
Again, for analytic clarity, liberties are not necessarily rights. Loosely, rights
are claims. Butnotall claims are rights. In liberal terms,arightisalegitimate claim.
A claim is legitimate if it is a particular exercise of freedom that treats human
beings, in any case, as persons, not as things or means to an end.
Therefore, justice as faimess, as a compromise view ofsocialist and libertarian
ideals, is an idea of a mixed regime. A liberal community enables its members to lead
a reasonable way of life, one that allows them the liberty to pursue their selfinterests and requires them at the same time to respect the equal freedom of others.
Generally, liberals oppose authoritarianism because it espouses a doctrine of
consent.
Liberals have defended their ideal in basically two ways. Some liberals,
followinglmmanuel Kant, proposethathuman beings should have all the freedoms
possible to frame, revise, and pursue their own good, for as long as the exercise of
these freedoms is consistent with the equal freedom of others. In other words, a
person is free to do as one pleases only when one treats human beings as persons,
not things or means to an end.
Kantian liberals believe that human beings are by nature free because they
possess reason, or the capacity to set their own ends. It is in this sense that
human beings are persons. A human being loses one's humanity when his or her
freedom to set his own ends is hindered. This happens when he or she is treated
merely as a thing, or means to an end. Thus, for Kantian liberals, there is only one
human right, that is, the right to freedom of action.
Other liberals, following John Stuart Mill (1956, l9-20), value freedom as a
meanstomaximize utility oraggregate happiness. Contemporary liberals,likeJoseph
Raz (1986, 18-19, 133; seeMulhall and Swift l992,chap.8), authorof Themorality
of freedom, argue that while a liberal government is not entitled to approve or
suppress a style of life, it should help its citizens live the life that they value by
making available a range ofvaluable options.

COMMUNITY
While liberals believe that the right to freedom of action is prior to any good,
communitarians believe the contrary. communitarians insist that th e common good,
orthe good of the community, should precede any right. Accordingto Stephen
Holmes (1993, 90-91), "...communitarians are above all 'anti-liberals, who seekto
establish a politics ofthe common good and thereby to tame the prevailing liberal

politics of rights." They contend that liberalism has diminished the value

of

community.

Michael Sandel ( 1 982, 178) maintains n Liberalism ond its critics that persons
are constituted by their obligations to communities. Thus, the principles of right
and so ofjustice are limited by the communities' concept ofthe good.
From aliberal perspective,thepriorif ofthegood overtherightis problematic.
Obviously, ifprinciples ofright and justice are to be limited by the community's
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concept ofthe good, the principles of right and justice necessarily become local.
Consequently, this will make the concepts of rights and ofjustice notoriously
vague and indefinite. There will be a diversity of views on rights and justice as
there are varied views on the good.
Michael Walzer ( I 983, 6, 3 7 2- I 4) opines in,Sp&e r es of j us t ic e that different
communities have differentunderstandings ofsocial goods, whichrequires different
procedures ofdistribution. Walzerclaimsthatsocial goods, such as welfare, security,
money, education, political power, and honor, should be distributed according to
the community tradition or shared understanding of people's needs, which vary
over time and between communities.
The politics of community, in any case, has not offered a principled way to
end the disagreements regarding rights and justice. The ineducible pluralism of
cultures within a comrnunity and between communities implies that there are no
judges between them but the members ofthe community themselves and their own
local prejudices.
Steven Kautz ( 1995 ,25-26), author of Zlb eralisnt and community, argues
that a definitive way to settle the disagreements on rights andjustice is to recognize
the factthat although communities have different ways of life, they are constituted
by the participation ofright-bearing persons. This is the liberal response to the
communitarian criticism. This response makes it tenable to imagine a modern
concept of community that endorses the universality of human rights and the

impartiality ofj ustice.

CONCLUSION
Equality, in socialist terms, is an end. It can never be achieved in any
community without violation of basic liberties. Equaliry in the distribution of social
goods is a social disaster because it requires that oppressive apparatuses ofthe
state be installed to impose a preferred way of life that regularly interferes with the
life choices of its citizens in order to achieve distributive equality. Such is the
mistake of socialism that accounts for its failure as a theory ofjustice.
On the contrary, in liberal terms, equality is a means. It does not matter
whether a group ofpeople ends up getting more social goods than other groups
for as long asthe means, or the procedure involved in the distribution, is equal.
That is, citizens are being treated as persons who have an equal amount of freedom
to frame, revise, and pursue their own concepts ofthe good.
This is the ideal ofjustice as faimess. Justice requires a procedural equaliry,
not distributive equality. No equal distribution of social goods is just if it is done
atthe expense ofbasic liberties.
Furthermore, justice demands a modem concept of community. Unlike the
traditional concept ofcommunity whose unity is based on "common identity" and
homogeneity, a modern community is a liberal community united as a "common
humanity" of right-bearing persons.
The traditional concept of community is unjust, whether organized according
to socialist or communitarian ideals. It is partisan and exclusive. It is the root cause
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ofdomination and oppression by depriving its citizens the freedom to examine the
existing coercive institutions, prevailing practices and authoritative prejudices of
their own community. It has given rise to terrorism, blind patriotism, and intolerance
of strangers at home and away from home.

A modern community is inclusive. It is to be administered by a weak
govemmentthat interferes onthe affairs of its citizens only to uphold and expand
their freedoms. It is liberal because it is the product ofreasonable choices of free
and equal individuals. It is a community that accommodates the reasonable
pluralism as the inevitable outcome of free institutions where citizens remain
heterogeneous and profoundly divided by reasonable religious, political, and moral

doctrines.

NOTE
l. According to Jeffrey Paul in James Sterba's Contemporary social and
political philosophy (1995,79),libertarians have defended their ideal in basically
twoways.
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BOOI( REVIEW
Alain de Botton. Essays in love.
London: Picador, 2006,212 pp.
Alain de Botton's -Essays in love,published as On love in the United States,
is a genre-breaking philosophical novel: part-vignette, part-analysis, and partnarrative. As the title suggests, it is a collection of very short essays, broken down
into numbered paragraphs, that deal with the different aspects of a relationship.
They are organized around the story of a man and a woman, and told from the
man's perspective.
The book opens with their first meeting in an airplane, follows the course of

their year-long togetherness, and investigates the aftermath of betrayal and
heartbreak. It is thus an atypical intellectual probe into the mosttypical ofmodemday conundrums: romantic love.
Despitethe book's slimness, eachwell-constructed sentence is full of insight.
One gets the sense of peering at love's kaleidoscope and tracing each crystalline
facet: a briefglance, words exchanged, petnames, amemorable habit. However, de
Botton's lucid analysis interferes with pacing. The result is a distancing erudition.
Like a voyeur, one watches the unfolding of a relationship through the lens of a
philosophical microscope. The dynamic wings of an emotion are pinned to the
slide like those of a dead butterfly.
In fairness to the work, it does not claim to engage the experience of love
phenomenologically and, indeed, this might be its greatest weakness. Nonetheless,

it is a valiant attempt at employing the tools of philosophy---e .g. logical analysis;
insights from thinkers such as Plato, Pascal, and Nietzsche; sorne antithetical
moral positions-in orderto make sense of love. In this sense, it is reminiscent of
A lover 3 discourse by Roland Barthes. However, the latter is less jarring for not
mixing analysis with narrative, which proves to be the fatal flaw of de Botton's
book.
Yeton the whole, it is a precocious work, having been first published in 1993
when its author was only twenty four. He anticipates the main ideas of such
popular theorists as Irving Singer (The pursuit of love) and Robert Solomon(Love;
Emotion, myth, and metaphor), whose own books on the subject came out in the
same decade. For example, although Sartrean existentialism is never mentioned, de
Botton's ideas parallel those of Sartre/Solomon in such chapters as "Love or
liberalism," "Beauty" and, most especially, "'I'-confirmation."
In Part Three of B e ing and n oth ingne s s, Jean-Paul Sartre eluci dates on our
doomed relations with others, relations that are necessarily antagonistic due to
the nihilating activity of consciousness. In looking at the Other, one cannot help
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but objectify him or her, and vice versa. Furtherrnore, Sartre famously wrote that
love-like all other intersubjective phenomen4 such as desire and hate-is doomed
to fail. This is because what the lover wants is contradictory: A freedom that wills
its own captivity. When in love with someone, we want them to relinquish their
prerogative to walk away, only to relinquishitfreely.
Meanwhile, Robert Solomon builds on these Sartrean premises regarding
individual nothingness or freedom, and their logical consequences with regard to
our relations with others. In two of his books, Love: Emotion, myth, & metaphor
and About love: Reinventing romancefor our times, Solomon constructs a detailed
theory of love that interprets Sartre more optimistically. He points to the dialectic
between freedom and intimacy as love's primary driving force.
Similarly, de Botton points to the mutual exclusivity of freedom and romantic
love in the chapter "Love and liberalism." Here he (69) writes that the most liberal
govemments are those that have the least claim on-and, hence, are the least "in
love" with-its citizens. He observes that the greater the feeling of love, the more
fascistic one acts towards the beloved. Foibles which are bearable ifcommitted by
others become earth-shattering when committed by one's beloved. This suggests
that the beloved's freedom to be whatever one-wants to be is ultimately anathema
to the lover, who-paradoxically enough-wants him or her to be "free," but only
short ofbecorning a robotl
Meanwhile, in the chapter "Beaut5r," de Botton (72) ponders on the inherent

subjectivity of the beloved's attractiveness: "Does beauty give birth to love or
does love give birth to beauty?" How to explain the objective ugliness of the gap
between a woman's two front teeth, which to her lover appears to be so endearing?
De Botton (77) ends up concluding that "A subjective theory of beauty makes the
observer wonderfully indispensable." If the author had read Sartre's Being and
nothihgness,ortaken it seriously at least, he might have done wellto mention the
existentialists' cogent analysis ofthe look,or le regarde de l'autre. Sartre famously
wrote that "My original fall is the existence ofthe Other," suggesting that another
subj ectivity is essential to sel f-consci ousness.
Indeed, de Botton (108) builds on this unacknowledged Sartrean theme in
the chapter "'I'-confirmation," where he writes:
2. Perhaps it is true that we do not really exist until there is someone
there to see us existing, we cannot properly speak until there is someone
there who can understand what we are saying, in essence, we are not
wholly alive until we are loved.
3. What does it mean that rnan is a' social animal' ? Only that humans

need one another in order to define themselves and achieve selfconsciousness, in away that mollusks orearthworms do not. We cannot
come to a proper sense of ourselves if there aren't others around to
show us whatwe're like....

BOOK REVIEW: ESSAYS IN LOVE

l13

Still on the topic of 'o'I'-confirmation," de Botton (l 14) likens the selfto a
shapeless amoeba, which requires the presence ofothers to mold its contours. But
eventhough the perspective ofother people gives form to us, "No one canwholly
contain our 'I'. We will always be chopped offin some area or other, fatally or nof'
(italics in original). This insight echoes the petrifying effect of what Sartre calls
"the look" ofthe Other. Alone, consciousness is pwe nihilation. But in the presence
ofthe Other, through the phenomenological experience of shame before the look
ofthe Other, one becomes a (self-)conscious "I." And this "I" is never enough to
account for the absolute freedom or nothingness within oneself.
If de Botton had incorporated the above Sartrean dimensions to his own
analysis, he might have avoided the epistemic problem entirely, which he refers to
in the chapter'!Scepticism and faith." Here he (99) discusses our propensity to
doubt "the legitimacy of love." What ifthe whole thing were merely a delusion, as
in the actual case of the man who believed that he was an egg? The man went

around afraid that he would "'break himself' and 'spill the yolk'," until a
psychotherapist suggested that he always carry a piece oftoast, presumably to
cushion himselfin case ofabreakage. This allowed him to live more or less normally.
Thus, the lover might ask whether the beloved truly exists or is merely a product of
the lover's imagination. Butfor Sartre, one need not prove the existence of the
Other because it is experienced phenomenologically. The existence of the Other
is part ofthe very struclures ofconsciousness itself. ln a sense, de Botton (98)
also nullifies the epistemic question by suggesting that the "delusion,"
love, ceases to be such when it is val idated by another person:

ifthat

is

9. . . . though one may be living under a delusion (love, the belief
that one is an egg), if one finds the complementary part of it (another
lover like Chloe under a similar delusion, a piece oftoast)then all may
be well. Delusions are not harmful in themselves, they only hurt when
one is alone in believing in them, when one cannot create an
environment in which they can be sustained. So long as both Chloe
and I could preserve the yolk of love intact, what did it matter quite
what the truth was?
His neglect of phenomenology aside, de Botton surprises with several original
turns toward the end of the book. Most theorists of love focus on its beginning
and middlestages, whilesome-Solomon inparticular-limittheiranalysis entirely
to its emotional peak. De Botton addresses what happens in the wake of betrayal
and the inevitable breakup. He discourses on the lure of suicide (cf Goethe's
Werther) and the "Jesus complex" typically adopted by the spumed lover. (Indeed,
by far the most fascinating aspect of the book is its Nietzschean bent-its contempt
for self-pity and its daring claim that love is amoral, that is "beyond good and

evil.")
By giving the dark side of love its due, de Botton captures the total range of
this emotion, and reveals itto be essentially paradoxical. Forexample,forgettingis
typically perceived as the antithesis of loving. It is supposed to be a balm for
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heartbreak. Yet, from the point ofview of one who is falling out of love, ..Forgetting,

howevercalming," says deBotton(198), "was also areminderofinfidelitytowhat
I had at one time held so dear." Even as love dies, one longs for the pain-if only
to remind oneselfthat one still lives.
De Botton (212) concludes with the chapter "Love lessons," in which the
narrator realizes that (and I paraphrase): ( 1 ) Despite the pain and devastation that
love can wreak, one is only too happy to fall in love again; hence, love is irrational;
and (2) The very irrationality of love defies "positivistic" explar-rations and
therapeutic advice. At the end of his analysis, the author leaves us with these
words: that with regard to love, "analysis could never be anything but flawed. . .."

Noelle Leslie de la Cruz
De La Salle Univesity
Manila
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